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Abstract 
'The construction of a Ku-band radio interferometer and some preliminary obser- 
vations are reported. The interferometer was built f o r  the purpose of mapping some 
discrete ratio sources: the Crab Nebula, Cas A, and Cyg A. The system contains 
two 8 ft parabolic antennas and receives radiation a t  17. 128 GHz (1. 75  cm). The 
m-aximum baseline length of 100 m corresponds to a resolution of 35 seconds of arc.  
A PDP-8 computer is incorporated in the system and used for pointing, tracking, delay 
compensation, and real-time data analysis. The phase stability of the system was 
found to be better than 10" over a period of 2 hours. Consistent fringe components 
were obtained from the Crab Nebula with the baseline set  a t  8 m. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The need for better angular resolution a t  wavelengths shorter  than 3 crn in radio 
astronomical observations has been apparent for quite some time. Fo r  instance, our 
knowledge of the physical processes that give r i se  to the radiation from the Crab 
~ e b u l a ' "  and the planet  enu us^'^ could be greatly enhanced by observations at 2 crn 
with angular resolution better than 30 seconds of a rc .  With this problem in mind, the 
present work was undertaken. The objective was to show that a coherent interferometer 
can be built a t  1. 75 cm and used for  aperture synthesis. We have built a phase- stable 
interferometer, thereby accomplishing the f i r s t  part of our  objective. Although con- 
sistent fringes have been obtained from the Crab Nebula, no aperture synthesis has been 
done. As well a s  the phase stability, we have also demonstrated the use olf a small  
computer (4 k memory) in the control of such functions a s  antenna pointing and tracking, 
delay compensation, and real-time data processing. 
In Section 11, the theory of the earth- rotation synthesis, otherwise called "tracking 
interferometer,  " is presented. This technique was f i r s t  used with the 178- MHz 
7 interferometer of Cambridge university5' and has been treated by Zisk and by 
Swenson and ~ a t h u r . ~  A review of other existing and proposed instruments designed 
for  earth- rotation aperture synthesis has  been given by Swenson. 9 
In Section 111 the data-processing technique is explained. The technique that was used 
i s  the least-square fit. A derivation is given of the interferometric signal-lo-noise 
ratio; in this derivation we have included the effects of the processing techniqile. 
Section IV gives a concise but complete description of the system. We felt it was 
necessary to give a thorough account of the equipment, since none of it existed a t  the 
beginning of this project. Some parts  of it, such a s  the analog multiplier and the over- 
a l l  interface concept, a r e  novel. The phase-lock system idea was f i rs t  used by 
Alan E. E. Rogers in the OH interferometer between Haystack and Millstone at Lincoln 
Laboratory, M. I.T.1° The A-D conversion method, a s  well a s  some of the designs, 
were suggested by Donald E. Troxel of the Cognitive Information Processing Group of 
the Research Laboratory of Electronics. In general, this has been written with the 
future u s e r s  of the interferometer in mind, a s  well a s  any other reader  who i s  inter- 
ested in problems of interferometric design. 
In section V we explain the software. We decided that a c lear  presentation of the 
program is necessary because i t  is an important part  of the system, and also because 
such a presentation would facilitate the addition of improvements by future users .  
In Section VI we tabulate and interpret some of the data that were obtaiiied from 
Cygnus A, Cassiopeia A and the Crab Nebula (N. 6. C. 1952, 1 M). 
Finally, in Section VII modifications a r e  suggested that will enable us  to make a 
complete aperture synthesis. 
11. INTERFEROMETER THEORY 
We shall now develop the theory of an interferometric system. The basic assump- 
"ions germane to the system and to the nature of the source to be studied a r e  the fol- 
lowing. 
1 .  The sources a r e  discrete ratio sources; that is,  as << %, where as is the width 
of the source and QB is the beamwidth of the antennas. 
2.  The radiations from different points on the source a r e  completely incoherent. 
3.  The antennas a r e  continuously tracking the source. 
Fig. 1. Simple interferometer. 
OUTPUT 
A simple interferometer is shown in Fig. 1. The response of this interferom- 
eter to a point monochromatic source is 
v o = A cos [ ~ n f  sine]. 
The dependence of sin 0 on the source and baseline coordinates, a s  well a s  the 
response of the interferometer to  an extended polychromatic source, will be obtained. 
2 . 1  SOURCE-BASELINE GEOMETRY 
2 .  1. 1 Spherical Triangle and Fringe Rate 
Figure 2 shows the half of the celestial  sphere that l ies  above the local horizon. 
P is  the north celestial pole, R is the radio source that is being observed, and (L, L ' )  
a r e  the points at which the baseline intersects the celestial  sphere. F o r  this interferorn- 
e te r  the baseline l ies  on the horizon. In specifying the baseline we shall use the NW 
intersection point, L, for which HL = 9. 75 h and DL = 42. 3 6 " .  
Fig. 2. Celestial sphere. 
HORl ZON 
The angle formed by the line OR and the plane perpendicular to the baseline at  0 is 
called 0. Since, in this case,  the baseline l ies  on the horizon, 0 is the angle formed 
by % and E. The source, R, is specified by i t s  hour angle, h, and declination 6. 
The angle p is called the position angle. It is measured counterclockwise from the 
source hour circle  PRT. The source-based orientation is such that North i s  toward 
the top, West toward the right and East toward the left. Figure 3 shows this orienta- 
tion, a s  well a s  the sense of p. According to this orientation the angle p shown in 
N 
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Fig. 3. Source- based orientation. 
Fig. 2 is negative. As a matter of fact, it will be negative for  a source in the western 
hemisphere and positive for a source in the eastern hemisphere. 
Fo r  the spherical triangle LPR we obtain 
IT 
s in  8 = sin 6 sin DL + cos 6 cos DL cos (HL-h). 
Equation 2 can be expressed in t e rms  of the s idereal  t ime,  t ,  by setting h = t - a. If the 
expression for s in  0 (2 )  is substituted in ( l ) ,  the output of the interferometer becomes 
s in  6 s inD + cos 6 cos D cos 2 
0 L L 
By expanding around t where t = t + t ' ,  we get 
0' 0 
s in 6 sin D + cos 6 cos D cos $ (H+a-to) 
0 L L 
IT 'IT + - t '  cos 6 cos DL sin 12 (H+a-t) . 12 11 
By shdying (3), we can define the quantity fringe rate, R(6, a ,  to) : 
2IT d IT fringes R(6 ,  a, to) = 86400 y cos 6 cos DL sin 12 (H+a-t o ) sid. sec.  ' 
Therefore, over short intervals of t ime the output of the interferometer is a cosinus- 
oidal fundion with a frequency given by Eq. 4. The fringe rate  goes through zero when 
2 .  1. 2 Source Angular Coordinates and Projected Baseline Components 
Let us consider an extended source a s  shown in Fig. 4. We can define the source- 
based angular coordinates x and y in t e r m s  of the source hour angle and declination 
(in radians) : 
, SOURCE R 
W 
Fig. 4. Definition of angular source coordinates. 
According to the source-based orientation defined here,  positive x is toward the 
right (W), and positive y is toward the top (N). 
Figure 5 shows the region of the sky around the source, R, the center (ho, ~ 5 ~ )  of 
which coincides with the center of the antenna beam. We also show the projection of the 
baseline, (d/k) cos 0, on the source plane (x, y). The solid projection is used when our 
Fig. 5. Source-centered coordinates. 
baseline is defined by the vector OL in Fig. 2, and the dotted projection is used when 
the baseline is defined by the vector CL'. As mentioned previously, the vector of: wil l  
be used for our  baseline. Then the components of the projected baseline in the western 
and northern directions a r e  
EW u = -d/k cos 0 s in  p 
SN v = d/h cos 0 cos p. (6) 
By applying the laws of sine and cosine12 in the spherical triangle LPR of Fig. 2 ,  w e  
obtain 
u = d/X cos DL s in  (HL-h) 
v = d/h [sin D~ cos 6 - cos DL sin 6 cos (%-h)]. 6-71 
These projected baseline components a r e  the angular frequency coordinates to which 
the angular coordinates x, y transform. It can be demonstrated very simply by consid- 
ering the point sources C and Q in Fig. 5. From Eq. 1 the interferometer response to 
d j2n j;sin9 d j2n -sin9 
C is vC = A Re e O, and to Q it is v = A Re e X Q . If we now expand sin B 
around (ho, hO)  and make use of (5) we obtain 
I a s i n e  
s in 8 = sin 9 + ------- -( a h  )(h , ijO) o cos 60 
0 
Recognizing that 
we have 
d 
sin 9 = - sin + ux t vy. x X 
Substituting (8) in the expression for  v we obtain Q ' 
W e  can now recognize the expressions for  v and v a s  Fourier  t ransforms in the C Q 
U , V  plane of impulse functions in the x,y plane, one at the origin and the other at (x, y). 
2 . 2  INCIDENT RADIATION 
Let us consider the source-receiver configuration shown in Fig. 6 which is actually 
a different representation of the configuration on Fig. 4. The antenna is pointed in the 
direction z which connects the origin of the receiving aperture with the center of the 
source at  (ho, 60). The electric field, 8, on the plane of the aperture,  because of radi- 
ation originating a t  a point Q on the source, will then be a function of the direction 
cosines 8 '  cos ax, cos a cos a and time t ;  that i s ,  
y2 z 
Since the dimension of the source is much smal le r  a s  compared with the distance R, 
we may say that 
where  x and yg a r e  in radians. With these approximations the electric field Q 
has the more convenient form 8 (x, y; t) ,  where x and y a r e  the angular coordi- 
nates on the source. 
RECEIVING APERTURE 
Fig. 6. Source receiver configuration. 
If we now define the temporal Fourier transform of the electric field 
then, a s  has been shown, l the intensity of radiation (I(x, y; v )  at  the receiving site is 
L The units of I(x, y; v )  a r e  W/Hz- m -ster .  The radiation intensity is related to the bright- 
ness temperature distribution of the source by 
The output of the antenna expressed in units of power/Hz is 13, 14 
where A is the effective a r ea  of the antenna and is related to the power of the 
antenna by 
Inwriting ( 1 2 )  we have not includedthe effects of the atmosphere. Calculations 15 
show tb.at at  our signal frequency of 17 GHz the atmospheric attenuation on an average 
day ( p H Z O =  1 g/cm3) is 0. 06 dB and the emission temperature approximately 5OK. These 
numbers change drastically on cloudy o r  rainy days.16 F o r  observations taken on good 
days the atmospheric attenuation will be negligible. The atmospheric emission received 
by two spatially separated antennas is uncorrelated; therefore, it does not have to be 
included in the interferometer equations. 
By making use of basic assumption 1, we can simplify (12)  to 
1 kT = - A  A 2 0  I(x, y; v )  dxdy 
where S ( v )  is the source flux defined by 
I(x, y; v  ) dxdy. 
Equation 14 gives u s  the output of a total-power radiometer. In interferometry, 
however, we a r e  interested in the voltage output of the antenna. To  get an expression 
Soin the voltage output, we made use of the electric field spectrum given in (9)  and the 
antenna voltage gain given by 
Then, by making use of assumption 1, we can get an expression for the voltage output 
of the antenna 
wbere 
2.3 RESPONSE OF A WIDEBAND INTERFEROMETER TO 
AN EXTENDED SOURCE 
In Fig. 7 the signals a t  the different points of the interferometer a r e  defined. 
I 
FILTER 
Fig. 7. Interferometer signals. 
From Eq. 17 we can write expressions for the voltages Val(") and Va2(v): 
- 
v a 1 ( V ) = K G ~  ~ ~ E ~ ~ , ~ ; v )  dxdy 
- 
Va, ( v )  = KGV E2(x, y; v )  dxdy. 
d Since the incident field a r r ives  at antenna 1 - sin 8 s la te r  than it does at  antema 2 ,  
C 
we can relate El (x, y; v )  and E2 (x, y; v )  by 
E (x, y; v )  = E (x, y; v) exp 1 2 (2: 0) 
Use of (20) will be made later.  
After mixing, the signals become 
where v '  is the IF frequency v1 = v - v L ' 
If the IF filter-amplifiers have identical frequency responses H(vl), then 
Finally the output of the crosscorrelator,  v (T), is 
0 
T 
vo IT) = Re f i im S-, v it+.) v * (t) d 3 ,  
T--w 1 C2 
where 
ak 
v (t) = < ( v i )  exp(-jzrvit) dvi.  
"3 2 
If w e  now substitute Eqs. 24, 22, and 21 in Eq. 23, we obtain 
2 2 -* V ~ ( T )  = IS Gv Re { i m  I T  dt ~ d v i S d v i ~ l ( v l )  Va (v2) 
T-w -T 2 
By using the fact that 
( 2  5a) becomes 
If we  now use Eqs. 19, 20, and assumption 2,  we obtain 
( 2 5 ~ )  
From Eqs. 10, 13, and 18 we have 
where the factor 1/2 accounts for the fact that we receive only one polarization. Then 
(25c) becomes 
d The geometrical delay sin 8 is next expanded around ho, 
0. 
The result of this 
expansion is given by Eq. 8. By substituting (8) in (26), we get 
1 
v (t) = - A  Re {I dvf l dxdy I(., y; v )  e -j2r (uxtvy) 
0 2 0 
Recognizing that I(x, y; v ) e -j2r (uxfvy) is effectively constant over the passband, B, 
of E ( v f ) ,  (27) is simplified to 
where v is the mean frequency at which the radiation is received. 
0 
By means of Eq. 1 1, we can rewrite (28) a s  
Equation 29 indicates that v ~ ( T )  is proportional to the Fourier transform of 
the source brightness temperature distribution TB(x, y).17 The angular frequency 
coordinates of the transform plane a r e  the parameters u and v defined in Eq, 7. 
The normalized Fourier transform of T (x, y) is called fringe visibility and is B 
defined by 
U v (u, v) = 
SS T B ( x Y  Y)  d x d ~  
By substituting (1 l ) ,  (1 5), and (30) in (29), the correlator  output, v ~ ( T ) ,  becomes 
W e  now proceed to solve the bandpass integral for  the SSB and DSB cases.  
(a) SSB Receiver 
The bandpass characteristic for  this case is illustrated by the following diagram. 
Here ,  v is the local-oscillator frequency, and vIF = v - vL is the center intermediate L 0 
frequency. 
After making the appropriate substitutions and carrying out the integration, the 
bandpass integral becomes 
= B d -j2nvL ; sin e0+j2nv 
Substituting ISSB in Eq. 3 1, we obtain 
d 
s in ITB(T- ; sineo)  
1 
v j ~ )  = A ~ S B  I V(u, v)l cos ZIT sin e0-vIFr+ Q(U, V)  
0 
where w e  have written V(u, v) in t e r m s  of i t s  amplitude and phase : 
(b) DSB Receiver 
The bandpass characteristic for  this case is illustrated by the following diagram. 
Were, a s  before, v '  = v - vL, and vIF = vo - vL, with vo the mean frequency in the upper  
sideband. F o r  this configuration the bandpass integral, IDSB, from Eq. 31, can be 
written 
d 
s in  nB(r- ; s in0  
0 
Simplifying further,  we obtain 
sin nB(r - $ sin go) 
d .  d 
IDSB = 2B cos 2nvIF(r - sln 9 o ) eup(- j~nvL sin e0 ) .  
Substituting IDSB in (3 l ) ,  we obtain 
0 
vo ( r )  = AOSB cos 2nv (T - $ sin eo) 
T B ( ~  - $ sineo)  
- 
x I V(u, V) I COS Z* [ L s  V - sin e0 + +(u, v) . I 
Equations 32 and 3 4  will be discussed in more detail in section 3 .  2. 
2 . 4  FRIlVGE VISIBILITY PLANE AND APERTURE SYNTEEESE 
2 . 4 .  1 Locus of Fringe Visibility Points for  a Tracking Interferometer 
We have established that the output of the interferometer is proportional to the fringe 
visibility v (u ,  v) which is the normalized Fourier  transform of T (x, y). Therefore, by B 
rneasurlng V(u, v) at  a sufficient number of points, the brightness temperature distribu- 
tion T (x, y) can be reconstructed. F o r  a tracking interferometer the samples of 't?(u,v) B 
taken with a fixed baseline length l ie  on an ellipse in the u-v plane. This can be shown 
by eliminating the variable parameter H-h in Eq. 7. Then the equation of the locus is 
This is  indeed the equation of an ellipse, with 
u semiaxis a = d/k cos DL 
v semiaxis b = d/k cos DL s in  6 
and center (0, vo) = (0, d/k sinDL cos 6). 
By changing the spacing of the antennas, we obtain several  ellipses and thereby fill 
up  the u-v plane. According to the sampling theorem the samples of v(u ,  v) need not 
be taken any closer than 
where X and Y a r e  the maximum dimensions of the source. 
c C 
A rough estimate of the number of points that a r e  needed to reconstruct TB(x, y) is 
Urnax Vmax givenby N = -X- - Au Av . Since Umax Vmax = d/k, we have 
Actually, half of these points a r e  redundant because V(u, v) = V(-u, -v); this is a prop- 
e r ty  of the Fourier transforms of r ea l  functions like TB(x, y). 
2 ,  4. 2 Accessible P a r t  of the Locus 
The section of the u-v plane ellipse that can be mapped is called " a c c e ~ s i b l e . ' ~  There 
is a limitation because the source is above the horizon only part  of the day. A good dis- 
cussion of this problem has been given by ~ i s k . ~  Our approach will be to determine the 
accessible part  of the locus by finding the (u, v)  coordinates for  three positions of the 
source that a r e  above the horizon. These positions a r e  the r ise ,  the set,  and the 0 h 
positions. Figure 8 shows the source a t  the r ise ,  R, and set ,  R', positions. To 
UATOR 
N 
LOCAL HORIZON 
W 
Fig. 8. Spherical triangles for  the r i s e  and set  positions of the source. 
compute (u, v) at these positions we have to find hs and hr. These angles can be found 
by solving spherical triangles1' ZPR and ZPR1 : 
sin C+ sin 6 
C O S  h = - 
S' cos 4, cos 6 
If 6 > 0, then 90 < hs < 180" and 180< hr < 270". If 6 < 0, then 0 < hs < 90" and 
We shall now find the accessible locus for two declinations: 6 = 2Z0, which i s  the 
declination of the Crab Nebula, and 6 = - l o0 ,  which is close to the declination of some 
interesting Southern Sky sources that a r e  like the Orion Nebula. 
To find the accessible locus we shall  use Eqs. 7, 35, and 37. The values 
of the baseline parameters  a r e  HL = 146", DL = 4Z0, d = 2000 A. The latitude, 8, 
is 42". 
(u, v)/oh = (835, 1700) 
(u, v)/hr = (-1435, 1390) 
This locus is shown in Fig. 9a. 
This locus is shown in Fig. 9b. 
In Fig. 9 we have drawn the lines joining the origin with the r i se  and set points. 
The position angles ps and pr a re  equal and negative to each other. To show this, we 
\ 
RISE 
(b) 
Fig. 9. u-v plane loci. (a) 6 = 2 2 " .  (b) 6 = -10. 
solve triangles ZPR anJ ZPR' of Fig. 8. Then we obtain 
sin + 
s i n p  =- 
r cos 6 
sin Cp 
sin p = -  s cos 6 '  
111. INTERFEROMETER OUTPUT AND DATA ANALYSIS 
The interferometer equations obtained in Section I1 will now be applied to  the Ku-band 
interferometer. The interferometer is composed of two 8-ft dishes with a possible sepa- 
ration range of 10- 100 m. The local-oscillator frequency is 17.128 GHz, corresponding to 
a wavelength of 1.75 cm. The radiation is mixed down to a 6 0-MHz intermediate fre- 
quency, by means of a double-sideband heterodyne receiver.  The I F  bandwidth is 20 MHz. 
3 .  1 SIGNAL AND NOISE LEVELS 
The antenna temperature can be obtained from Eq. 14. 
where A. is the effective dish a rea  corresponding to a dish efficiency of 357'0; therefore, 
2 A = 1. 9 m . The efficiency is lower than expected. This can be attributed mainly to 
0 
two factors:  (a) there is some uncertainty about the focusing; and (b) the pr imary pat- 
tern is such that there is an excessive amount of spillover. 
The noise temperature, TR, of the receiver  is approximately 1600°K. The r m s  
noise a t t h e  output of the second detector is given by 
T 
where B is the IF  bandwidth, and T is the integration time of the second detector. Fo r  
an integration time of 3 minutes, the r m s  noise is : 
Table 1. Antenna temperatures,  signal-to-noise ratios. 
2 (A =l.  9 m , TR=16000K, B=20 MHz, r=3"' 
0 
, hTrms=O. 025°K.) 
Table 1 l i s t s  the antenna temperatures and signal-to-noise ratios for  four interesting 
radio sources: Crab Nebula, Cas A, Cyg A, and 3C273. 
Source 
Crab 
Nebula 
CAS A 
CYG A 
3C273 
Flux Units 
at  17 GHz 
420 
320 
80 
40 
TAO K 
0. 29 
0.22 
0.055 
0.028 
S/N 
11.5 
8. 5 
2 
1 
3.2 DELAY COMPENSATION 
3.2. 1 SSB Receiver 
Equation 32 gives us  the output of the interferometer for  an SSB system: 
Bandpass Envelope 
I ~ ( u ,  v)j cos ZIT s ine  - v  T + +(u, v)]. 0, IF 
Fringes 
By studying Eq. 32, we can draw the following conclusions: 
1. The bandpass envelope will wipe out the fringes unless we compensate in the IF 
s t r ip  so that 
2. Any phase changes in the IF will appear a s  a phase e r r o r  in the fringes. 
From (40a) we can compute the maximum change in the geometric delay, T ,  tha tcan 
be tolerated: 
F o r  a bandwidth of 20 MHz, AT is 6 ns. 
As long a s  condition (40a) is satisfied, the fringes a r e  always under the peak of the 
envelope. These fringes a r e  called "white fringes." 
The time intervals at which one should compensate can be found from the inequal- 
ity (40b). 
27F At C O S  e << 1, ITB24 3600 
where A t  is the time interval a t  which we should compensate. 
Fo r  our baseline orientation we may assume that the maximum value of cos 8 is 
equal to 1/2. Then 
3. 2.2 DSB System 
The interferometer output for  a DSB system is given by Eq. 34. 
v ~ ( T )  = AoSB 
T r ~ ( - r  - 2 sin eo) 
d 
X cos 2nvIF(r - c sin go) / V(U, v) 1 cos 2n s in B o +  +(u, v) . 
\ V J L J I 
Envelope Fringes 
The conclusions that we draw from Eq. 34 a r e  the following. 
I .  The amount of compensation and the rate  a t  which we must compensate depends 
on the center IF frequency, vIF, and not on the IF bandwidth a s  in the SSB case. 
2. :Phase changes in the IF s t r ip  cancel out and do not appear a s  phase e r r o r s  in 
the fringes. 
In a way s imilar  to that of the SSB system we can compute the maximum change in 
the  geometrical delay that can be tolerated and the time intervals a t  which we should 
compensate. These a r e  
and 
In Table 2 we give the compensation intervals for the case of the longest baseline 
which is 100 m. The inequalities a r e  converted to equalities by multiplying the right- 
hand side of inequalities (41) and (42) by 1/5. 
Table 2. Compensation intervals. 
(X=1.75 cm, d=100 m, B=20 MHz, vIF=60 MHz.) 
Although the compensation ra tes  a r e  smaller  in an SSB system, we decided in favor 
of a DSB for  the following reasons : (i) simpler front end; (ii) signal-to-noise ratio bet- 
ter by 3 dB for  the broadband mixer that we a r e  using; (iii) IF  phase changes do not 
produce an e r r o r  in the phase of fringes; and (iv) the use of a small  computer to control 
"ihe system makes i t  possible to compensate a t  high rates.  
A basic amount of compensation delay of 1.25 ns and a fixed compensation interval 
Case 
SSB 
DSB 
Basic Compensation 
Delay, AT (ns) 
6 
1 
Minimum Compensation 
Intervals (min) 
4 
0. 7 
of 1 min were chosen. The maximum compensation delay needed is equal to the sepa- 
ration distance of the two antennas. Fo r  the maximum spacing of 100 m the required 
compensation delay is 3 3  0 ns. This delay is generated digitally by using the 1. 25 ns 
delay a s  the basic unit. Then the other delays a r e  2.5, 5, 10, 20, 40, 80, and 160 ns, 
We shall now describe the way in which the digital delay is computed and jnserted, 
d At the end of each 1-min compensation interval, the program computes - sin 0 and then 
C 
divides it by the basic delay of 1.25 ns. The result  is an 8-bit binary number; the high- 
order  bit controls the 160-ns delay, and so on. If s in  0 is positive, the delay i s  inserted 
in the IF signal path of the northern antenna and vice versa.  The reason for  this is the 
convention that was adopted (see Section 11) according to which the baseline is specified 
by i t s  northwest intersection, L, with the celestial  sphere. 
The implementation of the delay compensation will be explained further in sec- 
tions 4. 4 and 5. 26. 
3 . 3  DATA PROCESSING 
As we have mentioned, the interferometer output, over short intervals of t i m e ,  i s  
a sinusoid the frequency of which is given by Eq. 4. This sinusoid is buried in the sys- 
t em noise; i ts  amplitude and phase a r e  detected by a real-time least-squares fit pro- 
cessing. 
The output of the correlator  is sampled every 0.2 s which is sufficiently smaller  than 
the minimum fringe period of 2 s; this period occurs a t  the longest baseline spacing. 
The sample is then converted into a 10- bit digital number which is transferred i n to  the 
computer. The program knows the exact t ime at which the sample was accepted and 
proceeds to the real-time processing. Let us  call  the sample taken at time t., 1 yi. Then 
the least-squares fit detection demands that 
E = Z (y.-a cos yi-a2 sin y.)& 
1 1  1 i= 1 
be a minimum, where N is the number of samples taken in the integration intferval 
d y. = 2 ~ -  s in  0 
1 A i' (441 
and a l ,  a2 a r e  the in- phase and quadrature components related to the fringe amplitude 
and phase by 
a cos y .  + a2 sin y = A(u, v) cos sin + +(u, v) . 1 1 i I (45 1 
Then 
and 
We can now solve for  a l  and a2 from Eq. 43 by setting 
Solving these two equations, we obtain 
N N N 
z y. cos yi - Z y. sin y Z cos yi sin yi 
1 1 i= 1 i= l i = l  i= 1 
a = 1 2 
Z cos yi 
i= 1 
Z y. sin y - Z yi cos yi .Z cos yi sin Yi 
1 i= l i 
- i= 1 I= 1 i= l 
a~ - 
/ COSL yi. 
N .-, 
Therefore, after each integration cycle we have obtained a point in the u, v 
plane. The spacing between successive points in the (u, v) plane need not be any 
closer than 
1 1 AuQ-- and AvQ-. 
2Xc 2Yc 
By means of inequality (50) we can calculate the maximum time interval over 
which w e  a r e  allowed to integrate without violating the sampling theorem. From 
Eq. 7,  after expanding in t ime, we have 
where A t  is in s idereal  seconds. Combining Eqs. 5 1 and 50, we obtain 
In Table 3 we list  the maximum integration t imes for  different baseline lengths 
arid for Xc = 5 minutes of a r c ,  which is typical of the width of the Crab Nebula 
and Cas A. 
3 . 4  SIGNAL- TO-NOISE RATIO ANALYSIS 
W e  shall obtain an expression of the signal-to-noise ratio for  the fringe com- 
ponents (a a2)  and for the brightness temperature distribution TB(x, y). The 1' 
Table 3. Maximum integration t imes for  different baseline lengths. 
(X=l. 75 cm, Xc=5 minutes of a rc . )  
s teps involved ace shown in Fig. 10. We have assumed that the multiplier is ideal; 
Baseline 
Length, d 
(m 
10 
20 
30 
4 0 
5 0 
100 
the output of the fi l ter can be expressed a s  
where At is the sampling interval, and the index k 
d / ~  
57 0 
1140 
17 10 
2280 
2850 
5700 
I I var ies  from 0 to N. N is the ratio of T / A ~  when T 
Maximum 
Integration Time 
(min) 
9 0 
45 
3 0 
2 5 
16 
8 
* is the total integration time. The fringe covnponents / MuLTIwIER I a l ,  a2 a r e  given by ~ q s .  48 and 49. These equations 
can be simplified if  we neglect the second-order 
terms.  Then a l ,  a2 have the form 
N 
FILTER Z v (t ) cos yk 
k= 1 o k  
a = 1 2 Z cos yk 
k= 1 
LEAST- SQUARES I
FOURIER 
INVERSION 
Z sin" yk 
k= 1 
The inputs x(t) and y(t) can be written as the 
sum of the coherent signal and the noise signal: 
Fig. 10. Processing sequence. ~ ( t )  = s2(t) f n2(t). 
Both s ( t )  and n(t) a r e  narrow-band Gaussian processes; any narrow-band Gaussian pro- 
cess  can be expressed in the form 18 
f ( t )  = F(t) cos [wctt+(t)], (57) 
where F(t)  has a Rayleigh probability density, and +(t) is uniformly distributed. With 
these definitions in mind we can now write the general expressions for s l  (t) and sZ( t ) :  
s , ( t )  = Al(t)  cos [wctta(t)] 
(58) 
sz ( t )  = A2(t) cos [wctta(t)t+], 
where + is the phase resulting from the R F  delay. 
Let us now consider the case in which the output of the fil ter is sampled every 
At second and the total integration time is T. 
If w e  now substitute in Eq. 53 the expressions for  x(t) and y(t) a s  given in (56), we 
obtain B 
where 
Our objective is to compute the r m s  noise components u and ua . These 
a 1 2 
noise te rms a re  equal. Therefore it suffices to evaluate one of them only. By 
means of Eqs. 59 and 60 we can write a l  from (54) as  
Z cos* yk 
k= 1 
where N = T/At. Since 2 1 T Z cos y k = ~  E ,  we have 
k= 1 
The exact expression for Sk, under the assumption of a DSB system, is given in 
Eq. 34. F o r  the case of white fringes we can write 
sk = A ~ S B ~  ~ ( u ,  v) I cos 2 r  - s m  ek++ . [ -  I
Then 
Substituting (63) in (61), we have 
a = A ~ S B I V I  cos + + N ,  1 
where N is the sum of the three noise t e rms :  
Then the variance of a l  i s  
2 2 Since N1 and N2 have the same form cr = cr , 
1 N2 
By using (65a), we can write the expression for  the variance of N1 
N 2 
.z .(Nfk) cos y 
- k= 1 k  
- a 
s 
2 
- - Nlk 
IT' 
2 At 
N l k  is a zero-mean random variable and is given by Eq. 60b; it is the averaged 
product of two Gaussian processes each with a rectangular spectrum of bandwidth B. 
By means of the sampling theorem we can write 
2AtB 
net)= Z - n.4. (t). 
1 m l 1  
Then (60b) becomes 
and the variance of N can be written Ik 
The variance, s2 of the noise at the input of the multiplier i s  given by 
n' 
where k is Boltzmann's constant. 
The signal power is given by 
1 
At s (t) dt = y AoSB. 
2 If we substitute (69) and (70) in the expression for  uN , we obtain 
Ik 
Substituting (71) in (67), we obtain 
kTRBAoS 
r2 = 
N1 2T ' 
Since A S = 2kTA, u2 becomes 0 1 
L In a manner s imilar  to that for the evaluation of u we can compute the variance 
of N3: N1 
Combining (66), (72), and (73), we obtain 
Usua:lly we speak in t e r m s  of the fringe amplitude and phase that a r e  defined by 
Eqs. 46 and 47, 
The variance of A can be calculated easily if we make two reasonable assumptions: 
(i) that tlhe noise components of a and a2 a r e  Gaussian by the strength of the Central 1 
Limit theorem1', and (ii) that T/cr is sufficiently greater  than 1, which i s  t rue  for 
a l  
the sources that we plan to observe. Using these two assumptions, we can show1' that 
the probability density of A is approximately Gaussian with the same variance a s  a l  and 
a Then the expression for the r m s  deviations in A is given by 2 '  
The signal component of A is A ~ S B I  V I  ; therefore, by means of Eqs. 14 and 75, we 
can ge t the  signal-to-noise ratio for  the fringe amplitude : 
Since TR >> TA, (EL becomes 
The phase variations can be obtained by differentiating Eq. 47. 
Then the phase variance is 
and 
In Table 4 we l i s t  the computed signal-to-noise ratios and r m s  phase, with .the fringe 
visibility amplitude a s  a parameter,  for 4 different sources. We have used the antenna 
temperatures calculated in Table 1. 
Table 4. Fringe amplitude signal-to-noise ratios and r m s  phase. 
(T -1600°K, B=20 MHz, T=3 min.) R- 
\k 3C273 is not resolved; therefore,  I v I  = 1 always. 
The signal-to-noise ratio is improved when the fringe visibility is inverted to obtain 
the source brightness distribution TB(x, y). TO show this, le t  us  consider the simple 
case of a one-dimensional temperature distribution T (x). Then B 
where b i s  a normalization constant. 
The variance of TB(x) is given by 
- 
Making use of (78) and subtracting the mean, TB(x), we obtain 
2 .  
where crA 1s given by Eq. 75. 
W e  can now express the signal-to-noise ratio for T (x) a s  B 
For a point source Eq. 80 becomes 
where (s/N) is the signal-to-noise ratio for  the amplitude of each individual fringe A 
vector. 
In the discrete case d/A corresponds to the number of points, N, in the u-v plane 
for which fringe vectors were measured. Thus, after inversion, the signal-to-noise 
ratio for a point source becomes 
IV. Ku-BAND INTERFEROMETER SYSTEM 
4.1  ANTENNAS 
The antennas a r e  shown in Fig. 11. They a r e  8-ft dishes on equatorial mounts 
driven by stepping motors. At the present t ime, we have no indication whether "c3e 
motor advances by a s tep each time a stepping pulse is sent'by the computer. ViTe know, 
however, that had the motor missed 10-20 pulses in the course of an observation the 
antennas would not return to their index position. The fact that they always do return 
indicates that no pulses a r e  missed. At the operating frequency of 17. 128 GHz the 
beamwidth is 30 minutes of a rc .  The pointing of the dishes was determined by compuler- 
controlled sun scans;  the pointing accuracy is within f 1 minute of arc .  The efficiency 
of the dishes was estimated to be approximately 35%. 
4 .2  RADIOMETER 
A picture of the radiometer is shown in Fig. 12 and its schematic in Fig. 13, A 
small  amount of Dicke-switched noise, approximately 5"K, is injected in s e r i e s  with 
the signal. This noise signal is then detected by a synchronous detector and used as 
a continuous monitor of the gain stability of the system. More will be said about thls  
concurrent calibration scheme. 
The double-sideband noise figure, F ,  of the system was found to be 8 dB, and the 
noise temperature,  TR,  is 1600°K. 
The center intermediate frequency is 60 MHz and the IF  bandwidth is 20 Mllz. The 
two sidebands of each radiometer were studied by connecting a Ku-band sweeper at  the 
input of the radiometer and observing the detected output of the IF amplifier. The 
resul ts  a r e  shown in Fig. 14 for  radiometers No. 1 and No. 2. 
4 .3 PHASE-LOCK SYSTEM 
The local oscillators of the two radiometers must be phase-locked to a common 
stable frequency in order  to preserve the coherence of the input RF signals. Figure 15 
shows the complete phase-lock system for  this interferometer. The two synchronizing 
frequencies a r e  28 MHz and 300 MHz; the 28-MHz frequency i s  generated from a 
1-MHz Selzar oscillator and the 300-MHz frequency from a 100-MHz crystal  oscillator. 
The schematic diagrams of the comb generators a r e  shown in Appendix A. 
The two synchronizing frequencies a r e  then sent, a s  shown in Fig. 15, to the antenna 
s i tes  where they a r e  demultiplered. The 57th harmonic of the 300 MHz frequency is 
mixed with the 17. 128 GHz local oscillator,  thereby producing a difference frequency 
of 28 MHz. The difference is then compared with the reference 28 MHz frequency by 
means of the phase comparator; the output of the phase comparator is used to adjust 
the klystron reflector voltage, which completes the feedback loop. 
The stability of the local oscillator is determined by the stability of the 300 MHz 
7 frequency which is one part  in 5 X 10 . The exact local oscillator frequency was 

Fig. 12. ~adiomete r .  

I MHz X 2 8  28 MU2 3 0 0  MHz 
STABLE MULTIPLIER 8 POWER -30dbm 
FILTER OSCILLATOR AMPLIFIER AMPLIFIER 
Fig. 15. Phase-lock system. 
CONTROL 
ROOM 
measured by a counter and found to be 17,127770;  i t s  stability was indeed between 
and 
The over-all phase stability of the system was determined by feeding a 17, 188 MHz 
signal to the inputs of the two radiometers and monitoring the output of the correlator.  
0" 
-90' 
TIME ( min ) 
Fig. 16. Phase stability tes t  for  the Ku-band interferometer. 
Figure 16 shows the output for  a period of 2 hours; a 180" phase shift was introduced in 
one of the IF s t r ips  after 1 hour of monitoring. Over this t ime interval the phase 
stability of the system was better than 10". 
4 - 4  BACK END 
The complete schematic of the back end is shown in Fig. 17. As can be seen from 
Fig. 13, the 60-MHz IF  signals a r e  transmitted from the two antenna s i tes  to the 
control iroom where the appropriate compensation delay is inserted in the IF signal 
paths; the units that introduce and control the delays a r e  called compensation boxes. 
The outputs of the compensation boxes a r e  then amplified further in the postamplifiers. 
The IF outputs of the postamplifiers a r e  applied to the analog multiplier, the averaged 
output of which is the interferometer output plus noise. The detected outputs of the 
amplifiers a r e  brought to a synchronous detector where the gain calibration noise is 
detected. 
The constituent blocks of the back end will now be explained individually. 
4 .4 .  1 Compensation Boxes 
The basic function of the compensation boxes was explained in section 3. 2 .  F rom 
Fig. 17 we see  that each box has 8 delay sections varying from 1 .25  ns  to 160 ns. The 
delays were constructed by using the appropriate length of RG-9 cable; the schematic 
of the circuit that switches the delays in and out is shown in Fig. 18. When the delay 
4s out the signal goes through an attenuation pad that has  the same attenuation a s  the 

IF OUT 
f. 
Fig. 18. Switching circuit for  the compensation delays. 
corresponding delay; thus, a constant total attenuation for  the compensation box is 
maintained independent of the delays that a r e  switched in o r  out. The switching signals 
are generated in the interface and a re  controlled by the program a s  is explained in sec- 
tion 4. 6 . 2  and Section 5. 26. 
4-  4. 2 Ga.in Calibration 
A schematic diagram of the gain calibration circuit is shown in Fig. 19. It is designed 
to handle the gain calibration of a four-polarization radiometer (the interferometer in 
its present form receives only the horizontal polarization). For  instance, the four inputs 
to the adder-and-filter circuit a re  the detected outputs DET. R1, DET. L1, DET. R2, and 
DET. E2 of the IF amplifiers corresponding to the right circular polarization of antenna 
No. 1, left circular of antenna No. 1, right circular of antenna No. 2, and left circular 
of antenna No. 2 ,  respectively. These four detected outputs a re  proportional to the 
temperatures of the injected calibration signals T CALI' CALZ' C A L ~ '  and T ~ ~ ~ 4 '  
Then the outputs OUT1, OUT2, OUT3, and OUT4 of the adder-and-filter circuit in 
Fig. 19 a re  proportional to 
O W 1  - (DET. R l )  + (DET. R2) 
OUT2 - (DET. R l  ) + (DET. L2)  
OUT3 - (DET. L1) + (DET. R2) 
OUT4 - (DET. L1) + (DET. L2)  
0 TEST REFERENCE 
TO FILTER AND 
SYNCHRONOUS 
DETECTORS 
THE FOUR I.F. INPUT + 
TCAL I + TCAL 3 TCAL I + TCAL 4 TCAL 2 + TCAL 3 TCAL 2 9 TCAL 4 
\ 
1 > 
TO A - 0  CONVERTER 
Fig. 19. Concurrent-gain calibration circuit. 
These 4 outputs a r e  next fed into 4 different synchronous detectors, the outputs of which 
a r e  the calibration voltages associated with the following interferometric output signals: 
R1 X R2, R1 x L2, L1 X R2 and L1 X L2. The calibration voltages go to the A-D con- 
ver te r  where they a r e  sampled by the computer a t  the end of each integration cycle. 
4.  5 ANALOG MULTIPLIER 
The analog multiplier shown in Fig. 17 gives the averaged product of the two IF sig- 
nals. It has  a dynamic range of 80 dB, and i ts  frequency response is flat within 1 dB 
in the IF bandpass 50-70 MHz. 
4. 5. i Theory and Circuit Description 
The multiplication is accomplished by means of a balanced FET bridge. The field- 
effect t ransis tors  operate in their low-current region where their  i-v characteristic i s  
s imilar  to that of a variable resistance. Figure 20a shows the bridge with the driving 
s Fig. 20. 
0 
( a )  FET multiplier equivalent circuit. 
sources E and I, while Fig. 20b is a simple resistive model of the bridge; this model 
is valid it the variable compensating capacitors shown in Fig. 20a a r e  properly adjusted. 
The 2N4417 field-effect t ~ a n s i s t o r s  were chosen a s  a compromise between good 
high-frequency response and relatively small  turn-on resistance (150 a). Actually, to 
reduce the turn-on resistance further two 2N4417's were put in parallel. Because of 
this  low resistance, a current source is needed to  drive the source terminals of the 
bridge. The gate terminals a r e  driven by a balanced voltage source; this gate voltage 
determines the instantaneous resistance of each t ransis tor  a s  shown in Fig. 20b. l[f we 
now expand according to a Taylor se r ies ,  we obtain 
Then by making use of these expansions we can solve for  the bridge output voltage 
Equation 83 tells us  that the output of the bridge is proportional to the product of the 
two input signals, provided that (a) the FET ' s  have been biased properly so that they all 
have the same expansion (82); (b) the gate voltage drive, E, is small enough so that 
third-order t e r m s  can be neglected, and (c) the compensating capacitors a r e  properly 
adjusted so that the output of the bridge attributable to the gate drive, E, i s  zero, 
The complete schematic of the multiplier is shown in Fig. 21. Since geometric sym- 
metry is very important a t  the frequency of operation, the source driver and the bridge 
were built on the same printed circuit board; the source dr iver  uses  a complementary 
pair of t ransis tors  (2N918 and 2N4958) to  t ransform the voltage from input No. 1 into 
a current  drive. The voltage inputs to the source, a s  well a s  to the gates,  a r e  brought 
to the printed circuit board by means of coaxial cables; these coaxial cables a r e  also 
used to transmit the bias voltages for the source dr iver  t ransis tors  and the F15T1s. The 
output of the bridge goes to a lowpass amplifier that has a gain of approximately 5 X l o 5 ;  
the output of this amplifier is the interferometer output. 
The bridge is balanced by means of the gate bias network and the compensating 
capacitors. The gate bias network is adjusted so that the bridge output is zero, with 
input No. 2 terminated and input No. 1 driven hard. The compensating capacitors a r e  
adjusted for  zero bridge output but with the input conditions reversed. 
4. 5. 2 Tests  and Evaluation 
The test  setup used for  the measurement of the dynamic range and frequency 
response is shown in Fig. 22.  Inputs No. 1 and No. 2 of the multiplier were obtained 
from the same oscillator. When the attenuators in s e r i e s  with the input signals a r e  set 
a t  45 dB the output of the multiplier is equal to the fluctuations caused by the flicker 
noise of the high-gain lowpass amplifier. So, 45 dB defines the lower limit of the 
dynamic range. The attenuation was then removed gradually by the same steps for  both 
attenuators and in each step the output voltage was recorded. 
Fig. 2 1. Analog multiplier . 
OSCILLATOR ISO-T MULTIPLIER 
INPUT#? 2VARIABLE ATTENUATORS 
Fig. 22.  Tes t  arrangement for determining the dynamic range of the multiplier. 
If the output voltage is Vi and Vit for  s teps i and i + 1, then the linearity condi- 
tion i s  
where 6 is the dB amount that was taken out f rom each of the attenuators. The linearity 
condition was satisfied until both of the attenuators were down to 5 dB; thus, 5 dB sets 
the upper l imit for  the dynamic range. Then the total dynamic range is 2 X (45-5) = 80 dB. 
Table 5. Linearity data for  the analog multiplier at three frequencies. 
Table 5 shows the linearity data taken at 3 frequencies: 50, 60, and 70 MHz. The 
attenuator settings ranged from 30 dB to 5 dB. The voltage outputs a t  these tlnree fre- 
quencies indicate a frequency response that is flat within 1 dB in the range 50-70 MHz. 
4.6 COMPUTER-SYSTEM INTERFACE 
The general functions performed by the interface a r e  the following. 
1. Sampling the interferometer output once every 0.2 s ,  converting the sample into 
a 10- bit digital number and depositing it in the accumulator of the computer. This part  
of the interface is presented in Fig. 23. 
2. Controlling the compensation delays by translating the computer command into 
the appropriate voltage levels and directing it to the appropriate delays. This part  of 
the interface is presented in Fig. 24. 
3 .  Generating the system clock of 0.2 s ,  a s  well a s  the other timing clocks of 1 s 
and 10 s by dividing down a 1 MHz signal. This part  of the interface is shown in Fig. 25. 
4. Generating the tracking pulses for  the two antennas. It does this by using a s  a 
basic unit a 1-ms clock derived from the counter chain of Fig. 25. This part of the 
interface is shown in Fig. 26. 
The communication links between the computer and interface that make possible the 
t ransfer  of data and commands a r e  the following. 
1. The wires  that t ransfer  data numbers from the interface to the accumulator 
directly. These wires a r e  designated in Fig. 23 a s  AC2-AC11. 
2 .  The wires  that transfer numbers from the accumulator buffer to the interface; 
these a r e  designated a s  AC4-AC11 in Fig. 24. 
3 .  The SKIP and INTERRUPT buses by means of which the interface can cause a 
skip o r  an interrupt in the program. 
4. The memory buffer wi res  designated a s  MB3-MB8 in Fig. 24; these wires  ca r ry  
the device selection commands from the computer to the interface. 
5. The buses fo r  the input-output pulses IOP1, IOP2, and IOP4, designated a s  such 
in Fig. 24. The code numbers for  these pulses a r e  6XY 1, 6XY2, and 6XY4. The 
XY p a r t  of the code number is transmitted on the memory buffer wi res  MB3-MB8 and 
designates the device to which the input-output pulses a r e  directed; for  instance, if  the 
device code is 64 then the memory buffer wi res  will transmit the binary number 110100. 
We shall now proceed to explain briefly the four interface block diagrams. 
4. 6. 1 A.-D Converter (Fig. 23) 
The analog-to-digital conversion process  begins with IOTZ(DS), which is the IOP2 
pulse designated only for the sampling of the interferometer signals. This pulse reads 
into the selection device boards the code of the device that is to be sampled. This code 
ss carried by inputs F l ,  F2, F3, F4; therefore, it is possible to sample 15 devices 
sequentially. In addition to reading in the code, IOT2(DS) performs two more functions. 
1, It se t s  the bit-conversion flip-flop Q1 to 1 and rese ts  the others. This brings 
the output of the D-A ladder right a t  the center of i ts range, 4 V. The output of the 
ladder 1s 8 V when al l  the flip- flops (Q1- Q10) a r e  1 and 0 V when they a r e  a l l  0. 
2 ,  It t r iggers  the timing circuit; this generates 10 successive pulses (TP) of 100 ns 
pulsewidith and separated by 0. 5 ps. These pulses generate sequentially the conversion 
bits. 
Let us  say that five T P  pulses have already been generated; these first five pulses 
wlll establish the final level of the f i r s t  five flip-flops Q1-Q5. In addition, the fifth 
pulse will set Q6 to 1. The other flip-flops, Q7-Q10, will be 0. The voltage level at 
the output of the D-A ladder is determined by the new Q-levels. The compara1,or drlsrer 
se rves  a s  a buffer between the D-A ladder and the comparators;  i ts  voltage output ranges 
between *2 V. The output of the comparator is compared simultaneously with all  of the 
inputs (RR, RL, etc.); this produces 8 comparison levels (C1 , C2, . . . C7, C8).  Only the 
comparison level that corresponds to the output that is currently being sampled, how-- 
ever ,  will affect the "SELECT" level coming out of the selection device board #2.  This 
new "SELECT" level will now set  a gating condition for  the next T P  pulse (#6). For 
instance, if  the select level is 1, T P  #6 will rese t  Q6 to 0; if it is 0, however, Q6 wi l l  
remain 1. In addition, T P  #6 automatically s e t s  Q7 to 1. 
This process continues until a l l  10 Q-levels have been established. The last  TP (#lo) 
generates a new pulse, STOPP, which reads the Q-levels into the level converters;  the 
outputs of the level converters a r e  deposited straight into the accumulator of the com- 
pute r. 
4. 6.2 Level Converter, Gates, and Compensation (Figs. 24 and 26) 
The level converter converts the memory buffer signals and the IOP pulses from 
the computer levels to interface levels. The converted memory buffer levels a r e  the11 
used in board #12 of Fig. 24 and boards #7 and #9 of Fig. 26 to produce gating condi- 
tions for IOP1, IOP2, and IOP4. The correspondence between device and code number 
i s  a s  follows. 
1. 3 , 4  a r e  the code numbers of the teletype, 
2.  3 1 is the code number of the "SKIP" device; this device i s  shown in Fig. 2 9  and 
explained in Section 5.10. The IOP pulses directed to this  device a r e  designated IOTP. (3  2 ) 
and IOT2 (3 1); in conjunction with the 0.2 s clock they activate the "SKIP" mechanism 
of the computer. 
3 .  35 is the code number that produces IOTl(35); this pulse controls the compen- 
sation delays that a r e  in s e r i e s  with IF #1. 
4. Gate #30 generates IOTl(30) which controls the compensation delays in series 
with IF #2. 
5. Gate #36 is used in the circuit that acknowledges the interrupts f rom the pulses 
destined for  the hour-angle axis of antenna No. 2; i t s  output gated with IOP2 generates 
IOT2 (36) which is the stepping pulse. 
6. Gate #37 serves  the same function a s  gate #36 but for antenna No. 1. 
7. Gate #41 generates IOTl(4 1) and IOT2 (4 1) which check whether the stepping pulses 
sent to the motors have been received. 
8. Gate #43 generates IOTl(43) which is the stepping pulse for the declination motor 
of antenna No. 2.  
9. Gate #45 generates IOTl(45) which is the stepping pulse for the declination motor 
of antenna No. 1. 
As mentioned previously, IOTZ(DS) s t a r t s  the process of analog-to-digital coilverslon. 
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Therefore IOP2 is converted to IOT2(DS) only when the interferometer outputs a r e  to be 
sampled. Since IOP2 is also used by the devices 3, 4, 3 1, 36, 37, 4 1, an INHIBIT gate is 
used to prevent IOP2 meant for these devices from getting to the A-D converter. The 
gate is implemented in board #12 of Fig. 24 and board # 7  of Fig. 26. IOT2(DS) i s  
generated in the la t ter  board. 
in Section 5. 26, the part  of the program that computes the compensation delays is 
explained. F o r  instance if delay is to  be added in s e r i e s  with IF #1, the computer will 
compute this delay in binary form and deposit it in the accumulator buffer from which 
i t  1s transmitted to the interface on the wires  labeled a s  AC4-AC11 (see Fig. 24). It 
then sends IOTl(35) which reads the information carr ied by the buffer wires into the 
compensation (35) boards. The buffer boards a r e  used to drive the delay switching cir-  
cuits (see Fig. 18). Since the delay in ser ies  with IF #2  is zero, the program will 
deposil zeros in the accumulator buffer; then, by means of IOT1(30), will read these 
zeros into the compensation (30) boards which control the delay in ser ies  with IF  #2. The 
reverse will be t rue if delay is to be added in IF #2. 
4. 6. 3 Clocks and Interrupts (Fig. 25) 
The system clocks a r e  produced by dividing down a I-MHz signal generated from a 
stable oscillator. The fifth counter of the divider is coupled with a control circuit which 
can speed up o r  slow down the count. Out of the counter chain we get three clocks; 
0. 2 s ,  1 s ,  and 10 s. By means of the speed-up o r  slow-down control circuit, the 
10-e clock can be made to occur exactly on the minute within 1/2 s ;  then, the 1-s clock 
is aligned with the 1-s WWV timing signal within 5 ms. Once the clocks have been syn- 
chronized, the observation can begin; the starting procedure is explained in Sec- 
tion 5 . 1 0  along with the associated program. Every time a 0.2 s pulse is received by 
u 0 . 2  r CLOCK 
SET FLAG #32 TO 
BUFFER 0 INTERRUPT 
RESET BUS 
DELAY 
SKIP BUS 
Fig. 27. Clock interrupt circuit. 
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the computer the program increments the sidereal-time regis ter  by 0.2 (lt0.0027) s. 
The 0 . 2  s pulse is acknowledged either by the "SKIP" o r  the "INTERRUPTtf computer 
mechanisms; the "SKIP" method is explained in Section 5. 10. 
The interrupt mechanism serves  4 devices: Device #32 associated with the clock 
ictersuplt; Device #33 associated with the time-check interrupt; and Devices #36 and #37 
\explained in section 4. 6. 2). 
When one of these devices causes an interrupt, the program will jump out of the cur- 
rent location and enter a routine which checks which device caused the interrupts. 
Figure 2 7  shows the implementation of the clock-interrupt method. When a 0. 2 s pulse 
a r r ives ,  it will drive the interrupt bus to zero, thereby causing the program to enter 
the roucine that checks which device caused the interrupt; the checking is done by gating 
the flag of each device with IOT1(36), IOT 1 (37), IOT1(32), and IOT1(33), respectively. 
For instance, in the case under consideration, the interrupt was caused by the clock; 
therefore; flag #32 in Fig. 27 is up. Thus, when IOTl(32) comes, i t  will drive the 
'5SMIP'! bus to zero, then the program exits the "check" routine and goes to serve  the 
clock interrupt by adding 0. 2 (1tO. 0027) s to the sidereal-time register.  
In addition to driving the "SKIP" bus to ground, IOTl(32) rese ts  FLIP-FLOP A, 
thereby removing the cause of the interrupt. 
4 . 7  ANTENNA CONTROL 
In Fig. 28, the antenna control schematic is depicted. Two kinds of control mech- 
anisms a r e  included in this diagram : computer/manual control, and direction control. 
Both functions can be controlled either f rom the central room o r  from the antenna site. 
V. PROGRAM 
The program was written in machine language and all  computations were done in 
fixed point. It was designed to perform the following general functions. 
1. Accept the necessary input parameters  through the teletype. 
2. Point the antennas to the source and track the source. 
3 .  Keep a record of the sidereal t ime by means of a stable external clock. 
4. Take data. 
5. Do a least-squares fit on the data. 
6. Insert the appropriate compensation delay in the IF str ip .  
7 .  Decide whether to track the source o r  the calibration source. 
8. Repeat the data-taking cycle. 
The different sections of the program will now be explained. The computer organi- 
zation is presented in Appendix B and the complete program listing in Appendix C. 
The main program will be explained from beginning to end. To facilitate this expla- 
nation, the program is broken up into sections. These sections a r e  identified by the 
numbers of the f i r s t  and last  regis ters  which they contain. The numbers a r e  in octal and 
vary from 0 to 7200. 
5. 1 - 0-117 
These locations a r e  used to s tore  the symbols that a r e  more commonly used and 
likely to be addressed from any page. The only exceptions a r e  locations 0 and 1 which 
a r e  reserved f o r  the interrupt, and locations 10- 17 which a r e  the "self-indexing 
registers." 
The program s t a r t s  a t  location 65 10. It c lears  and initiates the timing ancl antenna 
control devices in the interface and then t ransfers  control to location 200. 
5. 3 - 200-226 
In this section the program accepts the input parameters  through the teletype by 
means of the SICONV subroutine supplied by DEC. These numbers a r e  deposited 
sequentially by means of the self-indexing regis ter  " l o n  into storage locations 6610- 
6651. The format and function of the input parameters  a r e  given below in the order  they 
a r e  typed. 
Number of days since January 0 of the current year  
Number of integrations on the source 
Number of integrations on the calibration source 
Greenwich civil time (G. C. T.)  in hours, minutes, seconds, and fractional seconds 
Calibration source right ascension (R. A.) in hours, minutes, seconds, and fractional 
seconds 
Source right ascension (R. A.) in hours, minutes, seconds, and fractional seconds 
Baseline hour angle in hours,  minutes, seconds, and fractional seconds 
Calibration source declination (Dec.) in degrees, minutes, seconds, and fractional 
seconds 
Source declination (Dec.) in degrees,  minutes, seconds, and fractional seconds 
Baseline declination in degrees, minutes, seconds, and fractional seconds 
Baseline length in meters ,  centimeters, and millimeters. 
The input parameters  corresponding to G. C. T. , calibration source R. A.,  source 
R. A. and baseline hour angle have the same format and dimensions. Therefore, they 
a r e  operated upon sequentially and converted into numbers of a single unit which is the 
unit "hours." After they have been converted they a r e  deposited in triple precision 
reg is te rs  and their fixed point format is 
XXX XXX XXX XXX 
Integral Part  Fractional Par t  
The input parameters  for  the calibration source Dec., the source Dec. and the base- 
line Dec. a r e  operated upon sequentially and converted into the units of both radians and 
degrees. The format for  the degrees is 
XXX XXX XXX XXX 
Integral Par t  Fractional Par t  
and for the radians 
XXX xxx XXX XXX 
4 
I 
5 . 6  - 427-443 
The baseline length input parameters  a r e  converted into a double precision number 
in meter  units. 
The G. C. T. at which the program is to s t a r t  is converted into the local. sidereal 
t ime (L. S. T.) 
LST = GST - LONGITUDE 
GST = GCT + SIDHRO + (UTHR) Cl 
UTHR = (NDAYS) ># (24) + GCT, 
where GST is Greenwich sidereal time, SIDHRO is Greenwich s idereal  time at 0 hours 
of January 0 of the current year ,  NDAYS is the number of days that have elapsed since 
January 0, and C1 = 9. 857/3600 is the conversion factor f rom solar time to sidereal 
time. 
The index hour and declination of each antenna a r e  converted into the appropriate 
system of units by means of the subroutine TRANSF located a t  address  1721. This sub- 
routine takes a coordinate number given in (hours, minutes, seconds) o r  (degrees, 
minutes, seconds) and converts it into a triple precision number in units of hours o r  
degrees,  respectively. 
5. 9 - 670-1022 
As the antennas track the source a continuous record is kept of their current hour 
angles in reg is te rs  HR1 and HR2. This is done by incrementing the contents of these 
reg is te rs  by a fixed number each time a stepping pulse is sent to the motor drives.  
These numbers, which a r e  different for the two antennas because of the different gear 
ratios, a r e  computed in this section. 
STEP NUMBER = (1.8 degrees/gear ratio) X (1/15) hours, 
where 1.8" is the amount by which the stepping motor advances when it receives a pulse. 
Next, the ratio, d/k = baseline length/wavelength is computed and stored in register 
BSLAMD in the format 
- t 
Integral Par t  Fractional Pa r t  
XXX XXX XXX XXX 
5. 10 - 1023- 1034 
At this point the program halts and waits fo r  the "START CLOCK" command. The 
XXX XXX XXX XXX 
waiting is accomplished by putting the program into a loop from which it exits when the 
f i r s t  clock pulse arr ives .  The instant a t  which the f i r s t  0.2 s pulse a r r ives  coincides 
exactly with the starting time specified in our input parameters.  This is accomplished 
by synchronizing the 1-s  and 10-s clocks derived from our  stable oscillator with the 
WWV timing signals. Figure 29 is a diagram explaining how the starting of the clock 
is accomplished. The program section associated with Fig. 29 is 
Instruction 63 11 generates the pulse IOTI(3 1) which c lears  the Flip-Flop B in 
Fig. 29 ,  The next two instructions form a loop that is only broken when the computer 
"skip" bus is driven to zero; this will occur a t  the t ime when the f i rs t  0 .2  s clock 
ar r ives  and se ts  Flip-Flop B. This t ime is the observation starting time, and i s  
10 s / 
S LATCHING 
PULSES 
FLIP- FLOP 
A START FLIP- FLOP 
CLOCK 
SWITCH 
CLEAR 
0.2 r PULSES 
1 
SKIP BUS 
Fig. 29. Timing control diagram. 
controlled by the "START CLOCKv switch which when closed allows the 10-s clock to 
set the Latching Flip-Flop A. Our timing signals a r e  synchronized with those of WWV; 
ehus the 10-s clock that se t s  Flip-Flop A a r r ives  exactly on the minute specified by the 
observer.  
In this section the program decides whether i t  should point to the calibration source 
o r  to the source that has to be studied. 
5. 12 - 1053- 1321 
Once the source to be tracked has been chosen the program addresses  the regis ters  
where the declination and right ascension of the source a r e  stored and computes the 
following functions : 
CONST9 = h + a 
(d /k)s in~cosS,  (d/k)sin6cosD, (d/h)cosD, (d/k)sinSsinD, 
(d/h)cos6cosD, 
where H is the baseline hour angle, a the right ascension of the source, 6 the declina- 
tion of the source, and D the declination of the baseline. 
The antennas a r e  moved on the declination axis and pointed to the declination of the 
source. The parts of this section that a r e  repeated many t imes  in the course of t he  
observation (for example, going from one source to the other o r  going back to the index 
position) a r e  converted into subroutines. These subroutines and their locations are 
the following. 
DEC12 (2000-2045) - common to both antennas 
DEC45 (541 0-5430) - for  antenna No. 1 only 
DEC43 (6464-6504) - for  antenna No. 2 only 
PULSEP (543 1-5447) - common to both antennas. 
The function of this subroutine is presented a s  a flow chart  in Fig. 30. 
OBTAIN 
DIFF. =(SOURCE DECL.)- 
(PRESENT DECL.) 
SET ANTENNA DIRECT- SET ANTENNA DIRECT- 
G O  TO DEC45 IF ANTENNA # 1  IS BEING 
POINTED OR G O  TO DEC43 I F  ANTENNA 
# 2  IS BEING POINTED 
Fig. 3 0. Pointing the declination axis. 
5. 15 - DEC45 o r  DEC43, and P U L S E P  
The function of this subroutine is presented a s  a flow chart  in Fig. 31.  
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Fig. 3 1. 
Declination pointing subroutines. 
The antennas a r e  next pointed on the hour angle axis. They a r e  pointed ahead of 
the source by a fixed lead time at the end of which tracking begins. Four subroutines 
are used in pointing the hour angle. 
H R l 2  (2045-2 16 1 )  - common to both antennas 
HR37 (1526- 1550) - for antenna No. 1 only 
PULSEP (5341-5447) - common to both antennas. 
The functions performed in this section a r e  presented in Fig. 32. 
OBTAIN TlME AT WHICH TRACKING 
STARTS ts = tpresent + tL  
f Fig. 3 2 .  
OBTAIN THE SOURCE HOUR ANGLE AT tS Computation of initial hour angle. 
t 
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SUBROUTINE HR12 
5 .  17 - HR12 
This subroutine is presented in Fig. 3 3 .  
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Fig. 3 3 .  Determinationof directionforpointing the hour angle. 
5 9 
This subroutine is presented in Fig. 34. 
OBTAIN No. OF PULSES NEEDED TO 
POINT HOUR ANGLE AXIS = 
GEAR RATIO I l 5  D' 1.8 
t 
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OF THE NUMBER OF PULSES 
INSERT TIME DELAY BETWEEN PULSES 
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THE HOUR ANGLE REGISTERS 
Fig. 34. 
Pointing subroutines for  the hour angle. 
The antennas a r e  pointed ahead of the source at hour angle hs = ts - a, where t = 
S 
t present + t~ . Tracking the source begins when the lead time tL expires, which is the 
instant when the source is a t  the center of the antenna beam. This section of the pro- 
gram receives the 0 . 2  s clock, increments the t ime t and checks to see  if  t = t If 
P' s P' 
i is  l e s s  than t the program goes back and waits for  the next clock. If ts  = t the 
P s' P ' 
program exits the loop and goes on to set the hour angle direction controls to CW 
(instruction 6434) to activate the interrupt mechanism for  tracking. 
This section contains a loop that the program enters  o r  exits a t  the command of the 
observer  by means of the switch register.  F o r  instance, if there is a temporary 
YES 
r 
READ SWITCH REGISTER 
/ G O  TO A LOOP A N D  WAlT FOR THE 1 
-3 
I " TlME CHECK " COMMAND 
I TYPE OUT LOCAL CIVIL TlME I 
G O  TO LOCATION 1660 A N D  WAlT FOR 
THE NEXT CLOCK PULSE WHICH WILL 
INITIATE THE INTEGRATION CYCLE 
Fig. 3 5. Functions of Section 5. 20. 
malfunction in the system that would make the data meaningless, the observer  orders  the 
program to wait until the malfunction has been corrected. Another function accomplished 
in this section is the "time checkt1; that is,  while the program is in this waiting loop the 
operator may command it to type out the local civil time. The way in which these fune- 
tions a r e  accomplished is demonstrated in the flow chart  of Fig. 35. 
5.21 - 1660-1720 and 2200-2442 
The program goes through this section before it s ta r t s  the integration cycle. It 
enters  a loop like that described in Section 5. 10 and waits for  the 0.2 s clock. Let ns 
call the t ime when the clock a r r ives  tbegin. The program then proceeds to compute 
cos [ (  i i / l ~ ) ( ~ t a - t ~ ) ]  and sin [( n / l 2 ) ( ~ t a - t ~ ) ]  by means of the cosine and sine subrou- 
tines. 
These two functions a r e  then used to compute the transform plane components -J, v 
Tintegr 
given by Eq. 7. These numbers a r e  computed for a t ime t = tbegin t where  
Tintegr i s  the length of the integration cycle. The flow chart  of Fig. 36 explains the 
sequence of these computations. 
/ TURN INTERRUPT OFF A N D  WAIT FOR 1 
CLOCK PULSE CORRESPONDING TO tb + 
DEACTIVATE THE CLOCK PULSE INTER - 
COMPUTE: H + a - tbegin 
H - BASELINE HOUR ANGLE 
a - RIGHT ASCENSION 
COMPUTE 
T~~~~~~ ) 
cor [ ( n / l 2 )  ( H +  a - t b  - 2 
'INTEGR ) 
sin I ( n / l 2 )  ( H  + a - t b  - ---T--- 
This section of the program accepts data 
from the four inputs and does the least-squares 
fit. The data inputs a r e  being sampled sequen- 
tially every 0.2 s during the integration cycle. 
The total number of samples per  input depends 
on the integration time. F o r  instance, for  an 
integration length of 6 min the number of sample 
will be 1800. At the beginning of each 0. 2 s cycle 
the program waits for the clock pulse. Once the 
clock pulse a r r ives  it exits the waiting loop and 
scans by means of IOT instructions (6743, 6703, 
6643, and 6603) the four inputs. While the pro- 
g r a m  is waiting for the clock pulse and during 
scanning of the inputs the interrupt is off. At 
the end of the scanning the data processing section 
follows, during which the interrupt is turned on 
so that the tracking pulses will be serviced. 
The clock pulse cannot cause an interrupt 
during this section because it has already 
been serviced. 
the fringe components a l  , a2 given by Eqs. 48 
I?ig. 36.  Sequence of computa- 
tions in Section 5.21. and 49. 
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The objective in this section is to compute 
Z cos y. s in  yi 
1 Z y. s in  y - 2 Z y.  c o s y  1 Z COS yi 1 i 
- 
a2 - 2 Z sin yi 
where y. is the data sample taken every 0.2 s, and y = (2nd/k)[sin 6 s inD t 
1 i 
eos 6 cosD cos ( (  n / l ~ ) ( ~ t a - t ~ ) ) ] .  In each 0.2 s cycle the products yi cos y .  
2 1' yi sin y. cos yi, and sin2 yi a r e  being computed and added to their re -  I.' 
spective summing registers.  The program f irs t  computes cos[( ~ / 1 2 ) ( ~ t a - t ~ ) ]  and 
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Fig. 3 7 .  Least- squares fit processing. 
Integral Par t  Fractional Pa r t  
then it calculates (d/h)sinei = (d/h)(sindsin~tcosdcos~cos[( ~ r / l ~ ) ( ~ t a - t ~ ) ] .  This nurn- 
be r  has the following format: 
The fractional part  is then separated out with the appropriate sign attached to it and 
snultiplied by 2 r .  The number that we obtain is yi. The program then proceeds to 
2 
compute cos y .  and sin y. a s  well a s  cos2 y. and s in  y.. These functions a r e  subse- 
1 1' 1 1 
quentiy used in the least- squares  fit. 
k xxx xxx XXX XXX 
The program was written to sample 4 input devices. The outputs a r e  the circular  
polarization products ( R1R2). ( L I L 2 ) ,  (R1L2),  and ( R2L1). The least-squares fit 
routine i s  then applied sequentially to the data samples from these four inputs. 
The sequence of operations in this section i s  exhibited by means of the flow chart 
of Fig. 37. 
xxx 
This section contains the "NEGATE" subroutine that gives the 2 ' s  complement of a 
triple precision number. 
The isubroutine "CHKARG1' contained in this section checks to see whether the argu- 
ment of the cosine and sine functions that must be computed i s  within the appropriate 
limits. The flow chart  for  this subroutine is shown in Fig. 3 8 .  
GET ARGUMENT a - 
I YES I I YES 
I EXIT SUBROUTINE AND COMPUTE cor a, ain a 1 
Fig. 3 8 .  Subroutine that checks the argument of the cosine and sine functions. 
The fringe components a l ,  a2 computed in Section 5.22 a r e  punched on paper tape in 
binary format and printed out in decimal format. Other quantities that a r e  punched and 
printed out a r e  the source hour angle, the Fourier  plane variables (u, v), a s  well, a s  the 
system gain calibration voltages. The DEC subroutine IIBPUN" is used for the punching, 
and the subroutines "DECPRT" and 'ISSPRNTl1 a r e  used for  the printing. The binary 
format of the numbers to be output is the following. 
XXX XXX XXX XXX 
a l ,  a2 and 
XXX XXX XXX XXX 
XXX XXX XXX XXX 
calibration 
numbers: 
1 
XXX XXX XXX XXX 
In the decimal print-out, consideration has to be given to the sign and the location 
XXX XXX XXX XXX 
of the binary point. Since the set of the ( a l ,  a 2 )  components, a s  well a s  the calibration 
XXX XXX XXX XXX 
numbers,  have the same format,  a single print-out routine i s  used for  all of 
them. 
The different functions of this  section a r e  presented in the flow chart of Fig. 39. 
The ftCOMPEN1l subroutine listed in this section generates the digital numbers tha t  
control the compensation delays whenever called for  by the main program. This is 
accomplished by computing the difference in the signal RF paths (d/c) sin 0 and then 
converting this difference into a digital number. Fo r  instance, if the signal a r r ives  
ear l ie r  at Antenna No. 1, the program will insert  the right amount of delay in devlce 
No. 35, which is in s e r i e s  with the IF signal f rom Antenna No. 1. If Antenna No. 2 
receives the radiation ear l ier ,  then delay will be inserted in device No. 3 0, ~vbicln 1s 
in s e r i e s  with the signal f rom Antenna No. 2. The different delay values a r e  synthe- 
sized digitally by means of 8 basic delay units: 1.25 ns ,  2. 5 ns, 5 ns,  10 ns,  2 0  IIS, 
40 ns ,  80 ns,  and 160 ns. 
The flow chart  of the compensation routine is presented in Fig. 40. 
BEGINNING OF THE PUNCH-OUT 
/ OUT THE FOLLOWING NUMBERS: I I YES 
h . " . "  
al , a 2  for device No.  1 
o1 ,02 for device No .  2 
a1 ,02 for device No.  3 
01 , a 2  far device No .  4 
Calibrotion for dcvice No .  1 
INTEGRATION 
FOR NEXT INTEGRATION 
Calibration for device No .  3 
Calibration for device No .  4 
I Calibtation for device No .  2 
/ GIVE CODE INDICATING PUNCH OUT END I 
I \ /  
/ YES I 
GET THE HOUR ANGLE -
* 
PRlNT THE INTEGRAL PART 
I + 
PRINT A POINT ( .)  
PRlNT FRACTIONAL PART 
I 4 
PRlNT CARRIAGE RETURN AND LINE FEED 
VlSlBlLlTY COMPONENTS AND FOUR 
CALIBRATION NUMBERS 
GET NUMBER CORRESPONDING TO INDEX K 
C I PRINT OUT ITS SIGNED INTEGRAL PART I 
+ 
PRlNT OUT A POINT ( .) 
I 
PRlNT OUT ITS FRACTIONAL PART 
G O  TO LOCATION 1036; 
RElNlTALlZED A N D  POINT G O  TO LOCATION 1053; 
THE DISHES TO CALIBRA- POINT THE DISHES TO 
TlON SOURCE 
PRINT CARRIAGE RETURN A N D  LlNE FEED 
1 
Fig. 39. Punch and print sequence. 
COMPUTE: 
sin Q=rin 6 sin D+cm 6 car D cor ( H +  n-tprezent) 
FLAG = -1 
YES 
SET FLAG = 0 NEGATE sin 8 
COMPUTE 
FLAG = O  9 
DIRECT ACCUMULATOR DIRECT ACCUMULATOR 
READ - OUT INTO READ - OUT INTO 
Fig. 40. Delay compensatioa subroutine. 
This section checks and services the interrupts. When an interrupt occurs, 
the: location at which the program was interrupted is stored in regis ter  "0" and 
then the program jumps to location 5600. It deposits the contents of the accu- 
rnulator and the link into auxiliary reg is te rs  SAVEAC and SAVELK and then pro- 
ceeds to check to s ee  which device caused the interrupt. Interrupts a r e  caused 
by the following devices: 
Antenna No. 2 tracking pulses Code No. 36 
Antenna No. 1 tracking pulses Code No. 37 
Clock pulses Code No. 32 
Time check Code No. 33 
The sequence of the interrupt servicing is presented in the flow chart of Fig. 41. 
Mostof the subroutines used in this program a r e  listed in this section. 
(a) ROTlRT 
Rotates the contents of the regis ters  TEMP1, CONTB, CONTC one position to the 
right. These regis ters  contain the resul t  of a double precision multiplication. 
(b) MEGIlO 
-- 
Arranges the dividend for a double precision division in the format: 
Integral Pa r t  Fractional Pa r t  
(c) ROTlL 
Rotates the contents of the regis ters  TEMPI, CONTB, CONTC one binary position 
left. A s  in ROT 1 RT these reg is te rs  contain the result  of a double precision multipli- 
cation, 
(d) ROT3RT 
Rotates the contents of reg is te rs  TEMPI, CONTB, CONTC three positions right. 
ACCUMULATOR AND LINK 
THE HOUR ANGLE OF ANTENNA # 2  
BY THE PROPER AMOUNT 
cp3 Y: 1 SEND A STEPPING PULSE TO HOUR DEVICE No.37 OF ANTENNA #I AND INCREMENT THE HOUR ANGLE OF ANTENNA # I  BY THE PROPER AMOUNT 
BRING DISHES BACK TO INDEX 
POSITION AND HALT THE 
cl>- FLAG OF 1 INCREMENT THE :TENT THE 1 
DEVICE No.32 TIME REGISTER BY THE CLOCK 
PERIOD 
RETURN TO LOCATION WHERE RETURN TO LOCATION 1635 
THE INTERRUPT OCCURRED FOR NEW INTEGRATION CYCLE 
Fig. 41. Sequence of interrupt servicing. 
( e )  ROT3LF 
Rotates the contents of reg is te rs  TEMPI, CONTB, CONTC three locations left. 
( f j  TMINCR 
Increments the present time by the clock period of 0.2(1 t 0. 0027)/3600 hours. 
(g) ROT6LF 
Rotates a triple precision number stored in reg is te rs  TEMPI, TEMP2, TEMP3 six 
positions left. 
(h) ROTZLF 
Rotates the contents of reg is te rs  TEMPI, CONTB, CONTC two locations left. 
(i) PARA 
Checks the sign of a number before rotating right. 
( j )  CRLF 
Types carriage return and line feed. 
(k)  TYPEPT 
Types a point ( . ). 
(1) TYPE 
Types any character when called. 
The source hour angle and the u, v parameters a r e  computed a t  a time cor- 
responding to the center of the integration interval. This section calculates the func- 
"cons necessary for the computation of h, u, and v. These a r e :  T/2, cos [ (  n / 1 2 ) ( ~ / 2 ) ]  
and sin [ (  =/12)(~/2) ] ,  where T is the integration time. 
5.  30 - 6510-6524 
The program begins a t  location 6510; then it proceeds to clear interrupt flags and 
rese t  the timing circuits. After this has been done it jumps back to location 200. 
VI. OBSERVATIONS 
The interferometer has been operational since the beginning of October 1969. The 
preliminary observations were made with a baseline spacing of 8 m. The eventual max- 
imum spacing between the two antennas will be 100 m. At this t ime no other spacing 
has been t r ied,  primarily because of the persistent problem of interference. The nature 
of this interference and the difficulties that it causes a r e  discussed in section 6 - 2 .  Tlze 
data a r e  presented in section 6 .4  and an interpretation i s  given in 6.5. 
The system in general worked quite well. We achieved most of the engineering goals 
that we set out to reach. In view of the good phase stability, which was shown in Fig* 16,  
we may say that this Ku-band interferometer i s  a successful prototype for  interferomet- 
r i c  observations at wavelengths l e s s  than 2 cm. 
With the 8-m baseline length we observed and measured fringes from the Crab 
Nebula, Cas A, and Cyg A. We did not detect 3C273 because interference limited the 
integration time. 
6 .1  OBSERVATIONAL PROCEDURE 
The use of the PDP-8 computer made it possible to design the system so that its 
operation was automatic. The input parameters  for  starting the observation of a source 
have been explained in Section 5.3.  At the beginning of the observation they a r e  typed 
in the order  l isted there. Then the observer  s t a r t s  the clock at the prespecified minute 
a s  explained in Section 5. 10. At this point the computer assumes control of the system 
and the observation: It points the antennas, t racks  the source, inser ts  the right com- 
pensation delay, performs a least-squares fit on the interferometer output, and at the 
end of the integration cycle punches out in binary fo rm and prints out in decimal form 
the source hour angle, the u, v components, the fringe components ( a  a ) and the gain 1' 2 
calibration constants. At the completion of the punch-out and print-out of data, the 
program checks whether to continue integrating on the source o r  switch over to a cali- 
bration source. The observer  decides whether the calibration source is to be an off-. 
source position o r  a point source like 3C273 which can be used for  flux calibrations. 
While the program is  cycling the observer cannot interfere with i t s  operation except 
when he wants to make a time-check. To  do that he inser ts  a number into the switch. 
regis ter  of the computer and the program responds by printing out the local civil t ime 
a t  which the command to do so is given. At the end of the observation the antennas a r e  
brought back to the index position automatically. 
6.2' INTERFERENCE : DIAGNOSTICS AND POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS 
Since interference proved to be a very ser ious impediment, we feel that it is neces- 
s a r y  to explain i ts  nature and suggest possible remedies. Its nature i s  such tbal, it 
appears only a t  the output of the correlator  (see Fig. 17) and not at  the detected IF out- 
puts. The gain of the system is adjusted s o  that the peak- peak noise fluctuations at "re 
output of the correlator a r e  l e s s  than &4 V; the DC average, of course, should be zero. 
Because of interference, this DC level varied from 1 1  V a t  best to approximately 115 V 
at worst. At the fringe ra tes  of approximately 0. 01-0. 02 Hz, which we get for  the 
present baseline separation (see Table 6) ,  these DC level variations will destroy the 
signal coherence for a weak source like 3C273 o r  upset the phase consistence for  the 
stronger sources.  
The diagnostics of the interference may be summarized a s  follows. 
1 .  It can be picked up in the IF s t r ip;  this implies that it is in the IF bandpass range 
of 50-70  MHz. As a matter of fact, by means of a receiver  we picked up 4 frequencies 
In thls range, two of which a r e  television stations. 
2 ,  It is present when the klystrons a r e  off, but is much stronger when they 
a r e  on, It i s  independent of the reflector voltage setting when the klystrons 
a r e  rn lock, and is sti l l  there when the klystrons a r e  out of lock. These diag- 
nostics imply that this  is not Ku-band interference and that it i s  getting in either 
through the crystals  o r  by amplitude modulation of the local oscillator o r  both. 
To  modulate the local oscillator it must be picked up by the L. 0. power cables. 
F i l te rs  were inserted a t  the end of these cables just before they go into the 
klystron. By doing this, we corrected part of the problem but not a l l  of i t ;  
t ha t  rs, before insertion of the f i l ters  the correlator  DC level was dependent 
on the setting of the reflector voltage when the klystrons were in lock. That 
1s not so any more. 
3 ,  The correlator  DC level changes a s  much a s  110 V when the antennas move with 
respect to each other;  during tracking the variations a r e  more reasonable. This is to 
be expected i f  the interference is IF and it i s  picked up by cables moving with respect 
to  each other. 
From these diagnostics we may say  that the interference enters  the system through 
the klystron cables o r  through a ground loop o r  both. In the f i r s t  case it amplitude- 
modulates the L. O. ,  and in the second case it gets into the crystals  o r  into the input of 
the IF preamplifier. 
Our study of the interference problem suggests both short- term and long- 
te rm solutions to the problem. The short- term solutions that we propose a r e  
as  follows: 
(a)  Thorough checking of the system for ground loops. 
(b) Rebuild a l l  klystron cables so that they a r e  completely shielded. 
(c)  Use fringe rotation technique; this can be accomplished by off-setting one of the 
2 8  MHz reference signals (see Fig. 15), for instance, by 1 Hz. 
The long t e r m  solutions that we propose a r e  a s  follows: 
(a)  Move the antennas away from the interference. 
(b) Improve the signal-to-noise ratio by using la rger  antennas and/or low-noise 
front ends. 
Because of time limitations, none of these proposals has been implemented. 
Table 6. F r inge  ra tes ,  projected baselines and resolutions.  
h Baseline : H L = 9  44m48s D =42 '30136" d = 7 . 8 2 m  L 
Crab Nebula: a = 5 32 40 6 = 2 1 58 56 (X =4 minutes of a r c )  C 
CAS A : a = 23 22 05 6 = 58 39 17 (X =4 minutes of a r c )  C 
CYG A : a = 19 58 27 6 = 40 39 08 (Xc=lOO seconds of a r c )  
3C273 : a = I 2 2 7  32 6 = 2  1 3 0 8  ( P o i n t s o u r c e )  
6 . 3  FRINGE RATES AND PROJECTED BASELINE LENGTHS 
In Table 6 the fringe ra tes ,  projected baseline lengths, and resolutions for four 
sources a r e  listed. The hour angles a t  which these quantities a r e  computed vary from 
2 3  hours to 4 hours. This hour-angle range is most appropriate for observations with 
the present baseline orientation, since the fringe ra tes  a r e  largest  i n  this interval; the 
faster  the fringes, the less  the effect of interference. 
By studying Table 6 we notice that (a )  The fringe rates  a r e  maximum at 4 h West 
when the sources a r e  near setting, and (b) Resolutions change very little over an obser-  
vation period of 4 h; for instance, for  the Crab Nebula they change less  than 5%. 
The best arrangement would be one in which the fringe ra tes  a r e  largest  around 
t ransik since the pointing of the antennas is known best there. This arrangement can 
be achieved with an E-W baseline. Our baseline is almost N-S, which we had to use 
because of the shape and orientation of the building on which the antennas were placed. 
The E -W baseline i s  actually the optimum orientation because with i t  a la rger  portion 
01% the u-v plane can be mapped than with an N-S baseline7; for instance, for the 
Crab Nebula, with an E -W baseline, the projected baseline vector would change by at 
least a factor of 2 in an observation interval of 4 h. Therefore i t  is clear  why an E -W 
baseline i s  strongly recommended in a future rearrangement of the interferometer.  
6 . 4  INTERFEROMETER DATA 
We shall present some of the interferometric data that we took on Cyg A, Cas A, and 
the Crab Nebula. The data a r e  listed in Tables 7-21. The quantity A is the fringe 
amplitude in millivolts, and c$ i s  the fringe phase in degrees. They were calculated 
from the measured fringe components a (in-phase) and a2  (quadrature). The fringe 1 
amplitude i s  A/-, and the fringe phase is -tanB1 a2/al. 
The data were taken by integrating 12 min on the source and then 12 min off the 
source. Interference was there all of the time; i t s  presence is evident f rom the large 
fringe components that we obtained on the off-source position. Because of the corrup-  
tion of the data by interference, no information could be obtained about fringe visibility 
variations with hour angle, and no accurate estimation of the baseline parameters  could 
be made. 
In Figs. 42-49 we show vectorially the data listed in Tables 7 -21. The amplitudes 
of the vectors in each observation were normalized with respect to the maximum sig-  
nal vector of that particular observation. In each figure we have drawn the signal and 
noise vectors f rom two successive observations on the same source. This vector rep-  
resentation makes it easy to discuss the behavior of the fringe amplitude and phase 
during the course of a single observation and also to compare the phase variations for 
two successive observations. No comparison, however, should be made of the ampli- 
tudes obtained in the two successive observations, because of the way in which they were 
normalized. 
- - - - - - - -  NOISE VECTORS FROM TABLE 7 
---- SIGNAL VECTORS FROM TABLE 8 
-.-. - NOISE VECTORS FROM TABLE 8 
Fig. 42. Vector representation of data in Tables 7 and 8. 
Table 7. CYG A - October 12, 1969. 
Table 8. CYG A - October 16, 1969. 
Hour 
Angle 
23.57 
0. 03 
0.2 
0.64 
0.79 
1.25 
1.42 
1. 86 
ON OFF 
Hour 
Angle 
1. 56 
0.95 
1. 07 
1.46 
A (mV) 
9 1 
135 
152 
151 
ON OFF 
+ (deg) 
-150 
157 
150 
-1 53 
A (mV) 
4 8 
83 
A (mV) 
3 9 
5 0 
86 
6 8 
t~ (deg) 
-3 5 
0 
+ (deg) 
114 
- 6 
- 105 
-90 
A (mV) 
18 
16 
+(deg) 
119 
-35 
SIGNAL VECTORS FROM TABLE 9 
---- SIGNAL VECTORS FROM TABLE 10 
-.-.- NOISE VECTORS FROM TABLE 10 
Fig. 43. Vector representation of data in Tables 9 and 10. 
Table 9. CAS A - October 21, 1969. 
Hour 
Angle 
2 .38  
2 . 7 0  
Table 10. CAS A - October 26, 1969. 
ON 
Hour 
Angle 
3.37 
3. 80 
3.90 
4.34 
4.44 
4 .86  
A (mV) 
8 9 
8 2 
(P (deg) 
140 
5 0 
ON 
A (mV) 
5 2 
6 9 
3 8 
OFF 
(P (deg) 
2 3 
-2 
-3 2 
A (mV) 
2 0 
3 1 
2 0 
(P (deg) 
-3 
-167 
7 0 
/ 
0 
SIGNAL VECTORS FROM TABLE 
--------  NOISE VECTORS FROM TABLE 1 
---- S l  GNAL VECTORS FROM TABLE 1 -.-.- NOISE VECTORS FROM TABLE 12 
Fig. 44. Vector representation of data in Tables 11 and 12. 
Table 11. CAS A-October  30, 1969. 
Hour ON OFF  
Angle A (mV) (P (deg) A (mV) (P (deg) 
3 .29  5 6 128  
3 . 7 2  15 109 
3 . 7 9  5 0 46 
4 . 2 2  2 8 10 
4 .29  5 0 111 
4. 71  16 120 
Table 12. CAS A -  November 19, 1969. 
SIGNAL VECTORS FROM TABLE 13 
----.--- NOISE VECTORS FROM TABLE 13 
---- SIGNAL VECTORS FROM TABLE 14 
-.-.- NOISE VECTORS FROM TABLE 14 
Fig .  45. Vec to r  r ep resen ta t ion  of da t a  i n  T a b l e s  13 and 14. 
T a b l e  13. CAS A - D e c e m b e r  3, 1969. 
Hour  
Angle 
1. 17 
1. 60 
1 .70  
2 .  14 
Tab le  14. CAS A -  D e c e m b e r  5. 1969. 
ON 
A (mV) 
2 2 
3 6 
OFF 
Hour  
Angle 
1 .28  
1 .73  
1. 83 
2.27 
4, (deg) 
16 6 
147 
A (mV) 
6 
7 
4, (deg) 
100 
-5 1 
ON 
A (mV) 
6 4 
5 3 
OFF 
4 (deg) 
17 0 
16 8 
A (mV) 
40 
4 
4 (deg) 
126 
-45 
SIGNAL VECTORS FROM TABLE 15 
------.- NOISE VECTORS FROM TABLE 15 
---- SIGNAL VECTORS FROM TABLE 16 
-.-.- NOISE VECTORS FROM TABLE 16 
Fig.  46. Vector representation of data  in Tab les  15 and 16. 
Table 15. CRAB NEBULA - October 24, 1969. 
Table 16. CRAB NEBULA - October 24, 1969. 
Hour 
Angle 
0. 8 
1.23 
1.31 
1.75 
O F F  
Angle A (mV) + (deg) 
ON 
A (mV) 
93 
11 1 
- 
O F F  
+ (deg) 
8 6 
144 
A (mV) 
10 
6 
4, (deg) 
-79 
-90 
Fig. 47. Vector representation of data in Tables 17 and 18. 
Table 17. CRAB NEBULA - 
October 28, 1969. 
Table 18. CRAB NEBULA - 
October 3 0 ,  1969. 
Fi'g. 48. Vec to r  r ep resen ta t ion  of da t a  i n  Tab le s  19 and 20 .  
Table  19. CRAB NEBULA - D e c e m b e r  9 ,  1969. 
Table  20. CRAB NEBULA - J a n u a r y  9,  1970. 
Fig. 49. Vector representation of data in Table 2 1. 
Table 2 1. CRAB NEBULA - January 11, 1970. 
Hour 
Angle 
0.74 
1.2 
1. 84 
2.3 
2 .4  
ON 
A (mV) 
109 
5 7 
8 1 
OFF 
9 (deg) 
5 8 
-1 7 1 
-147 
A (mV) 
7 
5 
9 (deg) 
-8 
-1 1 
From examination of Figs.  42-49 we may make the following remarks :  
( a )  The signal vectors a r e  consistently la rger  than the noise vectors.  
(b) The amplitude of the signal vectors ra re ly  varies  more that 5070 in the course 
of an observation. 
(c)  The phase of the signal vectors does not vary more than k45" for  m o s t o f  the 
observations. 
6 .5  INTERPRETATION O F  THE DATA 
The presence of interference makes i t  impossible to extract much information from 
our data. We shall  give a short  discussion of the methods that can be used to estimate 
the fringe visibility amplitudes and the uncertainties in the baseline parameters .  
6. 5. 1 Estimated Fringe Visibility for  the Crab Nebula 
Of the sources observed, the Crab Nebula gave us the most consistent fringes. The 
fringe amplitude variations were within 20 -30% in most cases.  To obtain the fringe vis- 
ibility amplitude experimentally, we would have to measure A, the fringe amplitude of 
a point source such a s  3C273, with the same system gain a s  in the measurement of 
the Crab  Nebula fringe amplitude, ACrab. Then the fringe visibility, I v 1 ,  would be 
where S is the flux. 
We did not measure any fringes from 3C273; therefore, experimental calculation of 
the fringe visibility amplitude for the Crab Nebula was impossible. We could, however, 
obtain an estimate of the fringe visibility amplitude and phase over the useful hour-angle 
range. We shall do that for  a one-dimensional source of uniform brightness temper- 
ature with a width of 4 minutes of arc .  We make use of Eq. 30, and after simplifi- 
cation and integration we obtain 
s in ruXc 
v = 
rUXC . 
For  Xc = 4 minutes of a r c  and the values of u given in Table 6 we find that V = 0 . 6  aver 
the 4-h observation interval. The phase is zero because we assumed a uniform brigbt- 
ness temperature distribution. In reality, the distribution is not uniform; therefore, 
the fringe visibility amplitude i s  not 0. 6 ,  and the phase is not zero. Yet both remain 
constant over the observation interval, because of the small  changes in u. 
6 .  5. 2 Baseline Parameters  
To estimate the baseline parameters  one should measure the phase of a point 
source for an interval of 2 h. Actually, for our present baseline length and orientation, 
the Crab Nebula can be used fo r  estimating the baseline parameters,  since i t s  intrinsic 
phase remains essentially constant over an interval of 2 h. Interference, however, co r -  
rupted the consistency of the fringe phase that we measured; thus, the Crab Nebula can- 
not be used, at this time, for the estimation of the baseline parameters .  
The baseline parameters  used in our observations were obtained from geometrical 
nieasurements. The accuracy of these measurements cannot be depended upon for inter- 
ferornetric work; therefore,  we can safely say  that par t  of the phase inconsistency in 
our data i s  due to baseline e r ro r s .  This is suggested in one set  of our data; specifically, 
euamiaxtion of the data in Table 20 reveals that the fringe vector seems to be changing 
phase in almost consistent fashion. We shall assume that these changes a re  due 
entirely to e r r o r s  in the baseline parameters  and proceed to demonstrate the technique 
by means of which these parameters  can be obtained exactly. 
The phase e r r o r ,  A+, attributable to e r r o r s  Ad, AD and AHL in the baseline L' 
length, declination, and hour angle, respectively, is given by 
* 
a+  a q, 
A + = - A d + -  
a+  
ad A D t  - 
a D ~  
AH, 
a H ~  
where 
n 
sin 6 sin DL t cos 6 cos DL cos ( ~ ~ - h ~ ) ) ,  
and h is the source hour angle. 
S 
Then 
IT Ad in 6 s in  DL t cos 6 cos DL cos ij- (H -h )) 7 L s 
Tr  AD^ 
s in  6 cos DL - cos 6 s in  DL cos (H -h )) 7 L s 
Tr Tr 
- 2n A (cos 6 cos DL s in  - (H -h )) AHL, 12 L s 
where ADL i s  in degrees, and AH is in hours. L 
i f  w e  now separate the constant and time-variant te rms ,  we obtain 
Ad a+ = 2. A (sin 6 s in  DL -;i. t sin 6 cos DL 
 AD^) n 
X Ad c o s 6 s i n D L 7  + 2n  (cos 6 cos DL - cos - 12 (HL-hs) 
Equation 87 can be written 
TT TT 
A+ = A(Ad, ADL) + B(Ad, ADL) cos 5 (HL-hs) - C(AHL) sin (HL-hs). 
Thus, by measuring the phase over 2 h, we can compute the coefficients A, B and C; 
then we can solve for  Ad, ADL, and AHL. 
Another method that is not sensitive to the instrumental phase and to the intrinsic 
phase of the source is to differentiate A+ with respect to hs. The derivative is called 
6(A+) and corresponds to the difference between 2 successive phase measurements, 
provided the hour angle change is reasonably small. 
If we differentiate Eq. 86 with respect to hs, we obtain 
d &(A+) = [ 2 r  1 cos 6 cos D~ s in % ( H ~ - ~ ~ ) ( S  Ahs)] d 
TT 
- 12" f cos 6 s in D L sin ( H ~ - ~ ~ ) ( s  .hs)] 2 
cos 6 cos D cos L (88) 
To compute Ad, ADL, and AHL, we must form a system of 3 equations by meas- 
uring 3 successive phase changes; each measurement is separated from the next by a 
reasonable hour interval. From the data in Table 20 we can form Table 22, which shows 
the hour angles a t  which the measurements were taken, the hour angle intervals, and 
the phase changes. 
Table 22. Parameters  used to solve for Ad, ADL, and AHL, 
obtained from Table 21. 
If we use Eq. 88 and the values given in Table 22, we obtain the following system 
of equations: 
Phase 
Change 
(deg) 
6 (A+) 
36. 5 
58. 5 
132 
Source Hour 
Angle 
(h) 
hs 
1.3 
1.86 
2.4 
Hour Angle 
Change 
(h) 
Ah 
s 
0. 6 
0. 52 
0. 55 
The solution of this system yields 
These values a r e  not realistic. We then proceed to solve the f i r s t  two equations of the 
system by setting Ad = 0. This assumption is reasonable because the baseline length 
was measured ra ther  accurately. Then the solution of the new system gives 
n D L  = -0. 55" = -33 minutes of arc .  
 AH^ = 0.03  h = 27 minutes of arc .  
These uncertainties in the baseline declination and hour angle a r e  quite possible. 
VII. CONCLUSION 
When work began on the Ku-band interferometer three years  ago, there was not much 
to it except two antennas, an available roof, and our determination and enthusiasm. 
Today, we have a working prototype for  interferometric work at a wavelength of 1.75 cm. 
With some more work, especially on the problem of interference, and with the improve- 
ment of the signal-to-noise ratio, we believe that this interferometer will add to  our 
knowledge of some discrete radio sources like the Crab Nebula, Venus, Cas A., Cyg A, 
and possibly some HI1 regions. 
Possible solutions for the interference problem have been discussed in section 6 . 3 .  
The signal- to-noise ratio can be improved by using la rger  antennas o r  low-noise front 
ends a s  parametric amplifiers, o r  both. As we have pointed out, in any future r ea r -  
rangement of the interferometer an E-W baseline is strongly recommended. 
With the discovery of strong H20  sources,  use of the interferometer for H20 line 
work becomes possible. Fo r  instance, a t  the maximum baseline spacing of 100 m the 
interferometer will be able to resolve features separated by 10' of a rc .  As well a s  rel-  
ative position measurements, we can study the atmospheric phase effects a t  different 
baseline spacings by monitoring H20  sources. The conversion of the continuum Ku-band 
interferometer to an H20 spectral-line interferometer would be simple, since we al3.ea.d~ 
have two phase-locked front ends. F o r  the back end we recommend 30 channels each 
with a 20-kHz bandwidth. This would give us  a total bandwidth of 600 kHz. Each channel 
would consist of a FET multiplier. The H20 line sources have features that spread over 
a bandwidth of 10 MHz. Thus, a synthesizer would have to be used a s  a second local 
oscillator. Real-time data processing for  a l l  30 channels will be feasible if we add an 
arithmetic element to the PDP-8 computer. 
APPENDIX A 
Circuits 
We shall now show the circuits that were used to generate the 28-MHz and 300-MHz 
Local-oscillator synchronizing signals of the Ku-band interferometer. The 28- MHz 
signal is generated from the 1-MHz standard in two steps: 1-7 and 7-28. Step-recovery 
diodes were used to  generate the harmonics (see Figs. A- 1, A-2 and A-3). The 300-MHz 
signal i s  generated from a 100-MHz crystal  oscillator (see Fig. A-4). Figure A-5 
shows the circuit of the 300-MHz Class B power amplifier. 
OUT 
INPUT 
Fig. A- 1. Harmonic multiplier (1- 7 MHz). 
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APPENDIX B 
Computer Organization 
The PDP- 8 4K memory is divided into 32 pages. Each page consists of 1 2 8  regis- 
t e rs .  The regis ters  of page "0 '  can be addressed from any other page directly; indirect 
instructions must be used when addressing a regis ter  of a certain page from a register 
of another page. 
The most important instructions a r e  presented and explained a s  follows. 
INSTRUCTION CODE FUNCTION 
AND 
TAD 
ISZ 
DCA 
JMS 
JMP 
IOT 
NOP 
CLA 
CLL 
CMA 
CML 
RAR 
RAL 
RT R 
RT L 
IAC 
SMA 
SZA 
SPA 
SNA 
SNL 
SKP 
OS R 
HLT 
CIA 
LAS 
STL 
ION 
IOF 
logical and 
2 ' s  complement add 
increment and skip i f  zero 
deposit and clear  Accumulator 
jump to subroutine 
jump 
in/out t ransfer  
no operation 
c lear  AC 
c lear  link 
complement AC 
complement link 
rotate AC and link one location to the right 
rotate AC and link one location to  the left 
rotate AC and link two locations to the right 
rotate AC and link two locations to the left 
increment AC 
skip on minus AC 
skip on zero AC 
skip on plus AC 
skip on non- zero AC 
skip on zero link 
skip 
inclusive OR, switch regis ter  with AC 
halt program 
complement and increment AC 
load AC with switch regis ter  
s e t  link to 1 
interrupt on 
interrupt off 
The DEC subroutines used in conjunction with the main program a r e  the following. 
SPCONV 
DMUL 
DUBDIV 
DSllU 
DCOS 
BPUN 
DECPRT 
SSPRNT 
single precision decimal-to-binary conversion and 
input ASR-33; signed o r  unsigned 
double precision multiplication 
double precision division 
double precision sine 
double precision cosine 
binary punch 
unsigned decimal print, single precision 
signed decimal print, single precision 
APPENDIX C 
Program Language 
The program was written in machine language and i s  listed in the following; pages 
On the f i r s t  page the u s e r ' s  symbols a r e  defined. The program uses  up 29  out of the 1 2  
computer pages that were defined in Appendix B. Although efficiency was one of our 
concerns, it was not the pr imary one. In a new edition of the program use of t h e  
Marco-8 machine language is recommended instead of the PAL-I11 machine language 
that we used. 
SYMBOLS 
ADRES 8 1 6 0  
ALFLG UR2R 
LILPHS (In33 
ARCHI 16.15 
4KG 3 7 4 2  
ASHI  1 6 h e  
A R X I  6 1 7 0  
% 4 1 4 1  
HASL 0 0 6 1  
RASLD 6 6 4 7  
R I N P  4 4 5 1  
%P'JN 4 4 9 0  
SPUNCH 5 1 6 5  
ASLAMD 1 1 5 7  
c 4 1 4 2  
CHKARG 3 3 0 6  
CKARG 0 1 2 3  
CKSM -476 
CLARCD 5 2 6 7  
CMINTG 01.8 
c n m a  0 1 2 5  
CNANO 5 5 5 5  
CNTOhV 0 1 4 4  
CNTIN 8 3 7 8  
CNTM2 An?% 
CNTM3 8 0 2 4  
CNTM6 " 9 0  
CNTN $3121 
C W P E  012. 
COMPEN 5 4 4 7  
CONPNT 5 9 8 6  
CONSTD Ins'! 
.--, 
CONSTI 0 1 0 5  
CONST2 1 3 5 5  
CONST3 1 3 6 1  
CONST4 $3ID7 
CONSTS 136% 
CONST9 a i i 2  
CONS10 2 1 6 5  
CONTB 0 0 5 5  
CONTC 0 1 5 6  
CONTD RR57 
CONYER 8 5 7 0  
COSDDE 1 1 6 6  
COSDIF 2 3 6 0  
COSGAM 2 7 7 0  
COSIMl  0 1 3 2  
. .-. 
CRLF 6 3 4 4  
C R V P  8 1 6 6  
C T R l  4 5 0 3  
CYCL36 1 5 6 2  
CYCL37 1 5 3 7  
CYCL43 6 4 7 3  
CYCL45 5 4 1 7  
c 2 n n  4 5 8 4  
D 4 1 4 3  
DATA 2 9 6 7  
DATAC 3 1 6 7  
DAYS 6 6 1 8  
DAYX24 5 7 6 1  
DAY24 8 5 3 7  
DCOS 5 0 6 0  
DCOSP 63076 
DCPRNT R l 7 0  
DC43 137R 
DC45 1367 . . 
D D l V P  0 0 4 7  
DECAL 6 6 6 3  
DECB 6 6 4 3  
OECL 6 6 3 3  
DECLB 6 6 6 7  
DECPNT 1 3 6 4  
DECPRT 5RR0 
DECS 6 6 3 7  
DEC43P 5 7 6 8  
DECIS 5r l1e  
DEC45P 5 7 5 7  
DEGR 8 5 6 4  
DEGRS 8 2 7 4  
DLLTS 6 6 6 5  
D I V N D 4  4 3 3 5  
D l X E  a 1 5 7  
DMEGn 3 2 5 5  
OMINS 8 2 7 7  
DMUL 4 0 0 8  
DMULTP BRS4 
DSECS 0 3 1 7  
D S I N  3 4 0 8  - ~~ 
D S l N P  R 0 7 7  
DURDIV 4 2 0 8  
D1WR 5 5 6 1  
EN 1 1 6 1  
ENTER 8 3 6 6  
E X 1  3 1 6 6  
F a  a 5 0 1  
PEREl  0 5 7 2  
?'ERE2 0 5 7 3  
F I N n D R  0 1 6 4  
FLGCHK 5 6 0 8  
FLGCK 0 1 7 1  
FRCNL 5 3 3 A  
PREBU R 7 6 6  
" ~ U I I  '111" 
U l  I r e 7  
*<nNCI 6 7 3 2  
M**51 ""36 
U<r>FC 1 h 5 1  
U R . I A N  A 6 7 1  
* 9 P h 1  1 \ 1 4  
"US " 9 2 7  
* * I  6 7 2 1  
" * I P  Z7.d 
*.)I7 6 7 1 1  
. ( H I 1  9 - 4 2  
H* I?L  5 7 ~  
9 6 / 9 4  
HrlPP 2 7 1 7  
HH'7 h7*>  
*?1* 1 5 5 1  
*11L*  5 7 2 %  
net7  1 5 2 6  
U1(37P 5 7 5 4  
1 9  aS?a 
I h C W  697.< 
I k l n l w  +I&:, 
I N I E 6 3  0 1 3 6  
XC* A',,, 
"LF 6 J 5 r  
Y d I <  I R R P  
*1'4 
*PAL ,',64 
I .%u< 1 1 1 1  
LC1 Ah,, 
I C T Z  116.5 
I.1NGI 1 9 1 3  
l .qlrJT 
L P q F I T  3Ra7 
'4LF 2l6.n 
"4LPH 157" 
* P G I  lna? 
*F(lal a 9 4 1  
"rGI 1 1 7 1  
W F G I l *  1 1 5 A  
'FGR31 IRII~ 
MI~~II. z.mn 
nlnl 1 7 7 1  
* I I I L I *  9 1 7 2  
n l N s  #?,I 
*PII)T 3 3 6 7  
*sma;r 1 7 1 6  
* s 7 n * a  a 1 4 5  
wS77IR n a 7 5  
WF777D 531.7 
PLOT 4440 
P N T l  6 4 5 6  
POINTP 1 0 5 3  
POSARG 33.74 
POSD P I 1 4  
PROS01 (1051 
PROS02 0 0 5 2  
PROS03 (1053 
P T 2 5 6  6 3 6 2  
PlJLSE R12P 
PULSEP 5 4 3 1  
PUN 4 9 7 1  
PUNCT 8 1 6 7  
P'JNL 4 4 1 7  
PUT1 0 3 7 2  
PpJTIP 1 1 6 2  
PUT2 0 3 7 3  
PUT2P 1 1 6 3  
PUT? a 3 7 4  
PUT3P 1 1 6 4  
PUT4 n76R 
P ~ J T ~ P  1 1 6 5  
KACAL a 0 3 8  
RACL 6 6 1 7  
R O T I L  R 0 6 0  
R O T I L F  6 7 0 0  
R D T l R  0 1 4 6  
ROTlRT 6 1 4 3  
ROT2L 8 1 4 7  
ROTPLF 6 3 1 4  
R O T 3 1  0 1 ~ 2  
R O T 3 V  6 2 3 1  
ROT3R OR70 
ROT3RT 6 2 1 2  
ROT6L 0 1 1 6  
ROT6LF 6 7 7 5  
SAVEAC 5 7 3 6  
SAVERL 2 5 7 2  
SECS 0 2 4 0  
SICCU a 3 7 1  
SlCONV 4 6 0 0  
SIDHRO 0 8 7 1  
S l F T L  3 3 5 7  
S I L L Y  6 1 3 6  
S I L Y  1 7 1 7  
SINODE 0 1 0 3  
S l N O l F  2 3 6 2  
SINGCM 2 7 7 2  
S L 6  4 5 0 7  
S L 7  4 5 0 6  
SPRNT 5 3 6 6  
SR32 570. 
5 1 3 3  5 7 0 6  
SR16 562'3 
SR3.I 5 6 4 8  
SSADOR 4 5 5 4  
SSBOX 4 5 6 1  
SSCNT 4 5 6 2  
SSCNTR 4 5 6 0  
SSCON 4 5 6 4  
SSMNS 4 5 5 7  
SSOUT 45r15 
SSPLUS 4 5 5 6  
SSPRNT 451R 
SSTWO 4 5 5 5  
s s v n L  4 5 6 3  
SSXYZ 4 5 2 6  
STDECL 6 6 5 4  
STDECS 6 6 5 7  
STEP1 0 7 6 9  
S T E P I P  5 7 4 7  
STEP2 0 7 6 2  
LTEPPP 5 7 4 2  
STIME 1 5 1 5  
STORE A 1 4 2  
STPNT 2 1 3 3  
SUMPEL 6 7 4 3  
SUMl a l s a  
SUM2 0 1 5 3  
TEMPO 0 R 0 3  
TEMPI  OnR5 
TEMP2 R8@6 
TEMP3 0 8 0 7  
TEPt  4 5 0 5  
T I M E  R e 2 5  
TMINC 0 1 1 5  
TMINCR 6 2 5 8  
TOPOS 0 1 5 6  
TRANPR 5 7 2 5  
TRANSF 1 7 2 1  
TR.4NSX 8 8 6 7  
T R I A  R 1 6 2  
1s 1 7 1 3  
TWOPI 3 3 6 4  
TYPE 6 3 6 3  
TYPEPT 6 3 5 5  
TYPO R 1 6 5  
VEL (1770 
V 1  6 7 4 1  
WAIT 1 6 4 5  
WAITST 1 6 0 0  
WLONG 6 6 7 5  
YU 6'637 
DUBDlV14208 
DDIVND4=4335 
.I 
JMP I FLGCK 
KRIKIO 
TEMPO>@ 
NhGAT, NEGATE 
TRANSX. TRANSF 
ROT~RIROT~RT 
S I D H R B I ~  
I) 
R 
M24.7750 
MS7700.7706) 
DCOSPoDCOS 
D S I N P s D S I N  
HARG, ARG 
CNTN, 0 
PULSE, PULSEP 
CKARG, C H I I R G  
CDMPE. COUPEN 
.eae 
PGMREGpCLA C L L  
TAU ENTER 
OCA 1 0  
TnD N'JIIRIN 
OC4 C N T I N  
.+rs 1 SICON 
,>c4 1 > 
1 5 7  C N T I N  
JHP .-3 
TPlO ENTER 
TQD T K 1 4  
DCA I R  
TAD PUT1 
DCA I I 
TAD PUT2 
DCA I 2  
TAD PUT3 
DCA I 3  
CWA 
TAD 113 
DCA CNTM2 
T1D 113 
. --  
DCA MEGA63 
TAD I LOUOT 
DCA I(EGA.4 
TAD PROS03 
OCA MEGA-2 
DCA MEGA* l 
TAD MEGA 
JMS I D D I V P  
NJS00 
DCA P R O S M  
C L L  
TLD I LOU01 
TAD TEMP3 
OCA T a l P 3  
R L L  
TAD PROS02 
TAD TEMP2 
DCA I I I 
TnD TEMP3 
DCA I I I 
I F Z  CNTM2 
JMP WRS 
a74 DEGRS.TAD I 1 0  
-DCA TEMPO 
nca ALFLG 
DU~NS,TAD I 1 0  
DCA TEMP2 
T 1 0  TEMP7 
SMA CLA 
JWP ..3 
C)*& 
DCA ALFLG 
TeD TEUPP 
JWS I n E G a l  
JMS 1 D D l V P  
/CLEW? L I N K  AND LICCUMULATOR 
/INITIALIZE THE  REGISTER^ IN w n l c m  THE INPUT 
~ P ~ R A M E T E R S  GO 
I D E P O S I T  1 T  I N  REGISTER I 0  
~INITIILIIE COUNT OF 1HE NUMBER OF 
IPLROMETERS TO 9 %  TYPED I N  
/ASCENSIONS AND 
I D E C L I N A T I O N S  AaE TO B E  DEPOSITED 
/AFTER THEY HAVE BEEN CONVMTED 
/ I N 1 3  THE APPROPRIATE U N I T S  
/SET COUNT TO -4  FOR THE HOUR PARAMETERS 
/SET COUNT TO - 3  FOR THE DECLINATION PARAMETEL5 
/CONVERT F I R S T  THE HOUR PARA*IETERS~ O B T A I N  THE 
I U ~ ~ ~ Y F .  DFPOSIT INTO THE HOUR HEGISTER 
/ D I V I D E  RY 611 
,PLACE QUOTIENT I N  TEMPORaRY REGISTERS 
/TEMP2 AND TEMP3 
,OBTAIN THE SECONDS 
/OBTAIN THE FRACTIONAL SECONDS 
/ D I V I D E  SECONOS BY 3 6 0 0  
/ADD M I N S / 6 0  TO SECS13600 
/DEPOSIT I N T O  THE HOUR REGISTER I T R I P P E  P R E C I S I O N )  
/DEPOSIT I N T O  THE HOUR REGISTER ( T R I P P E  P R E C I S I O N )  
1 1 5  COUNT 0 
/NO, JUMP BACK AND CONVERT THE NEXT PARAMETER 
/YES, OBTAIN DEGREES COMPONENT OF THE D E C L I N A T I O N  
/DEPOSIT I N  TEMPO 
I C L E A R  FLAG 
/OBTAIN MINUTES 
I D E P O S I T  I N  TEMP2 
N6(1 
DCA TEMP2 
TI)D I LQUOT 
D C I  TEMP3 
TAD ALFLG 
D c a  TEMPI 
DSECSITAO I 1 0  
DCA PROS01 
TAD I 1 8  
JMS I MEGAI 
JnS I DDIVP 
N lC l00  
DCA MEGA.3 
TOD I LOUOT 
OCA UEGA*4 
TAD PROS01 
TAD I\LFLG 
OCA MEGA*2 
TAD ALFLG 
DCA MEGA*! 
TAD MEGA 
JMS 1 DDIVP 
N 3 6 0 0  
DCA PROS02 
TI)D I LOUOT 
DCA PROS03 
TAD W L G  
DCA PROS01 
1 ,I In  ,o 
L L I Z E  REGISTERS I N  WHICH THE TIME, THE R l G H l  
1 1 s  DECLINATION NEGATIVE 
/NO, JUMP 3 LOCATIONS AHFAD 
/YES 
/SET FLAG TO -I 
/ D I V I D E  * INS BY 6 0  
C L L  
TAD PROS03 
TAD T R l P 3  
DCA I l e  
RIU. 
TAD P R O S M  
TAD TEf iP2  
DCA I I 2  
R I L  
TAD X U P O  
TAD PROS01 
TAD T W P l  
DCA I 1 2  
TAD 1 2  
T a n  8 3  
DCA I 2  
JMP I PLG2 
ENTEReDAYS-I 
NUMBIN,-42 
TYPE PARAMETER 
nlP0TrT rT BY MEANS OF THE SELF- INDEXING HEGISTER 1 0  
/DEPOSIT MINS/6R I N  REGISTERS TEUP2, TEMP3 
/OBTAIN SECONDS 
/OBTAIN FRACTIONAL SECONDS 
/ D I V I D E  FRACTIONAL SECONDS BY 1 0 0 0  
/ D I V I D E  SECONDS BY 3 6 0 0  
/DEPOSIT DECLINATION I N T O  A T R I P P L E  P R E C I S I M I  
/REGISTER, BY HEANS OF THE SELF- INDEXING REGISTER 
112. THE U N I T S  ARE I N  DEGREES 
/ R E - I N I T I A L I Z E  REGISTER 1 2  
/JUMP TO PAGE 2 
CNTIN.0 
SICONISICOIIV 
P U T l r T I U E - I  
PUT2,STDECL-3 
P U T ~ I  DECAL- I  
PAGZrPLGC2 
PAUSE 
a 6 8 0  PAGE3,CLL 
TAD LONGI.2 
DCA MEGPIe3 
TQO I 1 2  
DC.4 MEGl*2  
TPD i I T  
DCA MEGAr t  
C 1 4  
DCA PROS03 
RAL 
nca KRIK 
TAD L O N G I r I  
CMA 
TAD K R I K  
DCA PROS02 
R L*L 
/ D I V I D E  DECLINATION ( I N  DEGREES) BY I S 0  
n c a  KRIY 
TAD LONG1 
CMA 
TAD K R l K  
DCA PROS01 
CLL 
TAD PROS03 
TAD TEMPS 
DCO T I M E 1 2  
/OBTAIN (GST-LONGITUDE) AND D e P o s x T  IT 
/ I N  THE T R l P P L E  P R E C I S I O N  HEGISTER TIME. -1, "2 /DEPOSIT DOUBLE-PRECISION DECLINATION ( I N  UADIANS)  
,BY *CANS OF THE SELF INDEXING REGIbTEH 1 3  
DCA 1 I 3  
TAD I CONTB 
1)CA I 1 3  
I S 7  CNTN3 
JMP I OEGR 
TAU I 1% 
OCA RIISL 
TAD I i B  
/HAVE A L L  THk DECLINATION COOHDINATES t lE ING CWVERTED 
/ N o r  JVMP BACK AN0 CONVEHT THE NEXT 
/YES. O B T A I N  THE I E T E H  COIPONENT OF T H E  BASELINE 
TAD TEMP2 
DCA T 1 M E l l  
RAL 
TAD PROS01 
TAD TEMPI  
DCA T I M E  
TAD T I M E  
TAD W24 
SPA 
/OBTAIN THE CENTIMETER COMPONENT OF THE BASELINE 
l D l V I D E  BY I 0 0  
JMS 1 n E G a I  
JMS I D D I V P  
N 1 0 0  
OCA TEMP1 /OBTAIN THE DIFFERENCE ( T l U E - 2 4 1  
,IS DIFFERENCE P O S I T I V E ?  
/NO, JUMP 2 LOCATIONS AHEAD 
/YES, DEPOSIT  DIFFERENCE I N  THE REGISTER T I M E  
lCONVEKT THE ANTENNA COORDINATES 
/OBTAIN THE INDEX POSIT IONS UF THE HOUR ANU O E C L I N a l I O N  
/AXES O I  THE DISHES BY MEAN> OF THE SELF I N D E X I N G  
/REGISTER 18. I N l T l A L l Z E  LOCATIONS AT WHICH THE 
/ INDEX P O S I T I O N S  AflE TO B E  UEPOStTEU nFTEK THEY 
/ARE CONVERTED 
7 4 0  I Ti? 
JMS I nEGl i>  
JWS I D D i Y P  
~ i n 0 0  
/OBTAIN THE P l lLL IMETER CONPONENT 
/ U I V I D E  BY l B B 0  
JMP.+2 
DCA T I M E  
6 41 c L a  CLL 
-
TAD GET1 1 4 0  TEI IP i  
OC1 B A S L * I  
a i a o  F E R E ~  
D C 1  , I  
JMS I TRANS I 
TAD PROS03 
OC4 SIDHRO'2 
DCA I A  
TAD P1JTQ 
DCA I! 
CMA 
TRD M3 
DCA CNTM2 
HRDEC-JIIS I TRAN 
TAD PROS03 
DCR PRO SO^ 
RAL 
TPD PROS02 
1 4 0  TEMPO 
/OHT(\IN THE GRCENUICH SIDEREAL T I M E  AT JANUARY 0 
lCONVEHT I T  I N T O  HOUR U N I T S  (\NO DEPOSIT I T  
/ I N  THE T R I P P L E  P R E C I S I O N  REGISTER SIDHM0 
/SET COUNT TO -9 
S L I T H E  HOUR INDEX P O S I T I O N S  ARE I N  U N I T S  OF HOURS, 
,BINS, SECS AN0 THE DECLINATION ONES I N  DEGKEES* <<INS, 
~ S E C S I  THE TPANSX SUtl*OUTINS CONVEnIh  THEM I N 1 0  b IN( .L i  
/ U N I T  NUIIBEHS: HOURS Fun THE UOUR ANGLES AND DEGSEES 
/FOR THE DECLINATIONS R l lL  
TdO PiiOSO, 
UC4 SIOHRYi 
J l l S  DAY29 
TAD T I N E  
DCA MEGar? 
Ti iD T I N E - 1  
DCO MEGi l r3  
TAD TI(lE.2 
o c n  n E G a r o  
ncA M E G A r I  
Thi) "EL4 
JWS 1 ODIVP 
V7R20 
Den P A O S O ~  
TAU I LOuOT 
iDCd PROS02 
J M S  I D*( iLTP 
CONVER 
PNOSO1 
CLL 
Toil TE*PJ 
T a n  TIMEIZ 
UCE, TEMP3 
H LL 
1 4 0  TEMP2 
TAD T I M E I ~  
?Ci) TEMP2 
o c a  ~ ~ o s o e  
TAD PROS01 
OCL I I 1  
TAD PROS02 
DCA 1 I 1  
TAD PROS03 
DCA I I f  
I h Z  CNTM2 
JMP HHDEC 
670 TaD N22P 
DCA MEGA*B 
DCA MEGA.1 
DC* MEGA.3 
I G O  TO SUBKOUTlNE 011124 
l D 3 T A I N  GKBF.WIGH C I V I L  T I M E  (GCT, AND WULTlPLY I T  BY 
l l H F  CONVERSION FATOR C119.Sb7136LI0 
/DEPOSIT CONVERTED INDEX COORDINATES BY MEONS OF 
/THE SELF- INDEXING REGISTER I 1  
/HAVE & L  THE INDEX P O S I T I O N S  BEEN CONVEKTEU? 
/NO, JUMP RACK TO HRDEC 
.YES, COMPUTE H l U R  ANGLE STEPPING INTERVALS 
/EACH STEPPING PULSE INCHEfiENTS THE HOUK ANGLE 
/W atfT. r 2  BY S T E P 2 - < 1 - 8 / 5 3 7 - 1 > r l / l S  
DCA MEGA.4 
TAD MEGA 
5 4 5  1 ODlVP 
N 5 3 7 1  
nCA MEGAr2 
TI\D 1 LO'JOT 
I M U L T I P L Y  BY 9.857 
lP l iODUCT REGISTERS B AND C CONTAIN G C T I C l  
/ADD G C T + I D A Y S ) * Z l + C I  OCLI MEG1.3 
OCA MEGA.1 
DCi) sEG0.4 
TAD MEGA 
/ D I V I D E  QUOTIENT BY I S  
DCA STEP2 
TAD 1 LGUOT 
n c s  STEP~.I 
TAD NBZP 
DCI\ MEGA+2 
"AL 
TAD TE*IPI 
TAD T I M E  
DCA T E n P l  /REGISTERS TEMPI, TEMPZ. TEMP3 CONTAIN THE ABOVE SUM 
CLL 
J l lP  I T O 7 2 1 5  
TOTPiS. 7 1 1 5  
,522 
TilO FEREZ 
DCh I *  
JMS I TRLINSX 
i l i O  PRO103 
OCA LONGI*2  
DC4 *1EGArl 
DCA MEGA.3 
DCR MEGA*9 
T\D MEGA 
JMS I D D l V P  
N533R 
OCA MEG4.2 
TI)D I LQ!lOT 
I O B T A I N  THE LONGITUDE COMPONENTS 
/CONVERT THEM I N T O  A S I N G L E  U N I T  (HOURS1 NUMBEN 
/CONTAINED I N  REGISTER L O N G l r  + I ,  r 2  
nCA MEGAr3 
DCA MEGA. I 
D C I  MEGA.4 
T a n  MEGA 
JMS I D D l V P  
N 1 7  
?AL 
i A D  TEHPO 
TAD PROS02 
OCA L O N G l r i  
IRAL 
r a n  PKOSO, 
i)Ca LONG I 
JMP 1 PAG3 
DAY24.i) 
TAD I NDIIYh 
OCL MEGA-2 
DCil  MEGA13 
DCA U E G i l r 4  
ilCA MEGA* I 
n c a  STEPI 
TAD I L a u o i  
DCa STEPI.1 
JMS I M I D L  
TAD VEL 
DCA TEHPI  
o c a  TEMPZ 
CLL 
/JUMP TO PAGE 3 
/MULTIPLY THE NUMBER OF OAYS THAT HAVE ELLAPSED 
I S I N C F  JAN. 0 BY 84*9+857 /360R.9 .857 /150  
/GO TO SUBROUTINE M I D L  
I O B T A I N  VELOCITY OF L I G H T  
/DEPOSIT I T  I N  REGISTERS TEMPI, TEMP2 
/PUT THE NUMBER OF DAYS I N  THE D I V I D E N D  
/ D I V I D E  BY 1 5 0  
JG I D n u L T P  
BASL 
F REQU 
nca M E G A ~ I  
TAD I CONTR 
lFOt fM PRODUCT OF ( F ~ ~ E w . ) * ( & L ) ~ E L I N E > = ~ *  d 
/DEPOSIT PRODUCT I N  D I V I D E N D  
rLin MEGA 
JWS 1 ODiVP 
HZ26 
OC& TEMPI 
I A O  I LDUOT 
OCA TEWPZ 
i ns  I D n u L l P  
l E n P t  
CONVER 
DCA TEMP, 
1 0 0  1 CONTR 
LICA TEUPZ 
i A 0  I CONTC 
OCi' TEMP3 
"IMP I D I Y 2 4  
DEGRIDEGRS 
plDAVSrD1YS 
~ ~ 
OCA WEGA'2 
T a n  I CONTC 
I M U L T I P L Y  OUOTlENT BY 9.887 
lOEPOS1T CONTENTS I N  REGISTERS TEUPl, l E R P 2  
/AND TEMP3 
. .. ~ 
DC4 UEG8.3 
TAD I CONTD 
DCA MEGAr4  
NOP 
JMP I POG1 
GETl, W H I Z - I  
P U T 4 r H R I - I  
N2?P,22W@ 
STEP?." 
/JUMP TO PAGE 1 
*17028*691)70 
?On0 
COIIV&R,116& 
,5416 
PXRTl rHRJAN-1  
TTRE2rWLONG-I 
N226rBi)BZ 
2 6 0 8  
F'AGJ, PhGE3 
PAUSE 
Fi lEOVm253e 
3 1 4 6  
V E L l 3 D O  
MIDL, MIDUL 
PAG9rPaGE4 
PAUSE 
PAGEI, CLL  
NOP /THESE NOP INSTRUCTIONS WERE INSERTED 
NOP I W T E R  A CORRECTION WAS INTRODUCED 
NOP / I N  T H I S  SECTION OF THE PROGRAM 
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
TAD MEGA 
JMS I D D l V P  
TEMPI  
n c 4  BSLAMO 
TAD I LQUOT 
DCA B S L A I D + l  
. -" 
HLT 
6 3 1 1  
6 3 1 2  
6 3 6  1 
6 3 7 1  
6 3 7 4  
I ON 
RESET. 6 3 7 4  
C L 8  
c - 4  
T1)O E N  
DCA I ?  
T n o  P U T l P  
DCA 1 3  
TAD PUT3P 
DC4 1 4  
TI\O POTBP 
u c e  1 5  
TAD M2 
D C I  1 6  
POINTPI 6 3 7 4  
TAD I 1 2  
OCA CNTN 
TAD 1 1 3  
OC4 TLMPl  
T o n  1 13  
/DEPOSIT OUOTlENT (d/>> I N  THE DOUBLE-PRECISION 
/REGISTER BSLAWD 
I S T A R T  C L O I  
/RESET SKIP-FLIP-FLOP 
XMAS CLOCK ARRIVED? YES, S K I P  
/NO, JUMP ONE LOCATION RACK 
/CLERK CLOCK INTERRUPT 
/CLEAR TIME-CHECK INTERLUPT 
/ *CTIVATE CLOCK INTERRUPT 
/CLEAR TRACKING PULSE c.2) INTERRUPT 
/CLEAR TRACKING PULSE < # I >  INTERKUPT 
r 0 E A C T I V E  TRACKING INTERRUPTS 
(T'JRN INTERRUPT ON 
/GET REGISTER THAT CONTAINS THE NUHBEH OF 
,INTGRATION CYCLES ON THE C A L l B R l T t O N  SOURCE 
/DEPOSIT I T  I N  THE S E W - I N D E X I N G  REGISTER I 2  
/ I N I T I A L I Z E  HEGlSTERS CONTAIN lNG THE RIGHT ASCENSIONS 
/OF THE TWO SOURCESI DEPOSIT I N I T I a L  R E G l L T E n  I N  1 3  
/ I N I T I A L I Z E  REGISTERS CONTAINING THE DECLINATIONS 
I V  THE TWO SOURCES I N  RAUIIWSB OEPOSfT I N  I 4  
I I N I T 1 A L I Z E  REGISTERS CONTAlN lNG THE UECLlNATlONZ OF 
/THE TWO SOURCES I N  DEGREES, DEPOSIT I N  1 5  
/SET SOURCE IDENTIFICATION InUEX TO -2, - 2  CUKKESCONOS 
I T 0  THE CALIWHATION SOURCE I N 0  - 1  TO THE HEGCJLAR 
,~,,##a"r 
. "  "- 
/GET THE NUMBER 7F INTEGRATION CYCLES FOH THE SOULCE 
/UNDER EXAMINATION1 DEPOZIT  I T  I N  HEGISTER CNTN 
,GET THE R I G H T  RSCENSIUN 
/DEPO>IT  I T  I N  REGISTEK5 TEMPI, TEHPP. TENP3 
TAD TEMP3 /OBTAIN H*K-(HOUR ANGLE OF BASELINE)*(R. ASCENSION OF 
T A D  H R B S L l 2  /SOURCE) 
nCA CONST9r2  
T&D HRRSL 
DC4 CONSTP /REGISTER CONST9, + I r  + 2  CONTAINS (HIE) 
TAD LCTP / I N I T I A L I Z E  REGISTERS FOR SCRAP CALCULATIDNS 
DCn lil /DEPOSIT I N I T I M .  HEGISTER LCT INTO IW 
TAD I I 4  /OBTAIN H I G H  ORDER DECLINATION I N  RADIANS 
OC4 I ICI /DEPOSIT I T  I N T O  LCT 
TAD 1 19 / 0 3 T A I N  LOW-ORDER DECLINATION I N  RADIANS 
DCA I I D  /DEPOSIT I T  I N T O  L C T + I  
J n 5  I DCOSP I O B T A l N  COSINE OF THE B a S E L I N E  DECLINATION (COS D >  
n r r ,  a "-"-- 
TAD I HARG 
DCA 1 111 /DEPOSIT H I G H  ORDER COSINE I N  LCT.2 
1 4 0  1 LARG 
DCA I l a  /DEPOSIT LOW ORDER COSINE I N  LCT-3  
JXS I DSINP /OBTAIN COSINE OF THE BASELINE DECLINATION < S I N  D >  
DECLR 
T4D I HARG /DEPOSIT  I N  LCT.4 
" C 4  1 I R  
TAD 1 LARG 
DCA I I 0  /DEPOSIT IN ~ c r . 5  
JHS 1 DCOSP /OBTAIN COSINE OF THE SOURCE DECLINATION ( c o S ~ )  
L C T  
TAD I HARG 
OC1 1 I R  /DEPOSIT  I N T O  L C T I 6  
TRD I LARG 
DCA I 1 0  /DEPOSIT I N T O  LCT.7 
JMS I USINP ,OBTAIN SINE OF THE SOUKCE DECLINATION (SINS) 
I CT 
TAD I HARG 
o c a  I ~m ,DEPOSIT INTO L C T * ~  
TAU I LeRG 
OC& I I B  /DEPOSIT I N T O  LCT.9 
JMS 1 DMULTP / n U L T l P L Y  COJCOSD 
L C T + I  
JMS I R O T l L  
DCA COSODE 
T4D I CONTR 
OCA COSDDEI I 
JMS I D'I'JLTP 
LCT.4 
LCTIR 
DCA TEMPI 
JMS I H O T I L  
DCA S lNODE 
TAD I CONTR 
OCA S l N D D E I l  
JMP I PAGS 
RSLAMD, 0 
- .  
PlJTlP, RLICAL- I 
PilTZP, STDECL-3 
PUT3P. DECAL- I  
LCTP, L C T - I  
COSDDEeB 
R 
P4G5, PAGES 
PAUSE 
/ROTATE CONTENTS OF TEMPI, CONTB CONTC BY ONE L E F T  
/REGISTERS COSDDE, r l  CONTAIN CO;SCOSD 
,MULTIPLY SINSSIND 
/REGISTERS SINODE. r t  CONTAIN SINSSIND 
/JUMP TO PAGE 5 
* l 2 D R  
PAGES, JMS I DMULTP /MULTIPLY COSSSIND 
LCT.6 
I PTIA -- 
DC1 TEYPI  
JMS 1 R O T l L  
ncn CONSTI ~ E G I S T E R S  CONSTI- +I CONTAIN C O S ~ S I N D  
TAD I CONTB 
DCA C D N S T l + l  
~ w s  I DHULTP /MULTIPLY COSDLINS 
LCT+B 
LCTIR 
OCA TEMPI 
JllS 1 H O T I L  
o c n  CONSTC /REGISTER CONSTZ, +I CONTAIN COSPSINS 
TAD 1 CONTR 
DCA CONST?*I 
JMS I OnULTP /OBTAIN d g c o s I s ~ ~ ~  
R S L l U D  
CONST1 
OCA TEUPI  
JMS I R O T l L  
DCI CONSTI ICONSTI. +I CONTAIN d3 COS~SIWD 
T I D  I CONTB 
n c 4  CONSTI~ I  
JnS I OMULTP /OBTAIN ~/>COSDSINS 
RSLAMD 
CONST2 
OCA TEYPI  
JWS I R O T l L  
DCA CONST2 /REGISTERS CONSTZ, + I  CONTAIN d 3 ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 8  
TAD I CONTR 
DCA C O N S T 2 r l  
JMS I DMULTP /FORM PRODUCT 2 7 T j  
p n r  
HSLaWO 
DCn MEGA*! /PiJT PRODUCT I N T O  D I V I D E N D  
TAD 1 CONTB 
DCI) MEGArB 
TaO I CONTC 
9Cn nEG4.3 
TAD 1 CONTD 
DCA ' 5 E G L I I  
- -. 
T I 0  YE64 
JMS I OOlVP / D I V I D E  BY 8 6 ~ 4 R O  
NR64RR 
nCA CONST11 
T a o  I LoUOT /CONsTR, r l  CONTAIN ( 2 f l , 8 6 s o e > - < d / p  
IDCA CONSTR. l 
JMS I 4,MULTP /MULTIPLY <CONST~l+COSDDE 
.. . 
COSDDE 
OCLi T E e P I  
JMS 1 R O T l L  
DCA CONSTR 
TAD I CONTR 
DCA CONST(I+I 
JMS I DMULTP 
RSLAMO 
LCT.1 
OCA TEMPI 
J*S I R O T l L  
DCA CONSTP 
TnD I CONTB 
OCa CONST3*l 
JMS 1 DMULTP 
RSLAMD 
SINDDE 
JREGISTEI IS  COHST0, + I  CONTAIN ( ~ ~ ~ / B ~ ~ ~ Q > * < ~ / ~ > Y C O S ~ C O S D  
/OBTAIN < d / > ) t ~ O ~ ~  
/REGISTERS CONST3, + I  CONTAIN (~ '> )+COSD 
/OBTAIN ( d / 9 > * ~ ~ ~ r ~ 1 ~ ~  
OCA TEWPI 
JMS I R ? ) T l L  
DCn CONS74 /REGISTE%S CONST4, +I.  - 2  CONTAIN ( d / 3 ) * 6 1 ~ r S ~ ~ ~  
TAD I CONTB 
DCA C D N S T 4 r l  
TAD I CONTC 
O c a  C O N S T I I ~  
JMS I DMULTP l M U L T l P L Y  ~ ~ ~ ) , ~ C O S ~ C O S D  
R s L e w n  
COSDDE 
DCA TEMPI 
JMS I R O T l L  
OCA CONSTS /PRODUCT I S  DEPOSITED I N  REGISTERS CONSIS, r l  
TaD f CONTR . . .  . 
OCA CONST5-1 / P O I N T  D E C L I N A T I O N  
1322 TAD PUT4P / I N I T I A L I Z E  THE REGISTERS CONTAINING THE DECLINATION 
-OCA I t  /AT  U H l C H  THE DISHES ARE POINTING, DEPOSIT  I N I T I i l L  
TAD I 1 5  . /REGISTER I N  I l r  GET DECLINATION OF THE SOUXCE 
OCA PROS03 
TAD I 1 5  
OCA PROSDP 
Tan 1 $ 5  .- 
OCA PROS01 
JMS I DECPNT 
JWS I OC45 
J'4S I DECPNT 
JMS I DC43 
TRD P U T I P  
OCA I I 
TaD PROS01 
DCA I II 
TRD PROS02 
OCA I II 
TqO PROS03 
"CA I I ,  
T e n  PROS01 
o c n  I I I 
TAD PROS02 
DCO I I I 
TAD PROS03 
13.73 o c a  t r t  
-JMP I PAG6 
CONSTPIB 
0 
CDNST0.0 
0 
CONST3,R 
6) 
C0NSTS.B 
0 
PUT4P.DECI-I  
DECPNTsDEC12 
DC45, DEC45 
DC43.DEC43 
PAG6pPAGE6 
PLIUSE 
/REGISTERS PROSOI, 2 s  3 CONTAIN THE SOURCE OFCLiN&TION 
/GO TO SUBROUTINE D E C l 2  
/GO TO SUBROUTINE OEC45. P O I N T  DECL. OF &NT. r l  
/GO TO SUBROUTINE O E C l 2  
I M  TO SUBROUTINE DEC43r  POINT DECL. A X l b  OF ANT. 12 
I R E - 1 N I T I A L I Z E  THE REGISTERS CONTAINING ?HE DECLINNTION 
/AT WHICH THE DISHES ARE P O I N T I N G  
/DEPOSIT  THE NEL DECLINATION P O S I T I O N  OF DISHES 
/BY MEANS OF THE SELF- INDEXING REGISTER11 
/ I N T O  REGISTERS DECl, *Ir *2 
/JUMP TO PAGE 6 
*!an* 
PAGE6r TAD TC 
TAD T R I A  
TRO T R I A  
I *C 
(POINT HR ANGLE 
' 1 4  
/ESTABLISH A 1 0  nIn. L E A 0  T I M E  
/DEACTIVATE CLOCK INTEHRUPT 
/CLEAR S K I P  F L I P - F L O P  
/HAS CLOCK ARRIVED? 
/NO, JUMP ONE BACK 
/YES, INCREMENT T I M E  
C L E A R  CLOCK INTERRUPT F L A G  
I O E P O S I T  PRESENT T I H E  I N  M G I  
I A C T I V A T E  CLOCK INTERRUPT 
/NEGATE T I M E  
6 3 1 2  
JMP.-I 
JMS I TMINC 
6 3 2 1  
JMS 1 1 7 7  
6 3 2 4  
JMS I NEGAT 
CLL 
TAD TEMP3 
TAD I TS.2 
DCII TEMP3 
RAL 
TAD TEMP2 
TAD I T S + l  
OCA TEMP2 
RI\L 
TAD TEMPI  
TAD I TS 
DCA TEMPI  
TAD TEMPI  
SMA CLA 
JPIP WIIXTST 
J n s  I MEGA1 
JHS ! OOIVP 
N60 
D t l  TEMP2 
TAD I LDUOT 
DCL TEMP3 
C L L  
STEKS TEMP I r 
/FORM OIFF.I(STARTING T I K I - ( P R E S E N T  T I M E )  
/THE DIFFERENCE I S  DEPOSITED I N  T E M P l r T E M P 2 r L T E n P 3  
T l O  T l M E l . 2  
TRD TEMP3 
OCA STIC(E*2 
R v l i  
/ADD I 0 1 6 0  TO PRESENT T IME 
/REGISTERS STIME, + I r  * 2  CONTAIN THE 1 1 n E  
/AT WHICH TRACKING I S  TO START TAD T1ME+i  
TAD TEMP2 
nCA S T I W E I I  
TAD TIWE 
JMP 1 1 5 7 6  
TOO 1 3  
TAD "3 
i)CA I 3  
TAD I 1 3  
DCA TEMP! 
TCD I 13 
OCA TEMP2 
/JUMP TO A ROUTINE TO CHECK I F  S T I M E ( ~ ~  
/ R E I N I T I A L I Z E  THE REGISTERS CONTAINING THE RIGHT 
/ASCENSION AT WHICH THE DISHES ARE TO BE POINTED 
/GET THE INTEGRaL PART OF DIFFE%ENCE 
/ I S  I T  NEGATIVE7 
/NO, JUMP TO WAITST 
/YES, CLEAR TRACKING INTEHXUPTS R36 6 1 3 7  /DEPOSIT THE RIGHT ASCENSION 4 I N  REGISTERS 
I T E M P l r  TEWPZ, TEMP3 
/CLEAR COUNTEK5 GENERATING TRACKING PULSES 
/SET D I R E C T l O N  TO CW 
I A C T I V A T E  TRACKING PULSE INTERRUPT T 1 0  I 13 
OCA TEMP3 
JMS I NEGAT 
TAD TEMPI 
DCA naLPw 
1 4 0  TEWPP 
DCA M a L P W I I  
TAD TEWp3 
DCA nl)LPW+2 
C L L  
TAD TEMP3 
TRD S T l n E * ?  
DCi) PROS03 
REiL 
I 6 3 4  6 3 6 4  
-AKCHIsCLA 
LAS 
TAD U S 7 0 0 0  
SNA 
JMP WAIT 
JMP ARHI  
WAITrCLA 
DCA TEMPO 
I S 7  TEMPO 
JMP.-I 
(NEGATE RIGHT ASCENSION 
,REGISTERS HALPHI r t r  r 2  CONTAIN (- *) 
/DEPOSIT SWITCH REGISTER I N  AC 
/ADO 7 0 0 0  
/ I S  AC ZERO7 
/YES, JUMP TO WAIT 
/NO, JUWP TO A R H I  
/ T H I S  I S  A W A I T I N G  LOOP I N  CASE THERE I S  A BKEAKDOhN 
/ I N  THE SYSTEM, ENTER I T  BY MAKING THE 
l S U I T C H  REGISTER I 0 0 0  
/CLEAR AC 
/READ SWITCH REGISTER AGAIN 
/ADD 7 8 0 0  
1 1 5  THE AC NON-ZERO 
/NO, JUWP BACK TO WAIT 
/YES, MASK AC WITH 4 0 0  
1 1 5  AC NON-ZERO 
/NO, JUMP TO A K H I  
/YES. DO TIME-CHECK 
/TURN INTERRUPT OFF 
/FORM ( S T I U E  - # ) I  T H I S  DIFFERENCE 
/IS THE HOUR ANGLE AT w n l c n  THE DISHES n u s T  
/POINT '  T H I S  HOUR ANGLE I S  STORED I N  
/REGISTERS PROSO!, PROSOP, AND PROS03 
CLA 
L A 5  
TAD U S 7 0 0 0  
SNA 
JMP WAIT 
AND MS40CI 
1 4 0  TEMP2 
TAD 5 T l n E r I  
DCI\ PROS02 
I A L  SNA 
JWP ARHI  TAD TEMP: 
TaD S T I M E  
DCe PROSO! 
TAD PROS08 
SMa CLA 
JMP I S I L Y  
1 6 6 0  A R H l r l O F  
-
6 3 1  I 
6 3 1 2  
JnP.-I  
JMS I TMINC 
6 3 3 4  
I O N  
TAD T I M E  
DCA TEMPI 
TAD T IHE*  I 
OCA TEMP2 
TOO T I M E I 2  
DCA TEMP3 
JMS I NEGAT 
CLL 
/OBTAIN INTEGRAL PART OF T H I S  HOUR ANGLE 
,IS I T  NEGATIVE 
,NO, JUMP F I V E  P O S I T I O N S  AHEAD 
/YES, ADD TO I T  2 4  
/WAIT  FOR CLOCK 
/INCREMENT T I M E  
CIA 
TaD PROS01 
DCA PROS01 
TnD GET2 
/DEACTIVATE CLOCK INTERRUPT 
/TURN INTERRUPT ON 
/DEPOSIT THE PRESENT T I M E  I N  REGISTERS 
/TEMPI, TEIIP2, b T E W 3  
,FORM PKOSOI + 24 
/DEPOSIT  I T  I N  PROSOI 
/ I N I T I A L I Z E  AGOIN THE REGISTERS THAT CONTAIN THE 
/HOUR ANGLEAT WHICH THE DISHES ARE TO BE POINTED 
(JUMP TO SUBKOUTINE H R 1 2  
/JUMP TO SUBROUTINE nn37 .  POINT noun 6 x 1 5  o f  ANT. r~ 
/JUMP TO SUBROUTINE H R l 2  
UCA i I  
J M S  I HRPNT 
JMS WR37 
Ji1S I HRPNT 
IMS HK36 
TAD GET2 
DCA $ 1  
i a D  PROSII 
/JUMP TO SUBROUTINE Hf(36r P O I N T  HOUk A X I S  OF ANT12 
I R E I N I I I A L I Z E  HOUR ANGLE REGISTERS 
/NEGATE THE T I M E  
/COMPUTE Hid-ft DEPOSIT  I T  I N  TEMPI, TEMP2, &TEMP3 TAD TEMP3 
TAD CONST9.2 
OCA TEMP3 
RAL 
TI\D TEMP2 
TAD CONST9* 1 
DCA TEMP2 
HAL 
/OBTAIN THE NEW HOUR ANGLE P O S I T I O N  OF D I S H  # I  
/DEPOSIT IT IN n n u R l  (TRIPPLE PRECISION) 
DCA 1 I I 
TAD PROS03 
nca i 1 I 
Tnt l  PROS01 / 0 O T A I N  THE NEW HOUR ANGLE OF D I S H  I 2  
/DEPOSIT  I T  I N  HOUR2 ( T R I P P L L  PRECISION)  D'O 1 I I 
i n 0  PROS07 
" 1 1 1  
TAD PROS03 
DCA I I! 
JMP I P e t 7  
S T I Y E - a  
TAD TEMPI  
TAD CONST9 
DCA T E N P I  
JUP I PAG9 
TSISTIME 
STIME+I  
S T I M E I 2  
MS400,480 
S ILYIS ILLY 
17.70 PaG9sPAGE9 
- TRANSF 10 
/JUMP TO PAGE 9 
/JUMP TO PAGE 7 
/ T H I S  SUBROUTINE CONVERTS HOUR L N W E S  B l Y F N  
TAD I 1 0  
OCA PROS01 
-... .
/ I N  HOURS, MINS., SECS., &FRACTIONAL SECS. 
/AND D E C L I N A T I O N S  GIVEN I N  DEG.,MIN>.,SECS.r&FH. bECb 
/ I N T O  S I N G L E  U N I T  T R I P P L E  P R E C I S I O N  NUMBERS 
GETZ 'HRI - I  
HRPNT,HRiZ 
3 5  PPF7rWaITST 
HR37rV1 
JMS I ONliLTP 
TEMPI  
N533A 
TAD I I 0  
JMS I MEGA1 
JMS I DOIVP 
N 6 0  
DCA PROS02 
TAD I LQUOT 
OCA PROS03 
TAD I 1 0  
DCA MEGAr2 
DCA MEGA.1 
TAD 1 1 0  
DCA MEGl.3 
DCA MEGA-4 
TAD MEGA 
JMS I ODIVP 
N 3 6 0 0  
DCA TEMPO 
/SUBROUTINE FOR P O I N T I N G  ANT. .I 
/MULTIPLY (SMIRCE HOUR - D I S H  HOUK)* I5*<533 .8 /1 .8 )  
I T E M P I ,  TEMP2, TEMP3 NOW CONTAIN THE NUMBER OF PULSES 
/NEEDED TO P O I N T  THE HOUR OF ANT. L I  
UCA TEMPI 
TAD I CONTH 
OCA TEnPP 
DCA TEMP3 
JMS I NEGRT 
CYCL37rCLA 
641 1 
6,379 
I I N I T I A L I Z E  PULSE COUNT (NEGATIVE NUMBER) 
I S E N D  STEPPING PULSE TO l W T . # I  
/WAIT  FOR RETURN PULSE 
/GO TO SUBROUTINE WHICH INCREMENTS COUNT OF PULbES 
/GET THE PULSE COUNT 
/ I S  I T  L E S S  THlW ZERO? 
/YES, SEND NEXT STEPPING PULSE 
/NO, JUMP OUT OF THE SUBROUTINE 
/SUBROUTINE FOR P O I N T I N G  HOUR OF ANT. # 2 1  S I M I L A R  
/TO HR37 EXCEPT FOR GEAR R A T I O  
JMS I PULSE 
TAD TENPI  
SPII C L I  
JMP CYCL37 
JMP 1 HR37 
H R y i r R  
CLL 
TRD I L9UOT 
JMP I TRI\NSF 
N 2 2 ~ 2 2 8 8  
0 0 0 0  
N5442,0054 JMS I OMULTP 
TEMPI 
NS371 
DCA TEMPI 
TAD 1 CONTA 
DCA TEI(P2 
OCA TEMP3 
JMS 1 NEGAT 
CYCL36rCLA 
6 4 1  1 
636'2 
*'+I2 
JYP.-i 
JRS I P u L s e  
Ti iD TEMPI 
SPA CLA 
JNP CYCL36 
>*a I HR36 
* 1 5 7 6  
6 3 5 %  
PAUSE 
r 2 0 0 ~ 1  
DECl2.B 
TAD I I I 
/DECLINATION P O I N T I N G  SUBROUTINE 
/GET PttESENT D E C L I N A T I O N  P O S I T I O N  OF THE D I I H  
/DEPOSIT I N  T E M P l r % r 3  
*22(1R 
PAGE9.TAD TEMPl  
TAD M24 
/GET INTEGRAL PART OF HI.-t 
/ADD - 2 4  
/ I S  THE DIFFERENCE P O S I T I V E 7  
/NO, S K I P  
/YES, DEPOSIT  THE DIFFERENCE I N  TEMPI 
-. .. 
SUP 
DCA TEMPI 
CL,, 
D C ~  i ~ u ; ~  
TAD I I I 
DCA TEWP3 (ROTATE CONTENTS OF TEMPlr2,3 6 P O S I T I O N S  L E F T  
/FOR* THE PRJDUCT ( / l B ) * < U + A - t )  
JMS I ROT6L 
JMS I DMlJLTP 
TEMPI 
P I 1 2  
DCA TEMPI 
JMS I NEGAT 
C L L  
/NEGATE D I S H  DECLINATION P O S I T I O N  
I O B T A I N  DIFF..(SOURCE DECLINA1ION) - (ANT.  UECLINATIMU)  
/DEPOSIT D I F F .  I N T O  D I V I D E N D  REGISTERS 
TAD PROS03 
TAD TEMP3 
DCA MEGL.3 
RAL 
/DEPOSIT H I G H  ORDER TERN OF THE PRODUCT 1N TEMPI 
/HOTATE PRODUCT BY 2 B INANY P O I I T I O N S  LEFT JMS I ROTZL 
TAD I CONTB 
TAD  noso on 
TAD r r * lp$  
DCA YEGA.2 
R&L 
DCA TEMP2 
JMS I CKARG 
JMS 1 DCOSP 
TEMPI 
TAD I HARG 
UCA COST1 
TAD I LARG 
o c n  C0STl. l  
JMS I D S l N P  
TEWPl 
TAD I HARG 
OCA S l N T l  
TAD I LARG 
nCA I l N T l + l  
JMS I DMULTP 
C ? S T I  
COZMDT 
DCli TEMPl  
JMS I ROTII. 
o c l l  CUSOI.' 
Tau> I CONTR 
OCA COSD1F.l 
JMS 1 OMULTP 
S l V T I  
SINMDT 
nc" TC + P I  
.IMS I R O T I L  
DCA TEMPl  
TAD PROSOI 
TAD TEMPI 
DCA MEGA-I 
DCI\ MEGA.4 
TAD MEGA 
JHS I D D l V P  
N2Z 
DCA TEMPI  
TAD I LOUOT 
D c n  TEMP? 
DCA TEMP3 
7 4 0  TEMPl  
SPA CLA 
,REGISTERS C O S T l r + l  CONTAIN ~ 0 b ( < f i l 2 ~ 1 l ~ ~ . i - ~ > )  
/ D I V I D E  DIFFERENCE BY 1.8 DEGREES 
/DEPOSIT QUOTIENT I N  T E M P I s Z  IHEGISTERZ C O S T l r r l  CONTAIN S 1 ~ < < ~ / 1 2 ) " l i i * G - t ) )  
,MULTIPLY (COSTI)ICOSI~*/I~).(TIZ)) 
/*HERE T I S  INTEGRATION LENGTH 
/GET T E U P I  
/ I S  I T  P O S I T I V E ?  
/NO, JUMP 4 POSIT IONS AHEAD 
/YES, SET D I R E C T I O N  CONTROLS TO CW 
/NEGATE T E U P I t 2  
/JUMP 3 P O S I T I O N S  AHEAD 
I C L E A H  AC 
JMS l NEGAT 
JWP.r3 
CLR 
6 4 5 4  
JMP I D E C l 2  
HR12rm 
TAD I I I 
DCA TEMPI  
TAD I I I 
DCR TEMP2 
1'70 I I 1  
0 C 4  TEMP3 
.INS I NEGAT 
/SET D I R E C T I O N  1 0  CCY 
/JUMP OUT OF THE SUBROIITINE 
/HOUR ANGLE P O I N T I N G  SUBROUTINE 
/GET PXESENT HOUR ANGLE 
/DEPOSIT  I T  I N  TEMPI, TEMP2, &TEMP3 
CLL 
TAD I CONTB 
TAD COSDIF* I 
DCA COSDIF+I  
/FORM S u n  OF THE TWO PRODUCTS 
/DEPOSIT THE SUM I N  COSDIF,+l /NEGATE TEMPI, TEMPPI &TEMP3 
/OBTAIN DIFF.*lSOUHCE HOUR)-(ANT- HOUR ANGLE) 
CLL 
TAD TEHPJ 
T&D PROS03 
UCA TEMP3 
RAL 
TAD TEMPI 
TAD COSDIF 
DCA COSDIF 
JMS I DMULTP 
S I N T I  
COSUDT 
DCA TEMPI 
JUS I R O T I L  
DCA PROS01 
TAD I CONTR 
DCI\ PROSOP 
JMS 1 DMULTP 
COST1 
SINMDT 
DCA TEMPI 
JMS I R O T I L  
DCA TEMPI 
TAD I C W T B  
DCA TEWP2 
DC4 TEMP3 
JMS I NEGAT 
C L L  
/COSDIF,+I CONTAIN cOS((fl/l2)rtn+l-t-T~2~) 
/ U U L T I P L Y  ( S 1 N T I > * C O S ( ( f l / I 2 ) + ( T / 2 > 1  RAL 
TAD TEMP2 
T4D PROSO? 
DCa TEMPP 
RAL 
T4D TEMP! 
TAI) PRCSOl 
DC(\ T E H P I  
TAD TEMPI 
SNl) CL& 
JWP POSD 
JMS I NEGAT 
TAD M6 
T4" M 6  
TAD TEMPI  
SPA CLA 
/REGISTERS TEMPl r2 .3  CONTAIN DIFFERENCE U 
/GET THE INTEGRAL PART OF D 
/ I S  I T  NEGATIVE? CLEAR AC 
/NO, JUMP TO POSO 
/YES, OBTAIN I T S  ABSOLUTE VALUE D 
/MULTIPLY (COSTl>*SIN((fl/lZ>*(T12>) 
/DEPOSIT  THE L A S T  PRDUCT I N  T E M P l r 2 r 3  
/ F O R C I ~ / - I Z  
/ I S  A P O S I T I V E ?  CLEAR AC 
/NO, JUMP 8 LOCATIONS AHEAD 
/SET D I R E C T I O N  TO CW 
/NEGATE TEUP1,2,3 
JMP.+IO 
6 4 3 4  
JMS I NEGAT 
TAD 1124 
C I A  
TAD TEMPl  
DCA TEMPI  
JMP STPNT 
CLA 
6 4 5 4  
JUP STPNT 
POSD.CLA 
TAD 116 
TIID M6 
TAD TEMPl 
SMA CLA 
JmPer3 
6 4 3 4  
JMP STPNT 
CLA 
6 9 5 4  
JMS I NEGAT 
TAD MZ4 
C I A  
/NEGATE CONTAINS OF TEVP1,2,3 
/OBTAIN ~ S I N T I > * C ~ I ~ ( ? ~ ~ ~ * < H H ~ - ~ - T / Z ~ > - ( C O S T ~ ~ ~  
/ S I N ( ( f / l 2 ) * ( T / 2 ) >  
/DEPOSIT  DIFFERENCE I N  S I N O I F , + l  
. -- 
TnD TEMP2 
TAD PROSOe 
DCA S I N O I F l l  
RPiL 
I O B T A I N  2 4 $  
/JUMP TO STPNT 
/SET D I R E C T I O N  TO CCY 
/JUMP TO STPNT 
r a n  r r n p l  
TAD PROS01 
DCA S I N D I F  
JMS I COMPE 
/S INDIF I+ I  CONTAIN I l h ( l U / l 2 ) + ( H * d - t - ~ / 2 ) >  
/DO DELAY COMPENSATION 
/ I N I T I A L I L E  REGISTERS I N  WHICH THE PAROMETERS 
/SOURCE HOUR ANGLE, U6V AHE TO WE DEPOSITLO 
/OBTAIN 0 - 1 2  
/ I S  AC NEGATIVE? CLEAR AC 
/NO, JUUP 3 LOCATIONS AHEAD 
/YES, SET D I R E C T I O N  TO CCU 
/JUMP TO STPNT 
/SET D I R E C T I O N  TO CCU 
/NEGATE TEUPl r2 .3  
TAD TOPOS 
DCA 1 7  
CLL 
TAD T lME+2 
TAD MIDLTW*I  
DCA TEWP3 
RAL 
TAD T I u E + l  
TAD MIDLTI t  
UCA TEMP2 
RAL 
TAD T l M f  
DCA TEMPI 
C L L  
TAD TEMPI  
/DEPOSIT I N I T I A L  REGISTER I N  I 7  
/OBTAIN SUM-(PRESENT T I W E > * ( I N T E G R A T I O N  T I M E > / ?  
TAD TEMPl 
OCA TEMPI  
STPNT.CLA C L L  
TAD TEMPI  
nc.4 M E G A r l  
TAD TEUPP 
DC6 "EGA.2 
TPD TEWP3 
DCA MEGA.3 
DCA MEGA.4 
TAD MEGA 
JMS I D D I V P  
N 2 2  
DCA T E n P t  
TAD I LQUOT 
DCA TEMP2 
JMS I DMULTP 
TEMPI  
N 1 7  
TAD I CONTR 
DCA TEMPI  
TAD I CONTC 
DCA TEMP2 
JUP I HR12 
P A l r 3 1 I R  
3 7 5 5  
P112,2068 
/OBTAIN 2 4 - 0  
/DEPOSIT  I T  I N  TEMPl  
l T E M P l r 2 r 3  CONTAIN THE ABOVE SUM 
/OBTAIN SOURCE HOUR ANGLE AT CENTEH OF 
/ INTEGRATION INTERVAL=~+T/~ - 4  TAD I MALF+Z 
DCA TEMP3 
RAL 
TAD TEMP2 
TAD I n A W + l  
DC4 TEMPP 
/ D I V I D E  ADJUSTED DIFFERENCE BY 1.8 DEGREES RAL 
TAD TEMPI  
TAD I M A W  
DCA T E U P I  
TAD TEMPI 
SMA CLA 
/DEPOSIT  HOUR ANGLE I N  T E ~ ~ l r 2 r 3  
/GET INTEGRAL PART OF HOUR ANGLE ( T E N P I 1  
1 1 5  I T  NEGATIVE? 
/NO, JUMP 5 LOCATIONS AHEAD 
/YES. ADD 2 4  TO T E H P I  
/MULTIPLY THE OUOTIENT BY 1 5  DEG./HOUR 
J*P.S 
TAD 1124 
C I A  
T1D TEMPI  ITEMPI ,  TEMP2 CONTAIN (ADJUSTED DIFFEHENCE>*(I~/I'.~) 
/ T H I S  NUMBER I S  N E W T I V E  
/JUMP OUT OF THE SUBROUTINE 
/DEPOSIT  SUM BACK I N  TEMPI  
/JUMP TO PAGE I B  
DCA TEMPI  
JMP I PAGlPI 
COSDIF,@ 
UALF,MALPH 
UALPH.1 
MALPH.2 
PAGI0,PAGElB 
PAUSE 
w7410 
PAGEIOIJ#S I 
TS9 TEMPI 
DCLl 1 1 7  
TAD TEMP2 
OCA I 1 7  
JWS I DMULTP 
CONST.? 
S I N O I F  
*?6&lU 
P I G E l l r T A D  T E I P Z  
l A 0  S I N I U l * l  
OCe S I N T I * I  
RAL 
TAD T E l P l  
T I 0  S I N I M I  
ROT6L /ROTATE CONTENTS CF TEMPI.2.3 6 WITS L E F T  
/GET THE NOTATED HOUR ANGLE AND 
/STORE I T  BY MEANS OF THE SELF- INDEXING 
/REGISTER 1 7  
/>lNT1,+1 NOW CONTAIN SIN<(~T/IP>I<H+~-~,>) 
/MULTIPLY I~/~).COSS~CU~U.COSTI 
/AOD T O  THE ABOVE PRODUCT 1 d 9  ,+~IN[I+SINS 
OCLI S I N T I  
JMS I DMULTP 
CONST5 
COSTI  
DCA TEMPI  
JMS I R O T t L  
DCA TEMPl  
CLL  
TAD CONST4.2 
TAD I CONTC 
DCA PROS03 
R 9 L  
T4D COhST4* I  
TAD I CONTR 
OCA TEMPI  
JMS 1 R O T l L  
UCA 1 1 7  
TAD 1 CONTB 
DCA 1 1 7  
I T H I S  PRODUCT I S  THE PARAMETER U 
JHS 1 DMULTP 
CONS72 
COSDIF 
DCLi TEMPS 
JMS I R O T l L  
DCA TEMPI 
TAD 1 CONTR 
DC4 TEMP2 
DCA TENP3 HAL 
TAD TEMPI 
T(ID CONST4 
DCI) PROS01 
TAD PROS01 
SMA CLR 
JMP.*2 
TAD MS700A 
DCA ALFLG 
TOO MS79R8 
CMA 
AND PKOSOP 
SLA 
JMPe.3 
TOD PROS03 
SZI I  CLA 
TAD ALFLG 
DCI) PROS02 
JMS I o n u L T P  
P A 1  
PROS02 
DC4 TEMPl  
JVS 1 ROT3L 
TAD I CON18 
DCA TEMP2 
JMS I CKARG 
JMS I OCOSP 
TEMPl  
TAD I HAQG 
DCA COSGAM 
TAD I LARG 
OCA CDSGAMr l 
JMS I D S I N P  
TEMPl 
TAD I HAKG 
DCA SINGAM 
TAD I LnRG 
OCA SINGAM+I  
JMS I DMULTP 
COSGAM 
COsGnM 
DCA TEMPl  
C L L  
JMS I ROTlR 
CLL 
TAD S U M l r 2  
TAD I CONTB 
I>CL SUMl.2 
RAL 
J l l S  i NEGAT 
CLL 
/NEGATE CONTENTS 
1.400 ( - ' / 3 ) * ~ ~ ~ 6 s ~ ~ ~  TO TEMPI.P.J /SEGISTERS P R O S O I , ~ , ~  NOW CONTAIN (~/J>*sINB. 
/GET PROS01 
/ I S  AC NEGATIVE? CLEAR I\C 
lN0,JUMP 2 LOCATIONS AHEAD 
/YESr SCT FLAG TO 7 0 9 8  
,SET FLAG TO n 
/GET 7R0R 
TAD TEMP2 
Ti iD CDNS7l.l 
OCA TEMP2 
RLiL 
T.?D TEMPI 
TA0 CONSTI 
DCA TEMPI 
T ~ O  T E n P I  
DCA I I ?  
Ti iD TEMP2 
OCA i 1 7  
iU.22 ;c*; ,!;;:;; 
? a 0  INTEGR.1 
DCA CMINTG* I  
DCA S u n 1  
DCA S11Ml+l 
DCA SUlil.2 
u c e  s1mz 
DCA SUMP*% 
DCIl 511MZ.2 
TAD M24 
UCA T M P O  
CMA 
TAD TOPOS 
o c a  I* 
DCA I 1 0  
1 5 2  TEMPO 
JMPs-2  
DATAr I O F  
C * l  
TAD STORE 
DCA , a  
6 3 1 1  
4 3 1 2  
JMP.-I  
CLA 
6 7 4 3  
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
/THE SUM I S  THE PARAMETER V 
/STORE V 
/COMPLEMENT I T  
/MASK THE F R K T I O N A L  PAKT OF (~/,~).sINB~ 
1 1 5  THE H I G H  ORDER FRACTIONAL PART 0 7  
/NO, JUMP 3 LOCATIONS AHEAD 
,YESr GET THE LOW OROEH FXOCTIONAL PART 
/SYIP ON ZERO AC. CLEAR AC 
/GET INTEGfiATION T I U E  EXPRESSED I N  NUMBER OF CLOCK 
/ P U L S E S ; I N I T I A L I L E  INTEGRATION INTEHVAL COUNT 
/CONTAINED I N  REGISTERS CMINTG 1 C M l N T G + l  /ADD FLAG AND D E P O b l T  AC I N  PKO>OZ 
/PKOSD2rJ  NOW CONTAIN THE SIGNED FKACTIONAL PANT 
,OF (b/ j) .SINd,l  M U L T I P L Y  PROS02*3  BY 2 7 l  I C L E A R  REGISTERS THAT S T O R E ~ C O S ' ~  
/CLEAR REGISTERS THAT STORE~SIN~J;  
/ROTATE 3 LOCATIONS L E F T  
I T E M P l r 2  CONTAIN ARGUMENT 
/CHECK I F  -H<ARGUMENT(H 
/OBTAIN coS((z n & x ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , )  
/DEPOSIT  - 2 4  I N  TEMPO TO KEEP COUNT 
/THE 84 REGISTERS THAT STORE ZCO?$~ 8 r 1kfi 
@OR THE FOUR DATA CHAYUELS ARE LOCAIEO BETWEEN 
/SUMPEL AND SUMPU.27 
I C L E A R  THESE REGISTERS SEUULNTIALLY BY 
I I N C R E M E N T I N G  TEMPO 
/ INTEGRATION CYCLE BEGINS HEHE 
/ I N I T I A L I Z E  REGISTERS THAT W I L L  STORE THC 
/ INPUTS FROM THE A-D CONVERTER 
/DEPOSIT I N I T I P L  REGISTER I N  I 0  
/WAIT  FOR THE CLOCK THRT W I L L  I N I T I A T E  THE DhTA 
/TAKING CYCLE 
/SCAN I N P U T  DEVICE 7 4  
/ROTATE ONE R I G H T  
L 
/ADD <COSGACo TO THE CONTENTS OF 
ISUMMING REGISTERS SUM1,+1.+2 
NOP 
o c p  a lo 
6 7 8 3  
NOP 
/DEPOSIT  BY MEANS OF S E V - I N D E X I N G  REGISTER 1 0  
/SCAN I N P U T  DEVICE 70 
i\OP 
NOP 
NOP 
NO? 
DCA 1 I @  
T ~ D  s u n l + l  
TnD TEMPI  
OCA S13M1+1 
RAL 
TAD SUM1 
DCI\ SUM1 
JMS I DMIJLTP 
SINGAM 
SINGAR 
DCA T E U P l  
CLI. 
JMS I ROTtK 
CLL 
TAD SUM2.2 
TQD I CONTB 
DCA SUM2.2 
RAL 
TAD S U M 2 r l  
TAD TEMPI 
OCA SUMZ*l 
R AL 
TI\D SUM2 
/DEPOSIT  
I S C a N  INPUT DEVICE 6 4  6 6 4 3  
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
DCA 1 111 
6 6 a 3  
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
UCA i I R  
6 3 3 4  
I O N  
JnS I TMlNC 
TAD C O S T l r l  
OCA C O S I E l l + l  
TIiO COSTI  
DCA C O S l M l  
TRD S l N T l r t  
UCA 5 1 N I U l * 1  
i i i D  S I N T I  
DCA S I N l M l  
JHS I DMULTP 
S I N I W I  
CONSI9 
OCA T E n P l  
CLL  
{ROTATE ONE R I G H T  /DEPOSIT  
I S C A N  INPUT DEVICE 6 0  
/DEPOSIT  
/REACTIVATE CLOCK INTERRUPT 
/TURN INTERPUPT ON 
/INCREMENT T I M E  REGISTEP BY 0 . 2 l l + 8 . 8 0 2 7 ) / 3 6 0 0  HOUR5 
/GET C O S < ( f l / I B ) * l H + U - t b l ) )  
/DEPOSIT I T  I N  S C R W  REGISTER 
DCA SUM8 
TAD NOVICE 
DCA CNTDEV 
TAD STORE 
OCa &ONES 
TAD 1 ADrtE5 
7 4 0  1578110 
DCA I ADRES 
I S ?  ADRES 
I b Z  CNTUEV 
JMP .-5 
TAD STORE 
LAC 
I AC 
OCil &OPES 
T4D I n R E S  
1AC 
DCA D l X E  
TAD I ADRES 
TAD I D l X E  
DCA TEMPI  
TAD 1 OIXE 
/GET INPUT D E V I C E  INDEX ( - 4 )  
/DEPOSIT -4  IiVTO THE COUNT R E G l h T E n  
/GCT THE GROUP OF REGISTEHS CON'1ALNIN6 THE DATR 
/SAMPLES> DEPOSIT  I N  ADRES THE F I N 5 7  OF THEM 
/GET INPUT SAMPLE 
ISUWTHACT 2 
I D 6 P O S I T  OEFFERENCE BACK I N  THE >AH€ d E G I b l E n  
l f N l T l A L 1 Z E  FOR N E X l  >AMPLE 
/ I S  DEVICE INDEX ZERO? 
,NO, JUMP RACK 5 LOCATION> 
,YES. THE SECTION FXOM T H l h  LOCATION Ti3 THE END UF 
I T H I S  PAGE D E T A I N S  F k U h  THE DATA CUKHESPONUIUG 
/TO THE CROSS-POLAXIZI\TIUN CVIO(ELAT1OII FUIVCILUNI  
/CR.L$ L I X I L ) .  THF T H I N U  AhD i O d h T H  
/ s ~ : I ~ ~ s ~ a d n % - & b i  l H I S  I 5  DONE BY T A K I N G  
/ F l R b T  THE SUM AND THEN THE DIFFEHENCE OF THEbE 
/TWO PRODUCTS 
,GET SIN((~~/~~).IH*.(-&.,)) 
/DEPOSIT I T  I N  SCRAP HEGISTER 
T M  C O S I W l r l  
TLID I CONTR 
DCA C O S T I - I  
R A L  
TAD TEMPI  
TbD C O S l M t  
OCA COST1 
JWS I DHULTP 
COSIMI  
CONSIR 
DCA TEMPI  
TAD I CONTB 
DCFl TEMP2 
DCA TEWP3 
JMS I NEGAT 
CLL 
JPIP i P A G I  I 
SaVERLtB 
C I A  
TAD I ADRES 
DCA I D I X E  
TAD TEMPl  
DCA I ADRES 
JMP I P A 0 1 2  
COhGAM.8 
/NEGATE THE ABOVE PRODUCT /JUMP TO PAGE 1 2  
/JU*IP TO PAGE II 
/THESE ARE THE FOUR REGISTERS I N  
/WHICH THC DATA ARE STORED 
/AS SOON AS THEY ARE RECEIVED 
* 3 P 8 8  
t ? % G E l 3 e C L A  
1 3 9 3  
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
TAD MS7000 
ISAMPLE C A L I B R A T I O N  DEVICE # I  
P~G;~z, TAD NDVICE /OBTAIN INPUT DEVICE INDEX ( - 4 )  
DCA CNTDEV /DEPOSIT -4  I N T O  THE COUNT REGISTER 
CMA l I N I T I A L I Z E  DATA STORAGE KEGISTERS 
T4D STORE /GET SAVERL- I  
DCA I 0  /DEPOSIT  I T  I N  I 0  
T4D TOPOS /GET SUMPEL ( F I R S T  OF SUMMING REGISTERS)  
DCA D I X E  /DEPOSIT  I T  I N  D I X E  
L S W I T , T A D  I I R  /GET DATA SAMPLE OF DEVICE # I  ( 7 ; )  
DCA PROS01 /DEPOSIT  I T  I N  PROS01 
DCA PROSOB 
J i l S  I DMlJLTP /MULTIPLY Y;COSJi 
PROS01 
RAL C L L  
DCA 1 1 7  
DCA I 1 7  
6 4 4 3  
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
COSGAM 
DCA TEMPI  
JMS I PARE 
JMS I HOTIR 
C L L  
TAD D I X E  
I AC 
/DEPOSIT  H I G H  ORDER TERM OF PRODUCT I N  TEMPl  
/CHECK FOR SIGN, SET L I N K  I F  NEGATIVE 
/ROTATE ONE RIGHT 
/GET CONTENT OF D I X E  (SUMPEL) 
NOP 
NOP 
/SUBTRACT B 
/DEPOSIT  I T  I N  SUMPEL+18 
/SAMPLE C A L I B R A T I O N  DEVICE r 3  
TAD n s 7 n s n  
R 4 L  C L L  
DCA I 1 7  I RC 
IDCA ADRES 
TI\D I ADRES 
TAD I CONTR 
/DEPOSIT S U I P E L * P  I N  AURES 
/ADD CONTENT OF SUMPEL.2 TO CONTB WHICH 
/CONTAINS THE LOW ORDER TERM OF q C O S X  
OCA I I 7  
6 5 0 3  
NOP 
NOP DCA I ADRES 
TAD D I X E  
I AC 
DCA ADWES 
R 4 L  
TAD 1 ADRES 
TAD TEMPI  
DCA I ADRES 
RAL 
TAD I D I X E  
T'D TEMPO 
o c n  I O I ~ E  
JMS I DMULTP 
PUOSOI 
SINGAM 
DCA TEMPl  
JPIS I PARE 
JMS 1 ROTlR 
C L L  
TAD DIXF: 
TIID T K l A  
I AC 
/DEPOSIT SUM I N  S U B P E L I 2  J l  U .  
/GET LUMPEL NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
TAD U S 7 0 0 0  
R & L  C L L  
DCA 1 I 7  
DCA I 1 7  
/DEPOSIT SUMPEL*I I N  ADRES 
/SUBTRACT 2 
/DEPOSIT  I N  S U M P E L I 2 0  
I S A U P L E  C A L I B R A T I O N  DEVICE I 4  
!GET CONTENT OF SUMPEL* l  
/MID TEMPI 
/DEPOSIT SUM I N  S U M P E L I I  &, 
/ROTATE L I N K  L E F T  
/ADD SUCIPEL ( H I G H  ORDER F$COS~ > 
/ADD PROPER S I G N  OF YCOSd; 
/DEPOSIT SUM IN SUMPEL 
/MULTIPLY J,SI N[, 
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
TAD MS7000 
RAL C L L  
CCA 1 1 7  
DCA I I 7  
6 3 2 1  
/TEMPI CONTAINS H I G H  ORDER TERM OF j , S I N 4 ,  
/CLEAR CLOCK INTERRUPT F L A G  
/TURN INTERRUPT ON 
/JUMP TO PAGE P I  
. 
JMP I P a G 2 I  
j ; (5YPAGBI ,PAGEZl  
DMEGA, 8 
DCA M E G A r l  
DCA MEGAr2  
/SUBROUTINE THAT I S  USED P R I O R  TO 
/THE D I V I D E  SUBROUTINE TO SET UP THE 
/ D I V I D E N D  I N  THE PROPER FORWAT 
I AC 
DCA ADRES 
TAD I L\DRES 
TAD 1 CONTR 
/DEPOSIT b U M P E L r 5  I N  ADRES 
/GET CONTENT OF SUMPELIS 
/ADD TO I T  LOW ORDER TERM OF JSINJ, 
/DEPOSIT  I N  SuwPEl.15 
DCA MEGA+3 
DCA MEGAr4  DCA I ADRES 
TAD D l X F  
TAD T R l l  
I AC 
OCA 4DREh 
?aL 
1 4 0  1 ADRES 
TAO TEMPI  
DCA I ADHES 
T 4 0  MEGA 
JMP I OMEGA 
3264 NEGATE,@ 
-CLA C L L  
TAD TEMP3 
/ T H I S  SUBROUTINE GIVES THE 2.5 
ICDUPLEMENT OF A T R I P P L E  P R E C I S I O N  NUMBER /DEPOSIT  I N  ADRES SUPIPEL+4 
/GET CONTENT OF b U M P E L I 4  
/ADD TEMPI  
/DEPOSIT I N  SUMPEL14 
c I A 
DCA TEMP3 
R r lL  
DCA K R I K  
TAD TEMP2 
CMA 
TAD D l T E  
TaD T R I A  
DCA ADKES /DEPOSIT I N  ADRES SUMPELI3  
/ROTATE L l N K  L E F T  i-1 
/ADD SUMPEL+3 < H I G H  OKDEI( TERn OF FJ~S IN~  > 
/ a D o  SIGN w  SIN$, 
/DEPOSIT SUM I N  SUMPEL*6 
TAD K R I K  
D c n  TEMPP 
HAL 
DCA K R I K  
TAD TEMPI  
2 A L  
TAD I ADRES 
TRD TEIlPO 
DCA I AORES 
TAD D I X E  
TI)D EX1 
DCA D I X E  
I S 2  CNTDEV 
JMP LSCF I T  
I S 7  CM380 
SKP 
JMS I COMPE 
CLA C L L  
TAD CMINTG*! 
1 AC 
DCA CMINTG* I  
RAL 
TAD K R I K  
DCA TEMPI 
JMP I NEGATE 
3306 CHKARG, a 
-TAD TEMPI  
/CHECKS THE S I G N  OF THE ARGUMENT OF A S I N E  OR C O S l i  
/GET H I G H  ORDER ARGUMENT 
I I S  ACCUMULATOR NEGATIVE? 
/NO, JUMP TO POSARG 
/YES. 
/NEGATE CONTENTS OF TEMP1+2,3l /dl > 
/GET AGAIN H I G H  ORDER TERM OF Id/ /FORU Id1 -TT 
/ I S  I T  NEGATIVE7 
SMA CLA 
JMP POSARG 
DCA TEMP3 
JMS I NEGAT 
TAD TEMPl  
TAD MPIOT 
SMA CLA 
J n P  . r 3  
JMS 1 NEGAT 
JHP S I F T L  
JMS I NEGAT 
,INCREMENT INDEX REGISTER THAT KEEPS 
/TRACK OF THE NUMBER OF CLOCK PULSES 
,RECEIVED I N  THE PRESENT INTEGRATION CYCLE 
TAD CMINTG 
DCe CMINTG 
TAD C M I N T G r l  
/NO, JUMP 3 LOCATIONS AHEAD 
/YES, NEGATE 
/JUMP TO S I F T L  
/NEGATE 
.. .- 
JMP I DATAC 
TAD CMINTG 
SZA CLA 
CLL 
TAD TEMP2 
TAD T W O P l r l  
DCA TEMP2 
R A L  
TAD TEMPl  
TAD T V O P I  
DCA TEMPI  
/ I S  THE INTEGRATION CYCLE OVER7 
/NO, JUMP TO DATA 
/YESr CLEAR CLOCK INTERRUPT FLAG 
,I)CT13JATE CLOCK lNTERRUPT 
JMP I DATAC 
6 3 2  1 
TAD TOPOS 
DCA I 0  
TAD 1 0  
DCII 1 %  
JMP S I P T L  
POS4RGsCLA 
TAD TEMPI  
TAD MPIOT 
SMA CLA 
/JUMP TO S I F T L  
/GET H I G H  ORDER TERM OF o( 
/FORM # - T I  
/ I S  I T  NEGATIVE7 
/NO. JUMP 2 LOCATIONS AHEAD 
/YES* JUMP TO S I F T L  
/FORM d - 2 7  
i i n  NDVICE 
DCA CNTOEV 
REDIVD,JUS I 
JMS I D D I V P  J*P..2 
JUP S I F T L  
CLA C L L  
TAD TEMP2 
TAD MTYOP1.1 
DCA TEMP2 
RAL 
TAD TEMPl  
TAD MTWOPI 
DCA 1 I I /DEPOSIT HIGH ORDER QUOTIENT IN SUMPEL 
TAD I LOU01 
OCA 1 I I /DEPOSIT LOW ORDER QUOTIENT I N  SUMPEL.3 
JMS I UEGI  
JMS I DDIVP ,DIVIDE T j j s 1 ~ f i  /FIN); 
SUM2 
DCA I I I /DEPOSIT H I G H  ORDER QUOTIENT I N  SUMPEL+Z 
DCA TEMPl  
S I F T L p C L L  
TAD TEMP2 
TAD I LOUOT 
DCA I I I /DEPOSIT LOW ORDER QUOTIENT I N  SUMPEL13 
I S 2  CNTDEV /INCREMENT DEVICE INDEX 
JMP REDIVD / J u m p  TO REDIVD IF INDEX a 
-:: :A;* /ADD 1 5  ( z N , ~ , ~ L , ~ C  #. b,s7cRS T O  afca~"c 
<*' 
/ADD SUMPEL 
DCA I 7  /DEPOSIT  SUMPEL* I5  I N  1 7  
I OF 
I T E I 1 P I  AND TEMP2 CONTAIN THE AeGIIMFNT 
RAL 
DCA TEMP2 
TAD TEMPl  
RAL 
/ADJUSTED TO BE - T < A K G < w  
. .
(THEN T E M P l r 2  ARE ROTATED ONE P O L I T I O N  
/LEFT SO THAT THE BINARY P O I N T  I S  I N  THE 
/PROPER PLACE 
DCA TEMPI  
JMP 1 CHKARG 
M P 1 0 T ~ 6 3 3 3  
6 0 1 2  
T V O P I . 3 I I U  
3755 
MTWOP1,4667 
4 8 2 3  
PAUSE 
{JUMP OUT OF THE SUBROUTINE 6 3 1  1 
6 3 1 2  /WAIT  FOR CLOCK 
JMP --I 
JMS 1 TMINC 
JMP I PAG13 /JUMP TO PAGE 1 3  
EXI.6 
DATAC.2465 
N17P117 
UEGI, M E G I I R  
PAG13rPAGE13 
PAUSE 
r5?n0 
P 4 G E Z l  * E L &  C L L  
TaD K 2 4 6  
.JMS I TYPO 
* 5 9 0 0  
PAGEZ2,lSZ CNTN 
JMP I NEWCLE 
I S Z  1 6  
.IMP I CONPNT 
JMP I RESETP 
NEUCLE, ARCH1 
CONPNT. P O l N T P  
5407 RESETPI RESET 
-DECqS, O 
JMS I DMIJLTP 
TEMPI 
N 5 4 4 2  
DCA TEMPl  
TAD I CONTB 
DCA TEMP2 
cycLm5.  CLA 
6 4 1  1 
6 4 5 1  
6 4 1 2  
11.5 THE NUMBEX OF lNTEGRATlONS OVE*? 
/NO, START A NEW INTEGRATION CYCLE 
/YES, I S  THE NEXT SOURCE THE C A L I B R A T I O N  SOURCE? 
/NO, GO AND P O I N T  TO SOURCE 
/YES, F I R S T  RESET AND THEN P O l N T  
/TYPE 61 THREE I I S  THE COUE 
, INDICATING THE d E G l N N I N U  OF THE 
/DATA PUNCH OUT 
TaD X 2 4 6  
J * S  I T\PO 
1 4 0  N746 
JNS I TYPU 
3 1 5  I "PIINCH /PUNCH OUT DATA 
/ T H I S  SUBROUTINE CO@UTES THE NUMBEH 
/O- PULSES NEEDEU TO P O l N T  ANT. a t  & 
/THEN POINTS ANT- C I  
/ T E M P l r 2  CONTAIN THE NUMBER OF PUL>ES AS 
/A NEGATIVE NUMBER 
J *S  I TYPO 
i n n  ~ 2 4 4  
J"' I TYPO 
?AD KP44 
J l h  1 TYPO 
.IYS I C i i J P  
J " S  I Ci iLFP 
C Y 7  
T a n  MA 
Tn0 T , ) P U ~  
nC.1 I', 
{TYPE X I  THREE 1 1 5  TME CODE I N U I C A T I N G  
l l H E  END OF THE PUNCH OUT 
l l Y P E  L I N E  FEED AND CARRIAGE RETUHK 
/SEND PULSE 
/WAS PULSE i lECEIVED? 
,*lo /GET THE KEGIhTEK THAT CONTAIN> THE HOOK ANGLE JMPs- 1 
JMS I PULSE 
TAD TEMPI 
SPA CLI\ 
/YES, INCREMENT TEMPI.2 AN0 INSERT DELAY BETYEEN 
/PULSES: GET TEMPl  
/ I S  TEMPl  P O S I T I V E ?  
/GET AND DEPOSIT  THE H I G U  OaDEH TERh 
,OT THE HOUR ANGLE I N T O  TEMPI  
.AND TKE LOW 10rDEn INTO TEMP2 c y c ~ s s  
JMP I DEC45 
PULSEPI@ 
TnD N 6 0 0 0  
D C 1  TEEPI) 
1 s z  TEMPO 
JMP.-l 
CLA CLL 
TAD TEMP2 
I AC 
OCA TEMP2 
RAL 
TI\D TEMPI  
DCA TEMPl  
JMP I PULSEP 
N6000.6000 
a 7  CMPEN, R 
CLIP CLL 
/NO 
/YES 
/ E S T A B L I S H  A DELAY OF 4 - 5  4SEC BETWEEN PULSES 
/HAS THE DELAY EXPIRED? 
/NO 
/YES 
/ lNCXEI IENT TEMPI.2 
,GET TEMPl  
,GET THE IYTEGNRL PART 3 F  TEMPI  
!ROTATE IT 5 P J ~ I T I ~ N ~  NIGHT 
/!'HINT INTEGRAL PART U F  THE HOUH ANGLE 
I P I < I N T  A P O I N T  (.> 
iiND TF.*IPI 
UL'4 TEMPI 
J M ~  I r m . j L I P  
l n a s u  THE FXACTIONAL PART OF TEMPI  
/DEPOSIT I N  TEMPI  
/ I*ULTIPLY THE FRI ICTIUNAL P A k T  BY 1 0 0 0  
h11.11 
i E l P l  
J c n  T = W P #  
TiiO 1 CONTH 
i7CA T E I P ?  
7417 I CONTC 
IUC4 I EMP3 
.JMb I NOTOL 
TaO T F M P ~  
JYS i DCPaNT 
liib 1 Cl iLFP 
J n s  i CRLFP 
-. n 
i l l )  T l P O b  
,><:e ,- 
/JUMP OUT OF SUBROUTINE 
/ T H I S  I S  THE' OELAY COMPENSATION SUBHOUTINE 
/MULTIPLY C O > ~ C O S D C O S < ( ~ ~ ~ / ~ A > * < H H < - ~ ) >  
/DEPOSIT  THE PRODUCT I N  TEMPl r2 .3  
J'1S 1 DMULTP 
COSDDE 
COST1 
DCA TEMPI 
JMS I R O T l L  
DCA TEMP1 
C L L  
T a n  I CCONB 
TAD S I N D D E I I  
DCA TEMP2 
RAL 
T A 0  TEMPl  
TAD SINDDC 
DCA TEMPI  
DCA T U P 3  
DCA TEMPO 
TAD TEMPI  
SMA CLA 
/AaR&NGE THE BINARY P O I N T  BY ROTATING 6 L E F T  
,ADO TEMPI  
/PRINT I T  
,PHINT CARRIAGE RETURN AND L I N E  FEEU 
/DEPOSIT  I N  TEMPI  
/ROTATE CONTENTS OF TEHPlrB,C BY ONE LOCATION L E F T  
T W  nh 
T?" *& 
I,, 0 tc\T!trv 
C1.49CD.TID I I R  
DCR TF*1PI 
T o n  1 I" 
0C4 TEnP2 
T h O  TFYPl  
5PA CLI) 
J M ?  . * I 1  
2 1 5  ROT? 
JMS 1 SPRNT 
J X 5  1 PUNCT 
140 *57Pl09 
/SET UP A - 1 2  CQUNT S I N C E  T h E k E  AkE TWELVE 
/YJ19ERS WITH THE SAME F o R n a T  TO HE PRlNTEO 
I D E P I S I T  - 12  I N  CNTDEV 
/GET F I R S T  NUMBER ( H I G H  ORDER TERM) 
/DEPOSIT  I T  I N  TEMPI  /CLEAR FLAG 
/LO!* ORDER TERM 
/DEPOSIT  I T  I N  TEMP2 
/GET TE'IPI 
/ S * I P  I F  P O S I T I V E  
l J ~ l M r  1 1  LOCATIONS AHEAD 
/JUMP TO ROTP SUBROUTINE 
/ P R I N T  OUT INTEGRAL PANT 
,PRINT A POINT <.) 
/ I S  SINBIB 
/NO, J J W  4 LOCATIONS AHEAD 
/YES, NEGATE I T  
I C O W L E K N T  AC 
/SET FLAG TO - 1  
JMP r r 4  
JMS I NEGAT 
c n a  
DCA TEMPO 
CLA 
1AD B1)SL 
D c n  MEGA*% 
TAD BASL.1 
DCI\ MEGO-2 
DCA HEGA+3 
DCA MEGA+4 
/GET B A S E L I N E  LENGTH 
/MASK FdACTIONAL PART OF TEMPI 
I D E P O S I T  I T  I N  TEMPl  "Cn T E W ~  
JMP F-'C"IL 
J M i  r(iiT, 
Tnr i  M 5 7 7 7 1  
D C 4  Pit i iSO, 
TAD t 9 5 7 3 1 O  
C ' 1 4  
/JUMP 7 0  SUBRO'JTINE ROTP 
/ADD TME NEGATIVE S I G N  TO THE ROTATED TEMPI  
l O E P O S l T  Z lGNED INTEGRAL PART I N  PROS01 
/ I N  THE NEXT 1 5  I N S T H U C T I M S  WE CHECK YHETHEH 
/THE FXACTIONAL PART IC 
TAD MEGA 
JMS I D D l V P  
CN+aNO 
DCA PROS01 
TAD I L n u o T  
nca p n o s o a  
JMS I DMULTP 
PDOSO, 
/DIVIDE IT BY THE VELOCITY OF L I G H T  
/PROSOI,2 CONTAIN d / ~  
> '.r.Zx" 
ART OF TEMP1 ( H I G H  ORDER) nNI> T E W l  
Dcn TEMPI 
TLD T E I P 1  
S Z A  CL4 
JPP.*4 
T o 0  TEYPB 
bNA C L 4  
d,4P.*. ,  
TAD TEMPI 
,MASK TUE CRACTIONAL P 
/DEPOSIT  I N  TEMPI  
/GET TEMPI  AGAIN 
,>KIP ON ZESO A C I  CLEAN AC 
/JU*P + 4  
.... 
TEMPI 
o c n  TEMPI  
JMS I R O T l L  
DCA TEMPI  
TAD I CONTB 
DCP TEMP2 
TAD TEMPI  
/ADD TEMP2 
/ S N I P  ON NON-ZERO A C I  CLEAN AC 
/ROTATE ONE LOCATION L E F l  
/DEPO6lT  < d / ~ > * ~ ~ ~ #  I N  D I V I D E N D  Ti iD MS7OIR 
DCIi TEMPI 
DCA TEMPS 
JNS I NEGiiT 
I A C  
J M P  TO5371 
J n b  I SPRNT 
J r i S  I P'JNCT 
FRC*L,JMS I DM'JLT 
TEMP I 
N l B O O  
QCb TEMPI 
JMS I ROT3L 
TAD TEHPl  
.JMS I DCPKNT 
DCA MEGA+2 
TAD TEMP2 
/OBTAIN THE ABSOLUTE VALUE OF THE FRACTIONAL PART 
/ADD I TO INTEGRAL PART I F  FRACTIONAL I b  NOT ZERO 
/JUMP TO T O 5 3 7 1  (5372) 
/ P R I N T  INTEGRAL PART (NEGATIVE)  
DCA MEGA.3 
OCA MEGAII 
(ICA MEGA+& 
TAD MEGA 
JMS I D D I V P  
N 1 2 5  
DCA TEMP3 
TAD TEMPO 
S I R  C L a  
JuP.+5 
6 3 0 1  
TAD TEMP3 
6 3 5 1  
JnP. r4  
6 3 5 1  
TAD TEMP3 
/ D I V I D E  BY 1.25NS WHICH I S  THE BA51C 
/DELAY UNIT ,  THE OTHERS ARC 2 . 5 r 5 , 1 0 1 b l r 4 @ r B B 1 1 6 0  
/DEPOSIT  THE OUOTIENT ( 8 - B I T  NUMBER) I N  TEMP3 
/GET F L A G  
/ I S  I T  - I ?  
P /MiJLTIPLY FRACTIONAL PART I Y  I 0 0 0  
/YES, J U ~ P  5 LOCATIONS AHEAD 
/NO. SET OELAY I N  I F  S T R I P  1 2  TO ZERO 
/GET TEMP3 /PRIPIT FRACTIONAL PART 
/TYPE CARRIAGE RETURN AND L I N E  FEED /ADJUST OELAY I I 
/JUMP 4 LOCATIONS AMEAD 
/SET DELAY n l  TO ZEnO 
/GET TEMP3 
I4DJUST DELAY # 2  
/HAVE A L L  THE NUMBER6 B E I N G  Pf l INTED1 
/NO, P R I N T  NEXT 
/YES, P H I N T  6 CULF ' 5  
I 5 7  CNTOEV 
J V P  CLABCD 
7 4 0  H 6  
PC* CNTW6 
JMS I CRLFP 
1 5 2  CNTM6 
JPIP.-1 
JHP i PAG22 
ROTPIO 
TAD TEMPl 
AND MS7860 
RTL CLL 
R T L  
.IMP I ROTP 
K 2 4 6 r Z 4 6  
K244.244 
RP'JNCW. RPllN 
SPRNTISSPMUT 
MS9770 i r7778  
P I G 2 2 r  PAGE22 
7 0 5 3 7 1 .  TAD p H 0 5 0  
szn 
JMP PRCNL-2 
T I D  MINI IS  
JMS I TYPO 
JMP FWCNL-2 
MINUS, 2 5 5  
PItlJSE 
63R I 
CLA 
TAD M3R0 
DCA CM3RB 
JMP I COMPEN 
M31*13, 7 3 2 4  
CNANO, 2 3 1 4  
6 3 1 4  
N l 2 5 .  RRRl  
2 0 8 0  
D lSA.  R S 5 0  
n 0 0 Q  
NlRCI, 1 4 4  
R 
PWSE 
/RESET T I M E  COUNT FOR NEXT COMPEN5ATIUN 
/JJMP TO PAGE 2 2  
1 1 5  AC LEXO? 
/NO 
/YES, GET THE S I M  ( - )  
/PRINT I T  
/ODD TEMP1.2r3 TO UT AT JANUARY 0 
/CONTAINED I N  SIDHRO,+I.+2 
FLGCHK, J I P  T O 5 7 6 5  /JUMP TO 5 7 6 5  
6 3 6 1  / I S  F L A G  OF DEVICE 3 6  UP7 
bKP 
.JWP SRR6 
/NO, S K I P  
6 3 7 1  
/YE$, GO TO SERVE DEVICE 3 6  
SKP 
/ I S  FLAG OF DEVICE 3 7  UP7 
JUP SR37 
/NO, S K I P  
/YES, GO TO SERVE DEVICE 3 7  
1 3 2 1  / I S  FLAG OF DEVICE :3? UV7 
S*P 
JMP S H 3 2  
/NO, S K I P  
6 3 3 1  
/YES, GO TO SERVE DEVICE 3 2  
S*P 
/ I S  FLAG OF DEVICE 3 3  UP7 
JMP SR33 
/NO. S K I P  
I W  
/YES. GO TO %RUE DEVICE 3 3  
I T U R N  INTEnRUPT ON 
JLlP TO5772 
JWP I (4 
/ J l lUP TO 5 7 7 7  
/JL)MP T J  LOCATION O 
S R 3 6 r  6 4 1 1  
6 3 6 2  /SEhD STEPPING PUL>E TO ANT. X2 
6 4 1 2  /WAS P i lLSE RECEIVED? 
LA11 l F M P 3  
TAD S I D H R 0 t 2  
DCA TEMP3 
R AL  
TAD TEMP? 
TAD S I D H R l r l  
DCa TEMP% 
RAL 
1 AD TEMPI  
TAD SIDHR'I 
/DEPOSIT sun IN TEMPI .~ ,~  
/NEGATE THE sun 
/O l ( lA IN  GST-UTHR0-(# D A Y 5 > + 2 4 1 1 9 . H 5 7 / J 6 # d )  
DCA TEMPI 
JMS I NEGhT 
C L L  
TAU TEMP3 
TAD PROS03 
DCA PROS03 
RAL 
TAD TEMP2 
T a n  PROS02 
OCA PROSOP 
- . .  . .- 
CLII CLL  /YES 
TeD 1 STEP~PII I n D D  THE >TEP TO THE Hl<2 REGlSTE$ i  
T a n  I H R P ~ ~ ?  
Inca I HR2P.2 
n a L  
TAD TEWPI 
TAD PROS01 
DCA PROSOI 
TAV PROS01 
DCA i4EGA.2 
T a n  PROS02 
DCA VEGAr3  
TAD PROS03 
DC4 MEGAr4  
0CA MEGA*] 
TAD MEGA 
JNS I D D I V P  
N7U29 
nca TEMPI 
TAD I LfJtJOT 
DCA TEMP2 
JMS I DMULTP 
TEMPI 
CONVER 
DCA TEMPI  
I A O  I CONTB 
DCA TEMP2 
TAD r CONTC 
DCA TEWP3 
JMS I NEGAT 
C L L  
/ P R O S O l r 2 r 3  CONTAIN DIFFEHENCE 
RrlL 
TILD I STEPZP 
TAD I H K 2 P + I  
n c a  I HRPPII 
K(\L 
/NOW WE MULTIPLY ( P n o b o i r ~ , 3 ) r ~ ~ - 9 . 8 5 7 / 3 6 a @ ) = ~ c ~  
/DEPOSIT  PROSOl r2 .3  I N  D I V I D E N D  
/GO TO CHECK I F  H H 2 - 2 4  
JWP F L G C H K r 4  
b R 3 7 r  4 9 1 1  
6 1 7 ?  /SEND STEPPING PULhE 1 0  ANT. # I  
/ *AS PULSE RECEIVED7 
/ N O  
/YES 
/ADD THE STEP TO THE H H I  REGISTEH 
JMP.-I 
CLA C L L  
T a n  I STEPIP+I 
TAD I n R l P 1 2  
OCA I H R l P r 7  
RAL 
TAD I S T E P I P  
TAD I H R I P + I  
o c n  I Hz!?+ !  
/DEPOSIT  PRODUCT I N  TEMPI r2 .3  
IRAL 
T4D I H R l P  
J*P I 5 7 6 3  /GO TO CHECK I F  HR1.24 
IREAD SWITCH REGISTER 
/*ASK I T  WITH 3 
1 1 5  AC NON-ZERO 
,NU 
L A S  
AND T e l l )  
SNI) C L a  
JMP FLGCMK17 
7% TEMPJ 
TAD PROS03 
DCA TEMP3 
II)D GET3 
UCA 1 3  
TRD GET4 
IOC" I I 
JHS TRaNPR 
JMS I L(RI2P 
JYS I HR37P 
JMb THANPR 
JMS 1 HR12P 
JHS 1 HH36P 
JRS TRANPR 
J1S 1 DEC12P 
,JXS I IUFC45P 
JYb T?I\NPR 
JMS 1 DECIPP 
JMS I nEC43P 
/YES 
/ L E T  INDEX COJRDINATES OF DISHES 
RAL 
TAD T E l P 2  
T a n  PROSOB 
OCA TEWP2 
/LETIJRN DISHES TO INDEX P O S I T I O N  1 A L  
TAD TEMPI  
TAD PROSOI 
Den TEMP! 
JMS I DMULTP 
IF*", 
I T E M P I r 2 . 3  CONTAIN GCT I N  HOURS 
/MULTIPLY FRACTIONAL PART OF GCT 1 Y  6 8  
.. . -  
N 6 0  
DCA TEMP2 
TAD I CONTB 
OCA PROS01 
TAD I CONTC 
DCA PROS02 
JMS I D n u L T P  
/DEPOSIT  INTEGRAL PART OF PRODUCT I N  TEMP2 <MINUTES> 
/DEPOSIT  FRACTIONAL PART I N  PROSOI,2,3 
HLT /HALT PnOGRAM 
SH3e. J H L  I T H I N C  /INCREMENT T I M E  LEGISTER 
JmP FLGCHK* I% 
bR33, ION /THIS SERVES THE T l n E  CUECK INTERHUPT~ TURN 
C L L  CLA / INTERRUPT ON 
T4D T IME*?  / O B T n I N  GSTILSTILONGITUDE 
TAU L O N G I r 2  
DC4 PROS03 
/MULTIPLY FRACTIONAL MINUTES BY 6 0  
DCA TEMP3 
TAD I CONTB 
DCA PROS01 
TAD I CONTC 
DCA PROS02 
JMS I DMULTP 
PROS01 
N 1 lliln 
DCA TEMPO 
JMS I CRLFP 
TAD TEMPI  
/TEMP3 CONTAINS THE SECONDS 
K 4 L  
TA11 T l f l E + I  
TAD L O N G I r l  
OCA PROSOP 
RAL /TYPE CARRIAGE RETURN 
/TYPE THE n o u n s  JMS I DCPRNT 
JMS 1 C R V P  
. - --  -. 
OC4 PROS01 /PHUSOI ,2 r3  CONTAIN GST 
JH5 I DAYX24 /COMPUTE ( IDAYs)124r(9 .857/36@0)J U E P O S I I  I N  
J Y P  I P A 6 2 4  /TEMP112,31 JUMP TO PAGE 24 
TAD TEMP2 
JPlS I DCPRNT 
JMS C R W P  
TAD TEMP3 
JMS I DCPRNT 
JMS CRLFP 
TAD TEMPD 
JMS I DCPRNT 
JMS 1 CRLFP 
CLA 
6 f 35 JMP I A R X I  
-SILLY,  CLA 
DCA TEMPO 
I S 2  TEMPO 
JMP.- I 
JMP S I L L Y  
6143 ROTIRT. n 
-TAD TEMPI 
/TYPE THE MINUTES 
/TYPE THE SECONDS 
i A L  
TAD PROS02 
1 RD TEMPO 
OCA PHOSO2 
JM? I TRANPR 
SILVERC, B 
URlP, HH2 
HR2+1 
H<2.2 
STEPFP. STEP2 
STEP2.I 
/JUMP TO LOCATION 1 6 6 0  
/THIS'A W A I T I N G  LOOP USED WHILE WE AXE 
/GETTING SET FOR THE T I M E  CHECK 
/ T H I S  SUBROUTINE H O l A l E Z  THE CONTENTS 
/CF TEMPI, 3 AND C BY ONE LOCATION 
/R IGHT UAR 
DCA TEMPI 
TAD I CONTB 
Rl\H 
1)CA I CONTB 
TAD I CONTC 
RAR 
DCA I CONTC 
JMP I ROTIRT 
MEGllGI, @ 
T a u  I I 0  
UCA M E G A r l  
TAD I I 0  
DCA MEGAr2  
HR36Pp HR'l6 
DECIPP, U E C l 2  
DEC95Pe DEC45 
I)EC43P, DECm3 
UAYX?4r DAY24 
PAG24, PAGE24 
,5763 
$ 5 5 7  
6 5 6 6  
7 0 5 7 6 5 .  DCA SAVEAC /SAVE AC CGNTENT 
HAl. 
OC4 SLIVELK /SAVE L I N K  CONTENT 
JWP T 0 5 6 M I  
SAVELK, R 
/SETS UP THE U I V I D E N U  8Y i lEANS OF 
/THE S E L F - I N D E X I N G  REGISTEH I @  
TAD I I R  
DCA MEGA.3 
DCA MEGA.4 
TAD MEGA 
JMP I M E G I I R  
ORXI, ARHI  
PA'JSE 
T 0 5 7 7 2 r  CLA C L L  
T4fJ SAVELK l l t E l K 1 E V E  L I N K  CONTENI 
KPP 
TL\O SL)YEI\C l R E T n 1 E V E  hC COsbTENT 
J l P  I M 
.64G+1 
WIDIIL, n / T H I S  S L J H H * ) ~ I ~ I N E  COMPUTE5 THE lNTFGHATlON TIME, 7, 
CLA / I N  HOURS AND THEN CALCULATES C O S I T / Z >  ANU S I N < 1 / 2 1  
T4D INTEGR /THE L A S T  TWO FUNCTIONS AHE U5EU FOR I H E  
i iOTIIF,R 
TAD I CONTC 
XAL CLL 
DCA 1 COKTC 
T o 0  i CONTR 
RAL 
DCA 1 CONTR 
T4D TEMP3 
,ROTATE CONTENTS OF TEMPI,U,C 
/HI ONE LOCATION LEFT, BIC Ai<E THE LOU OROEk 
/I<EGl>TErtS I N  WHICH THE PR0UUI:T Is ~ T O K E O I  
/ l H E  H I G H  ORDER I S  I N  THE ACCUMUL,QlO% 
/ !+ I ICH I N  T H I S  CASE WAS UEPOSITEI> I N  TEMPl 
OCA TEMPI /CALCULI1  1 J N  OF U AND V. 
7 4 0  I N T E G H I I  
DCA TEMP2 
DCR T F l P 3  
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